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DOLAN

RUNS

.3,000 tons have been stored:
Delaware and Hudson Coal company.
In Carbondale. 500,000 tons; Delaware,
Lackawanna and Western railroad, In
Keyser valley, 450,000 tons; Susquehanna Coal company. In Nantlcoke,
100,000 tons, and In Mlllersburg, 400,-00the Erie company. In Honesdale
race track. 600,000 tons.
In and near Scranton those who say
there Is no likelihood of a strike admit that the uncertainty of the situation is a serious detriment to business. Merchants refuse to buy goods,
except for their Immediate needs, until they see what the miners will do.
0;

ROOST WITH
HIGH

HAND

SITUA TION IN
CHINA GRA VE
May Be Necessary

Horrible Crime of John Witt. Young
Detroit Man.
Detroit, Mich., Feb. 10. John Witt,
aged 28, tonight shot and killed himself after killing his four year old
President ol Miners
child, shooting his father-in-laAugust Whiting, through the stomach
and shooting his mother-in-laMrs.
Whiting, in the shoulder. Witt, who
DESPITE EMPHATIC PROTEST
had been separated from his wife,
went to
Whiting home, 597 Clark
OF MAJORITY OF DELEGATES avenue, the
in the west end of the city,
supposedly with the Intention of killing his wife and child. But Mrs. Witt
Open Break Comes in Pittsburg Dis- was absent at work. Mr. Whiting Is
In a critical condition at Grace hospital.
trict on Eve of Great Struggle
Cut Off to Cost $450.000.
With the Operators.
Canton, O:. Feb. 10. A contract
was let by the Wabash Railway company yesterday for the construction
Pittsburg, Feb. 10. After six days of the Bollvnr-Orrvlll- e
cut-oof twen-tw- o
of turmoil and strife the delegates to
miles. The price Is $40,000, and
the miners' convention of the Pitts- work Is to begin within ten days. It
burg district secured a breathing spell is now admitted by railroad officials
by adjourning until that the Sugar creek & Northern
this afternoon,
railroad, m corporation recently ornext Wednesday.
Hefore the close, ganized
under the laws of Ohio, is i
however,
was
President
Dolan
successful In having the election tel- Wabash project.
lers 'report read, and despite appeals
from his decision, declared himself,
Criah Belllngham and William Dodds,
elected, t pectively, president, vice
president and secretary-treasure- r
for
the coming year.
Confusion prevailed during almost
the entire session today and order
was only restored when Vice President Lewis in a speech to the delegates, threatened to leave the city and
not return.
President Dolan anonunced that
within twenty-fou- r
hours he would
make public a statement of his position with his reasons for voting as he
did at the Indianapolis convention.
Following
the adjournment. 102
delegates held a caucus and determine
ed upon a legal fight to unseat Dolan
and Belllngham.
Secretary Dodds was exempted from France
May Also Try Game
the action, as he has said he would
retire at he end of the present term,
March SI.
ol Muff.
The caucus decided to employ attorneys to secure an Injunction against
the district officers, forbidding them
to withdraw money from the treasury
of the organization and to enjoin Pat- CASTRO'S COURT MAY LOSE
rick Dolan, Uuriah Belllngham and all
ITS DIPLOMATIC STANDING
members-elec- t
to the district offices
until a new election Is held.
The hearing on the Injunction seParis, Feb. 10. The Journal's Toucured by President Dolan restraining
delegates from ousting him, Which lon correspondent says It Is stated
was set for today, was, at the request there that the French second eUUM
of the defendants, postponed until cruiser Duchayla has been ordered to
be held In readiness to start fur Vennext Wednesday morning.
Dolan Is Defiant.
ezuela.
Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 10. A brief
hearing on the temporary Injunction VENEMJELA MAY LOSE
secured yeaterday by President PatALL DIPLOMATIC STANDING
rick Dolan of the Pittsburg district
Caracas,
Feb. 10. There Is apt to
attending
miners against 139 delegates
be an aftermath to the Taigny Incithe district convention, restraining dent,
however much Venezuela and
them from Interfering with his powers as president, was held today be- France may hug each other In the end,
It Is
fore Judge Fraxer In common pleas that will be hUtlngly regretted. Caía-cas
predicted withdrawal from
court No. I. Additional time was re- the of
diplomats by all foreign nations
quested by the defendants and Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock was fix- and the relegation of Venezuela to
ed by the court for the final hearing. the grade of countries to which Should
The session tasting one hour was held be sent only consular representatives.
The exchange of notes between the
by the convention this morning previous to going into court In a body. It government und the diplomatic corps
was the stormiest meeting yet held here over the questions growing out of
and there was opposition to every the Taigny case forms quite as Intera topic as the Immediate quesmatter presented by President Dolan. esting
tion with France, it is sure to cause
anLewis
National Vice President
nounced that President Mitchell had International discussion.
Instructed him to remain In Pittsburg
a few days. Lewis also read a telegram from Mitchell advising the executive board of the Pittsburg district
miners that they were permitted to
draw on their treasury for funds to
retain legal talent in the Injunction
proceedings. "I personally pay for my
attorneys," shouted Dolan to Lewis,
and the delegates, "and the executive
board will do likewise. No money will
be taken from the treasury for that
purpose If I can help It."
Scale Committee Completes Demand-- .
Pa., Feb. 10. The
Wllkesbarre,
members of the anthracite miners' FIRST MUTINY IN YEARS
scale committee who have been in sesIN PACIFIC COAST PORT
sion here since Thursday last completed their labors tonight and will leave
for their homes tomorrow. The deSeattle, Wash., Feb. 10. Sailors on
mands as formulated will not be published until the Joint conference Is the French bark Admiral Courbet,
lying in Port Townsend, mutinied toheld In New York next Thursday.
day and after forcibly taking a bout
Great Quantities of Coal Stored.
Wllkesbarre. Pa., Feb. 10. Taking pulled ashore declaring that they
advantage of the mild winter, the an- would not proceed In the vessel,
N.
to her lightened condition.
thracite operators have managed to
store in various places, In and out of w. uroar. or fori lowusenu, wno arthe coal region, coal in vast amounts, rived In the city today, said that th
In anticipation of the strike that is sailors were afraid to go to sea with
now threatened.
the vessel in light ballast.
They determined long ago not to be
This Is the first time for a number
caught as they were when the strike of years that any crew has seen ÍK
of 1902 was declared, with a short to take matters in their own hands
supply on hand. Accordingly, last and forcibly leave the Bhip. The sailyear the miners worked as they never ors assert that 260 tons of ballast Is
worked before. The production of not sufficient for a ship the size of
each company was a record breaker the Courbet. They also state that It
and the total output was 75.000,000 was only by good luck that she was
tons, more than 8,000,000 tons greater picked up after she broke adrift from
than the output the previous year. the tug on her way up here from San
Taking Into consideration the fact that Francisco. The mutter will probably
last winter was severe, and the de- come up before the United States
mand for coal brisk, and that the commissioner Monday.
present winter, until this week, was
Dig Alabama Fire.
exceptionally mild, and the demand
slack, the operators had the opportuCullman, Ala., Feb. 10. The New
nity of storing great quantities of coal, York Dry Goods store was burned toand they oan mine about 16.000. 000 day. Loss, $75,000.
tons more by April 1, when the present agreement expires, If the collieries
THRKE CREMATED IV
work ateadlly.
GEORGIA POLICE STATION
The amounts stored In this vicinity,
as nearly aa ean be estimated, for the
Eastmsn. Qa.. Feb. 10. D A.
Cooper, Elbert Mullís and John
companies decline to give information.
B. Hurt, all white men, were
Is as follows:
Coal company. In
I. ''high Valley
cremated last night In a fire
Wetherly. 100,000 tons, and In Ranwhich destroyed the police bar- som, n newly erected storage plant,
racks.
with capacity of about 300,000 tons.
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Washington. Feb. 10. There arc
several evidences that the administration is prepared to apply an aggressive
policy to China If the latter shows
evidences of defiance.
Several weeks
ago it was reluctantly admitted at the
war department that the troops In
the Philippines were being materially
Increased in the face of Secretary
Taft's declaration that no more than
ten thousand men were required to
keep order, because the administration feared that there was going to
be trouble for the United States in
China. Prior to this the statement
had been made upon the same authority that the additional troops were
to be aent there that brigade drills
might be made possible.
It is now said at the navy department that following the completion of
Rear Admiral Slgsbee's cruise the Gal.
veston and the Chattanooga would be
sent east through the Suez canal to
Chinese waters.
Almost at the same moment it was
declared In the state department upon
authority that every report from an
American consul general or consul in

ALFONSOS
MARRIAGE A
LOVE MATCH

VENEZUELA

SAILORS QUIT
THE SHIP

ow-4n-

g

China was to the effect that the boycott and the feeling against America
now flourished, as never before, and
the reports mounted a foot high. Continuously cropping up were placards
denouncing Americans and crying that
If the boycott and demonstration
were only kept up America would let
down the bars to Chinese immigration.
Again and again, it was said, th?
American minister. Mr. Rockhill, and
his assistants have protested against
these unfriendly 'proclamations and
told the viceroys of the provinces in
which they were posted that they
would be held personally responsible
by the Cnlted States for any hostile
acts which might follow.
The placards were taken down and drastic
decrees issued by the viceroys, but
only to have the placarding repeated.
In view of these various declarations, all upon the same subject. It Is
generally believed here that unless
.here Is a change In the Chinese situation within the next few months an
American demonstration Is a very
strong possibility.
projected marriage of King Alfonso.
When he returned from London
had fixed his choice. He
was charmed and conquered by the
princess, and fell in love with
her at first sight. The guard which
keeps watch at Buckingham Palace
does not forbid this to kings.
"Since then his majesty has often
spoken to me with enthusiasm of his
future queen. She is said to be delightful. I only know her mother personally. The august couple have often
written to each other. They arranged
the Biarritz meeting, nnd exchanged
voluminous correspondence.
"The date of the marriage has not
been fixed.
think it will be In June.
"It has been alleged that the queen
mother would have preferred another
alliance. That Is absolutely Incorrect.
I can toll you that the royal family Is
quite at one, and that Spanish opinion
approves the match."
1

Young

King

of

Won Charming

Spain Has
Bride.

PERSONALITY OF PRINCESS
EVA

WINS SPANISH COURT

Thibetan Garrison In Trouble
London, Feb. 10. Reynold's weekly
newspaper says that the sniníl British
garrison left in Thibet hus been surrounded by hostile. tHbes and that un
expedition for the' relief Is necessary.

TWO MEET DEATH ON
COLORADO GRADE CROSSING
London. Feb. 10. The first stage of
the courtship of King Alfonso and ('(dorado
and Southern Train Hits
Princess Bna came to an end when
Wagon Carrying Gardeners,
the king returned to Madrid, it has
Pueblo, Colo., Feb. 10. A wagon
run very smoothly, under the most
vlgllunt observation of an army of re- occupied by three Italian gardeners
porters and B cohort of photogra- was struck by a Colorado and Southern train at Salt Creek crossing, two
phers.
The personal charm and beauty of miles south of Pueblo, at 7 oVIoeU
Princess Bna have already made her lilis evening and two of the occuenormously popular with the Spanish pants, Joe Williams, aged 40 years,
people, who. moreover are pleased and Albert Annone, II, were killed
over a match with a niece of the OUthrlght, while John Williams, aged
king of England. In France, too. as 30, was seriously injured.
In England, the young princess
has
Depositors After the Bank.
leaped Into sudden popularity. From
Peoria, ills., Feb. 10. This morns
the illustrated
and newspapers her features
are known ing eight depositors of the People's
throughout the length nnd breadth Savings hank, of which Dr. George H,
who committed
suicide
of France, which is an extraordinary Simmons.
testimony to the interest
of the Tuesday was president, filed proceed
ings In the United States court here
French people In her.
Rev. E. L. Folly, surviving
The approval of the Spanish mar- against
riage by the English court Is not partner in the bank, asking that the
shared by the members of Furopean bank be declared bankrupt. The bank
owes depositors about llüO.OOO and Its
courts, who disapprove more of a
But if assets of doubtful value with the exthan of a Protestant.
which the
the haughty Spaniards an approve of ception of the bulldinr
the marriage the others may be ig- hunk Is located.
nored.
Alabama Supreme Justice Dead.
Girlish Simplicity.
New Orleans, La., Feb. it). Judge
It is n
custom to deN. McClellan. chief Justice of
scribe all royal matches as inspired by Thomas
the supreme court of Alabama, died
love. This one really appears to be
on a Louisville & Nashprobably this morning
It has been suggested
ho.
from Montgomery, as It was
ville
train
King
Alfonso,
who
with reason that
entering New Orleans, of heart failbright, energetic dis- ure.
himself Is of
position and who has been strict v
brought up amid the restraint and
solemnity which are characteristic of
nil that surrounds the Spanish throne,
felt all the more drawn toward the
young princess by reason of her unaffected simplicity, girlish spirits and
disposition.
As an example of Princess Enn's
sense of fun, and It must be remembered that this is a sense to which
royalties cannot give much vent on
formul occasions, a story is told of an
incident of her coming-ou- t
ball at
One
Kensington Pulace last May.
guest, a very shy young man, having BRAUN MAKES SENSATIONAL
been presented to the young princess,
asked in a highly formal manner,
CHARGE AGAINST SfORER
which was more suggestive of a duty
being performed
than a pleasure,
whether she would honor him with a
Marcus
Feb.
New York,
lance Kna replied with a twinkle in
sprclal
Immigration
you
eyes:
are
"Oh. certainly. If
her
was
sloner, who usaerted
that
quite sure you don't mind."
Mixed Marriage Question.
treated witli great rudeness by offi
enough, little has been cials of the Austrian government when
Strang'
heard of the question of a Protestant he went over there to Investigate the
and Catholic mixed marriage. One or conditions under which the citizens of
persons have ex- that country were shipped here, had
two unimportant
pressed pained shock in the
something to suy yesterday In ancolumns of the Times, htit swer to the reports of the stale dethis has found no echo. The fact is. partment which were submitted to conthe "conversion" of Princeas Ena to gress on Thursday morning concernKing Alfonso's fulth before marriage ing his doings abroad. IIo said:
Is felt to be a thing already half ac"As far as the charges are concerncomplished, as she came so much un- ed, I wish to state that the
n
der the Influence of the
minister of foreign affairs,
Eugenie, with whom she has been u Count Ooluchowskl. as well as Ambasfrequent and most favored visitor sador Storer, deliberately and wilfully
since childhood and whose heiress she deceived the state department At
is generally considered to be.
Washington with falsehood and that
King Loved at First Sight.
I have documentary evidence to prove
Paris, Feb. 10. A dispatch to the this assertion. I hope to have It ready
Temps from Algeclras states that in for publication very soon.
an Interview the Duke of Almodovar,
"'rhere- Is only one charge In the
Spanish minister of foreign affairs, whole report of Ambassador Htorer
who Is head of the Spanish mission to that I am willing to plead guilty to,
the Moroccan conference, said:
and that Is that I am a Jew. That Is
"I rejoice with all Spaniard at the the ooly true charge In the report."
post-card-

Bat-tenbe-

well-meani-

TO BACK UP

California Miners
Alive

Rescued mi Nations

WERE WITHOUT FOOD AND
KNEE

DEEP

IN

ICY

WILL NOT DARE TO
PRESS

WATER

Austro-lluugarln-

-

Sorts

All

ol

Compromises

PROPOSED AMENDMENT WOULD
THE

ISSUE

Given Courage by Cheers of Rescue; Now Seems That Algeciras
Imprisoned

Party

Successful

Men

Make

ence Must Break

Fight for Life.

Stockton, Cal., Feb. 10. Tomo Sa
blich and Qero Buvolch,
who have
been Imprisoned In the App mine at
Quarto by a cave-i- n
since midnight
Monday were rescued today after
having been in the tunnel Without
food for a period of more than one
hundred hours.
Fortunately there was plenty
of
water at hand and they did not suffer
from thirst. They were extremely
weak from lack of food WhOD re
cued, but were Otherwise in good condition. The fact that communication
with the rescue party was at all times
possible through the debris served to
keep Up their spirits, and their only
suffering was from cold due to the
water in the tunnel, which stood
uround their knees.

St. Petersburg.

v

fifteen Still in the Mine.
Hinton, W. Va., Feb. 10. The afterdamp continues to hamper the efforts of rescuers In the l'arrall mines.
where thirty or more men were killed
or entombed by an explosion of gas
on Thursday,
No more bodies had
been found tip to this morning and it
Is believed that fifteen men are still
in the mine.
PRISON SMASHER.
SENTENCED TO HANG
Sacramento. Cal.. Feb. 10. Chas.
Carson, one of the Folsom state prison
convicts who was engaged in an outbreak ut that institution one year
ago to escape, and who was found
guilty In the superior court a few
weeks ago on a charge of conspiracy.
was today sentenced to be hunged.
CARSON,

FOOTBALL RULES
WANTS Tl

Up

Confer-

START

Without

com MJTTEE
GAIN

Double Instance Will Open
l lie
(.nine.
New York. Feb. 10. Ten yards to
be gained in three downs was the prinBelieved

cipal
tentatively
football
reform
agreed upon at B meeting of the national Intercollegiate
football rules
committee In this city today. This
rule, if finally adopted, the football
experts believe, Will do more than anything else toward opening the game.
After today's meeting the secretary of
the committee. W. T. Held, Jr., of
Harvard University, explained
that
none of the rules suggested either today or at the- conference two weeks
ago had been finally adopted. The
committee is framing a set of rules
covering different point! Of the game
and when these are all covered the
completed rules then will be voted
upon.
d
The
rule exactly doubles
the distance to be gained in three
downs under the playing rules of the
past scverul years.
-

on

the condition

Feb.

Constitutionality

at

Algeci-

ras, a well known Russian politician
of most competent
authority, said:
"The outlook is delicate enough,
hut with all the powers against her,
it is little likely that Germany will
push matters to extremities.
There
ure certain points on which France
cannot give way."
"You mean the question of police?"
"Exactly," he replied, "that, to tell
the truth. Is the one question the Algeclras conference has to deal with.
France cannot accede to either Moorish or German policing."
"Then how can the matter be settled? Would not the Itullans do?"
"No," ho replied quickly. "Italy has
an
alliance with Cicrmany.
But
France is willing to share the policing
with Spain. No other arrangement
can satisfy France."
'
Has France done the policing until
now'.'"
"De facto she has." he replied, "although under cover. The kaiser would
have brusqued matters long ago, but
was restrained by the knowledge that
the German people would never support him in making war over it matter
In which (iermauy's interests are so
small."
The German view.
Berlin, Fc'b. 10. The latest attitude
of the French press regarding the Algeclras conference has made a bad
Impression here, more so since Information in other quarters corroborates
the suspicion that the latest French
demands are of an inadmissible character.
The Idea put forward that It is
Germany which should give way to
French pretensions or accept the onus
of shipwrecking the conference Is based on a OUnnlng SOphlSm, entirely misrepresenting the object in summoning
tile AlgeclraS conference, which was
to formulate stipulations hearing an
International character, safeguarding
international, not French, interests.
These latter were already mure than
adequately considered by Germany
leal summer by the voluntary agreement thai France should control the
frontier police, This France apparently Ignores and holds onto the fiction that the supreme consideration at
Issue Is to wring the utmost concession from the assembled powers for
her exclusive benefit.

Break Near nl Mgeclrss
Berlin. Feb. 10 -- The negotiations
at Algeclras have reached a decisive
turn and the dissolution of the Moroccan conference without an agreement
upon the principal subject of discussion appears to be the probable result. The positions of Frunce and
Germany have now been clearly disBach country, supported by
closed.
Several other powers holds tenaciously
Silk Weavers on Strike.
of settlement
to Its own principle
Paterson. N. J.. Feb. 10. Seventy-fivweavers employed by the Augusta namely, Frunce for special relation to
Silk company are on strike, and it is Morocco and Germany for strict apthat every department of the plication of the doctrine of equal
mill will be affected by the Being up treatment of nil countries In future in
Morocco.
of the looms.
ten-yar-

e

FINDS

LOU bet Gives Farewell Dinner.
l.oubct
Paris. Feb. 10, President
tonight gave a farewell dlnnd at the
Elysee Palace to the cabinet ministers and their families, a number of
personal friends and members Of his

staff.

Archbishop of Usttffl Dying.
Autun, Prance, Pah.
Adoiphe Perdaud, archbishop of Autun, is believed to lie dying.
lie is
suffering from double pneumonia,
which lie contracted last week during
REVERSES GILDERSLEEVE ON
a visit to the establishment of the Utile Sisters of the Poor. The Inst sac- STANDARD OIL DECISION ruments of the church
have been
St. Iouls, Feb. 10. Attorney General Hadley today forwarded to
Of the supreme court of
New York City, a certified copy of
a decision of the United Htutes circuit
court of appeals in the cuse of the
Dowagiac Manufacturing company vs.
William Lochner, which Involves the
precise question that is pending before
JUdg Olldersieeve In the Standard Oil
company case. The decision Is favorable to the contentions mude by Hadley In the Standard Oil case.
The
opinion, written by Justice Sanborn,
sets forth: "It is not the duty of
the auxiliary court or judge, within
whose jurisdiction testimony Is being
taken In a suit pending In a court
to consider
of another Jurisdiction,
or determine the competency or relevancy of the evidence which one of
the parties soeks to elicit. It is the
duty of such court or judge to compel the production of suchevldence unless the witness or evidence Is privileged, or It clearly and afflmatlvely
appears that it would be an abuse of
the process of the court to compel Its
production."

Mai sees Yucatan City.
Feb. 10. The
Merlda. Yucatan,
business men and planters gave a
huge banquet to President Dldi, Vice
President Cornil, German minister
Von Waegenhelm and others tonight.
The president visited all parts of the
city toduy nnd wns everywhere acclaimed with vlvus.
Jacob
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Washington, Feb. 10. With all
rumored the)
sorts of compromises
senate committee on interstate com
morco today resumed consideration of.
the railroad rate bills. The rupture in
the committee yesterday was smooth
ed over temporarily at least. Senatoo
Clapp, however, was not present tO"
day.
Certain opponents of the house bill
have suggested an amendment which
provides that the courts may determ
Ine the lawfulness of a rate fixed byi
the commission which would amount
to a test proceeding
ond have K
hearing on all subsequent orders of
the commission, In effect this would
mean that after the constitutionality
of the powers given the commission
had been determined by the highest
court nothing would stand In the way
of execution of further orders issued
by the commission in accordance with
The railroads, of
this construction.
course, would have the right of any
litigant to contest orders which they
believed to be unjust but this would
not obstruct the continuance of tha
orders on any ground except thele
lawfulness. Courts would review the)
reasonableness of rates In tho malt"
ner permitted by the house bill. Thl
AU
proposed amendment, Senator
drieh Is said to favor. It Is a corn
promise only In that It provides foe
the determination of the constitutionality of the bill before Its provisión,
are enforced. It Is believed generally
that If adopted It would result in the
greatest legal contest in the historj
...
of lb' courts.

n
,

ELEVEN MIDSHIPMEN WILL
I All, TO MAKE GOOD

Time on Sea to Make Up
Deficiencies.
Annapolis, Md., Feb. 10. It hag
been officially announced that eleven
midshipmen of the first class will not
receive their diplomas on Monday on
account of deficiencies in certain
branches, but will be compelled to go
May
to sea and will be
15 next or at such other time aa may
be selected.
A notable feature In
connection
with the failure In certain branches of
those named Is that some of them
stand very high in their aggregate
of studies.
Must

Do

I

Nick Must Keep Quiet.
Washington. Feb. 10. Representa
tlve Nicholas 1ongworth, who is suf-

fering from an attack of tonsilitis, was
reported as much better today. It will
be nec essary, however. It was stated
at his home, for him to remain quiet
for several days.
lM.OM Ask Mercy.
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 10. A unique
petition has been received by Governor Stokes from persons In the west
Interested In the case of Antoinette
Tolla, the llackcnsack
murderess,
whose application for commutation of
death sentence will be considered at a
meeting of the court of pardons next
Wednesday. It contains 160,000 sig
natures and was shipped to Trenton
from Des Moines, la., in a large wooden box. Another petition
has also
been n ived. It came from Cincinnati, and contains about 100,000
names.
i

l

Railroad Contract Awarded.
Birmingham, Feb. 10. W. J. Hara-ha- n.
fourth vice president of the Illinois Central, announces that the contract for the construction of the new
line between Corinth, Miss., and Hale,
vllle, Ala., a distance of eighty miles,
hast Just been awarded, The price to
hep aid for the construction is $5,- 000,000, and the contruct calls for
ompletlon of the extension by Jan
uary 1, 1907.
WARSHIP GOES
Cruiser

ashore.

which Escaped After

Battle of the sen of Junan.

the

Paris, Feb. 10. The Russian cruis
er Oleg, one of the ships which escaped after the Battle of the Sea of Ja
pan, under Admiral Enqutst, and took
refuge in Manila harbor, went ashore
at Algiers yostcrday.

New York. Fob. 10. Jacob A. Blls
Woman Assassin Had Nerve.
Is ill In his home. f;!4 North Beach
Rt. Petersburg, Feb. 10.
The adstreet, Richmond Hill. L. L, with an
atTectlon of the heart. He hus cancel-e- d miralty has received a report from the
his lecture engagements for the surgeon In charge of Vice Admiral
Chouknln. who was shot by a woman
next three months.
in his office at Sebastopol yesterday to
e o
the effect that the wounds are not
o
dangerous. The woman, who was
MOTHER AND CHILDREN
well dressed, gained entrance by repBURNED To DEATH
resenting herself to be the daughter
Missouri Valley, la., Feb. 10.
of a Russian admiral who was a friend
Mrs. Edward W. Lett and her
of Chouknln. She shot the admiral
three children were burned to
four times and then tried to escape,
death In a fire which destroyed
bul was killed by an orderly. She has
their home hero late tonight.
not yet been Identified, but is believed
The oldest child was but foui
to have been the emissary of the Ht,
years old.
Petersburg group of terrorists.
(
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MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY
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having her ready for
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thus being placed midway
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r the otilar the ships of the
'
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ho th" enemy might be.
tng of this fleet as It will be when
HAD WORKED TOO LONG
CONVICTED OF LAND FRAUDS
pre iiinought Joins, ti naval ex- siit: "Nothing as devastating
Ins com entralfil destruction has
Helena, Moot., Feb. 10. The Jury
lead wood. B. D., Fb. 10. Rev. D.
nn ived in the brain of
G, War", who was recently convicted which Investigated the Northern Pa- -'
Ii
picture
i.
to
impossible
the
The Dreadnaught
States district court at Indie wreck m ar Helena bust Monday
me i limit 's well directed In the L'tnt'which five lives were lost today reenmy's
one
m
at
Omaha for consplrncy to defraud the torno! a verdict finding the wreck due
Rhits. a ad when
efby
.government by Illegal
others, the
lite It followed
land entries, to the gross negligence of the railway
al Portsmouth.
woulfl be too terrible for words, has tendered his resignation as p
Company. The jury linda the company
timing the gunners get the range
of St. John's BptOCOpnl church at worked the crew
too many hours, that
Mid fire as it target practice.
To bead wood and of Christ's church at
the brakemen were nol sufficient for
I hit
sea
the
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contest
length
for
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Lead,
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also
sent
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a train of the tonnage and that
MOST POWERFUL FIGHTING
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for gone, and this Is not the end. Hare ut .Sioux Kails, S. I)., his resigcrew was negligent in handling th
Is not far distant whan
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time
nation a.s a minister of the episcopal t rain.
MACHINE EVER BUILT
British ensign will fly over fleets church.
of
The vestrymen
the
vesquad rom of Dreadnoughts,
churches h ire god it Land are
IDENTIFY PAT CROWE AS
ting B million and a half ster- .tig the action of Bishop Hare
KIDNAPER OI Yol PÍG (THAU Y
Ky Aseo latsd Rr ss.
i or more, each with ten or twelve acting on the ease.
Mr. Ware has
Portsmouth. Kngl.ii
lull guns, which will engage an been pastor of these churches for fif- Famous Bandit's
Vjfpcarapcc lla. mist when three or four miles teen years.
Dreadnought,
llas Changed In Pusi Three renrs.
battleship
Monster
ills) nit. and will pour In a succession
Which when finished wiil cost MVI
Omaha, Xcb. Feb. in. Much of th
hells each weighing nr,o pounds LIVELY 'Hill' RC AND AL
Million dollars, was launched hen toin the trial of Pat Crowe
testimony
'ylng Wholesale destruction in their
OTTOS BIG HORSEM
day by King Edward. The ceremony
today was intended to prove that, mthe
was the iw si Himple poMlbli
deNew York. Tib. in. The American ilder the name of Johnson, the
king having vi toed nil pageantry on GOVERNOR
says today.
M
The
most .sensational fendant purchased a pony alleged u
it-BHO. Bon lpb'S PALL m;
scandal of recent years was revealed h n o been used by the kidnapers of
nicuuni of the death ot his lather-ln-b- -.
last' night when it became known that Riddle Cudahy arid rented the cottage
King i ibrlstl in.
Impressive Pnnefnl of Loved ami
E. B. Smothers, the millionaire hosbe- - ill the suburbs of the city, where thu
Tin- launch of the Dreadnought, thi
r Educntor in santa IV.
Plo
man, had been SCCUsed Of knowing boy was kepi pending the payment of
largest and must powerful battleship
that drugs had been administered to his ransom.
of the world's navies, marks the tii
Lou Dillon. C. K. O. Billings' famous
Several persons Identified Crowe as
10.
Ke!i.
M..
noon
Ke.
Santa
stage i" what the MriiMi admiralty
.trotter when at Memphis In October, a man they had Keen about the time
lay the remains of the late Brother
Bmathers driving his own horse. of the kidnaping with Callahan, who
claim aw the greatest achievement In
OtUlph, 'director of St. Michaels'
Major
Del mar, beat
Lou Dillon. at a former trial was Identified by
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October
construction.
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Smothers
knowledge
denies
of the RMdle Cudahy as (iin- of the kidnapall
dlege
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territorial
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Crowe's appearance
.ees, though simple, wen among
Ohteagw. Keb. to. C. k. :. BUllngs, kidnaping.
what la to hi' known as the Dreadn-nougowner of Lou Dillon. :s now on his s.iid to have greatly (hanged in the
way to Xew Yor!;. and it Is under-Stoo- d lust live years.
i lues,
The promise w is no i.
that he will not t .ilk about the
stv
be
hed
launt
would
then th.it
APPEAL FROM IIAWAIIANS.
le and the territory. Boleipn requiem alleged "doping" of his horse In the
within si x month. Tin idiniMity I'
race with Major Detmar, There are They Urge the Bstabllshmonl of a
More than made good their boast and
several gentlemen in this city, howPublic Works Fund,
Hrlti hi is have another
cause foi of the departed. Protestants as well as ever, who witnessed the race and arc
pride In their navy. Another twelve Catholics V, ere. present in bil ge II u lll- - familiar with the Investigation since
Washington, Feb. 10. The Kalan-lanol- e
months, all going well, the Br
bill, providing for the estabit was inaugurated.
One of these said
nought will be comimraloned, and
lishment, of a public works fund in
mainly ctlOS- - today:
Join the Atlantic fleet, thu
75 per cent
ir trien, Is of
"It is Incredible that the Memphis Hawaii, by setting
all previous records in bat I
tivernor Her- - Driving association would
so of the customs and internal revenues
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tero, professor
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d Major i ; 3. I'deii.
hard
turn, had the mare under care since that the territory was now taxed eft- hi
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her a good trial before commen Ins
were (he race and none of them have been cetsivelg by the (jnlted States, and
construction on any more of hi f
'atrlclt, John able to say thai she will recover her Should be allowed to profit by insular
Great Britain, it will be remembered,
hue.
feiiner greatness."
revenues.
was the only power having eti w hi
tlu
on
ships
Japanese
or observers
war. while expert
the
British constructors wen- given every
opportunity of learning wherein thi
ships of Japan proved weak ui b trolly,
as the case might be Tip
Were busy from st irt lo finish .,f th
war and Immediately tu't. i tin t. '
of the He. i of Japan um home
their dala, which was submitted with
suggestions, to a special committee on
which sat not oify the mosl expert-neenaval experts but the director
f naval construction. Lord Kelvin
ami a number of lite leadli g pi
llfdculty
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Capital and Surplus,

$100,000.00.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

AFLOAT
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THE-

-

First National Bank
Albuquerque, New Mexico

11

AT

THE CLOSE OP BUSINESS.

NOVEMBER

9, 1905

.

w

lío-eic-

1f

RESOURCES

i

f

Loans ami Discounts
$ l,350,g5g.OO
Bonda, Slocks, Heal Bótate
62,322.60
Banking House and Furniture
38,500.00
i nit ni Status Bond
$ 309,000.00
Cash and Exchange . . . 1.370,306.21 1,039,306.21

.

--

l
i

-

.

ht

,

RuSSO-Japane-

LIABILITIES

At

.

TOTAIi

$3,130,784.81

Premium Clearance Sale

200,000.00
2,632,58t.2S

$3.130,784.81

TOTAL

DEPOSITORY OF THE A.,

T. & S. F. RAILWAY SYSTEM

J0

-

B. RUPPE

. .

r

prescription
druggist

J. B. Ilcrndon, Cashier

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK
of Albuquerque, New Mexico
Capital

West Railroad Ave.

20"

ee4eee4seoe

0. N. Marrov, President

the

fe

i

I 28,15.B8

Captlal und Profits
Circulation
Deposita

$100,000.00
15,000.00

Surplus and Undivided Profits

ONT

The Stale National Hank solicits a share of your
ness upon the basis of sound
liberal and acurate treatment.
personal interview solicited.

Busi-

progressive banking,
Correspondence or a

d

Beginning on Monday, February 12th, and
continuing for two weeks, the following assortment of high grade goods will be put on sale
at miraculously low prices. Every item offered is a bargain, as you will readily see on
inspection. The only reason we sacrifice the
goods is because-theare odds and ends and
There will be no reduction on our regular stock
broken lines.
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2" Drawnwork Cpntcr Pieces,
$3,76, now
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CAPITAL, SIMI.000

J
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27

"

Bet
$1

now

l

uffs,

no

now
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2S

h.V

h.c

Drawnwork Center Pieces, 18x1k, priced at
"'w
$l.2.--i

l.w

lie,

lid

now

Burned Leather Purses, priced at 20c. 36c

now

I.V

Benham Indian Trading Co.
OF RAILROAD AVENUE AND FIRST

Santa

GO.

e

Kastbound
11:00 a. m.
12:51. p. m.
2:11
3:00
4:02
4:32

OFFICE

8:30
3:00
4:35 a. m
7:30 a. m

DESKS
AND CHAIRS
FURNISHINGS

Stoves and Ranges

B. F.

COPP, D. D.

S.

IttKiin 12. N. T. Aimljo Iliilldine

Ramsay's

Cor. Fourth &

Railroad

Av

Typewrilorium..
With the Woman's Exchange.
TypeAll kinds of Second-han- d
writers bought, sold, exchanged,
rented and repaired.
Agents for the

Underwood Visible

o. e. c ho m well.

i

Effective December

c Branch

STATIONS
Santa Fe
Española
Embudo

Lv

.Lv
.Lv
.Lv
.Lv
.Lv
.Lv
.

10, 1905.

Westbound

Ar.... 3:30
Lv.... 1:26
Lv.... 12:26
Lv.... 11:36

Baranca
Servilleta
Tres Tledras
Antonito
Alamosa
Pueblo
Colorado Springs
Denver

Lv
Lv

.Lv
.Ar

p. ni

Lv
Lv

10:29
10:00
Lv. . . . 8:10
Lv.... 6:40
Lv
11:05
Lv.,.. 9:40
Lv.... 7:00

a.
p.
p.
p.

Communication Made Easy

STREET

DetWCCll

the Groat Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

El Paiso

Southwestern System

Rock Island System
Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Rest. The Only way with two
throngh trains dally, carrying Standard and Tourist Sleepers, Observation Dining Cura, Chair Cars and Coaches. For any trip'
any time TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

Typewriter Ribbons and
Supplies always on hand.
If you are Interested In purchasing a typewriter, call and
examine our stock.
GEO.

S.

RAMSAY,

MANAGER

m
ni
m
m

Trains stop at Embudo for dinner where good meals are served.
CONNECTIONS
At Antonito for Durnngo, Silverton and Intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and Intermediate points via either the
standard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the narrow gauge via Salida, making
the entire trip in daylight and passing through tho Famous Royal Gorge, also
for all points on Creede branch.
S. K. BOOIUEB, 0. P. A.,
.,
A. S. BARNEY,
Denver Colo.
nt.

anr-wher- e,

Typewriters....

CORNER

well.

O. & R. G. SYSTEM

me

COST CUTS NO FIGURE IN THIS SALE!

I

W. J. JOHNSON,
AMhlstant Cashier,
GEORGE ARNOT.

al

..Including loom, needles, thread, five large
bunches beads and wix books of designs.
Sets Storescope and 25 colored views,
MC
priced :il I1.B0, now
pitead at
Calendars and Wood Novelties,

;J rie,
157

piked

President

iOo

$1.141

priced nt $2.ro,

$2. mu, now

-.

at

Drawnwork Center Pieces, ifixir.. priced al
"

l

anil Cnxlilcr.
WILLIAM McINTOSH.
hi, o. BALDRIDGE.
a. M. n lack
Vlw-Prcslilr-

C:45

All Kinds HOUSE

LUNA,

8TRICKLER,

fine

Navajo Tara Pillow Tops, priced at $2.00,
Navajo Native Wool

W. 8.

$1.5

ILIA.

now

k."c

llrawiiwork Collins und
M, now

priced

at

SOLOMON

on your building and you will neve?
care how hard i tains or bow hoi tb
sun shines.
Anyone con put It down.
JSW.
I ree Sample on request.
For Vuile by
9
COMPANY
nORRADAILK
Agents, 117 t.old Avenue
Albuquerque, X. M.

n u

0.

Offlcers and Directors:

ROOFING

at

now

II Tsawood Neck Chains, priced

H Complete Bead Working Outfits,
;.-

Rmbroldered Turnover Collars,

'
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world
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Drawnwork Turnoeer Cofhtra, priced at 10c
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sun.

class ntloat.
th. t urhlnss,

Handkerchief

new

only the IdxRe- -'

ship of her
.fastt advantage
of

Dram 11 work
new

priced

Minnehaha Shopping Dags, priced at $1.00,
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Me
.1

"
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T)iSK''-
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II most
which will be
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I
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ii Drawnwork Handkerchief
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Drawi work Dollli
1
"". now

L'Arl N'nuveatt ShopplnR rings,
$2.75. now

c

.

,

si.:,,--

Drnwnwork Center Pieces, 24x24,' priced tit
ii.rr,. now
M.tB
Drawnwork Center Pieces, 39x21, priced al
I
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20120, priced ut
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EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EV10KY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

goods-oa-

There is something lor Everybody

ALBUQUERQUE, N, M.

BANK OF COMMERCE

Put

2 14 Gold Ave

R

"

the old leaky roof. Get a
new one that will endure.

STAR FURNITURE

i

ai I

1

FOR

S

'

I'
ii

H

if your purchase amounts to over a dollar, aal
for a pretty bask' t. It Is youm free of charge.
(
hay iald aside a large number of brlghtool-ora- d
Mnhawg Indian Baskets, In all sizes up to
waste baskets, and these will be given absolutely
free With Sil cales of one dollar and over,
t'alue of baskets in proportion to amount of

t

I

B

trans, and. some claim,
torpedoes, fired at the usual battl
The details of lie On
Tangs.
nought's construction ren
o well has las admit ilty guarded th
pi ins.
Effort of naval
gather Information foi
fruitless. No
ments have
m.ition Is forthcoming Ihe
II inquiries being the candid one th it
Great Britain Intends to mainl
creey as to wh it lo r
as a result of Japan's expcrleni
cue year and by rushing
ill gain
tioii Mia Dreadnought.
If not more in navsl constrit
ill
Ull littler puW'TS el
ually when ships ire building
Is placed at he head of the
lng her nasas displacement,
oeeil.
dimension, horse DO On
In the case of the Dreadnoughi not in
I, the
Item In the design Is revi
nee
board containing the slmph
"Ills Majesty's Ship Dre nil u
romuieiiccd October 2. l05."
When ra idy fot sea the
displace 18,500 tons but this is the
least remarkable thing oboul hi foi
a
besides the Ideas Introdu
sul", of Ihs far
placing on her new righting mi- chine the heaviest armament
rl.-by a ship.
In the pnsi III
v(cls have arrled fo ir 12-- h Dread- he
throwing

WITH AMPLIO MKAXS
AXI) UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Tor Full Particulars see any Agent or Address

GARNETT KING
General Agent

EL PASO, TEXAS

V.

R. STILES

Gen. Pass. Agent

V.

'I

Runda y, February

ENGINEER

BRIDGE

TALKS OF

COURT TELLS DIXON NEW DIVISION STORE RAILROAD TIME TARLE

IRK

HE'D REST NOT

00

CUT-OF- F

ASSAILANT

HE'S NOT THE

MUDGE SAYS

MAN WHO WAS BEATEN
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bridge engineer for
of New Mexico,
Railway
the Eastern
arrived in the city yesterday from Belén and will go a once to Texlco to
attend to some work on the other end
of the cut-of- f.
Mr. Mudge, who has charge of the
construction of all the bridges on the
cut-of- f,
says that the seven bridges in
the canyon are now all in place and
there remains only the riveting to
make them complete. He will now
get busy with the bridges at the other end of the line. There are in all
about two hundred bridges on the
so it will be seen
line of the cut-othat Mr. Mudge has plenty to do.
According to the engineer there Is
very little doing on the Belen end of
the scene of activity havthe cut-of- f,
ing shifted to the eastern part of the
line. The weather has moderated considerably in the mountains and when
Mr. Mudge left Abo pass he said there
was very little snow In that vicinity.
coincidence Mr.
By a curious
Mudge's name, including the initials,
is Identical with the name of the Santa Fe official at Sán Marcial, who
came near being killed by a hobo
some time ago. The latter's skull was
fractured and his life was despaired
of as a result of a beating he received.
He is fully recovered, however,
and Trainmaster Ripley, of Pan Marcial, says he will go to work tomorrow.
"I had a good deal of trouble about
the similarity In our names," said
Bridge Engineer Mudge last night. "I
had all my relatives and friends In the
cast wiring me to know If I expected
to Uve, and had a hard time explaining
things. Mr. Mudge, at San Marcial,
of
Is, I believe, a distant relative
mine."
P. H. Mudge,

ff

PAYS

IT

mm

HOI

OF "KLONDIKE" PRICE

TWENTY-FIV-

AND COSTS

E

In police court at 6 o'clock last evening Jack Dixon was fined twenty-fiv- e
dollars and costs by Judge Crawford for an assault upon the person,
chiefly the nose, of one "Klondike"
Prlcf, In the St. Elmo saloon Friday
night.
Dixon, who was under a fifteen dollar bond to appear in police court yesterday morning failed to show up. Instead of allowing the bond to be for
feited, however, Chief McMillin guaranteed to have Mr. Dixon present at
the evening session of the tribunal.
There was no testimony adduced.
Klondike merely filed a charge of assault against Dixon and' the latter
plead guilty and paid the fine. In
fining the prisoner, Judge Crawford
gave him a little "lambasting" which
the prisoner will probably remember.
"I would advise you," he said to
Dixon, "not to be brought before me
again for assaulting small men. I
have seen enough of It. If you are
arrested again," said the judge sternly, "for fighting men
smaller than
yourself It won't be well for you to be
brought before me. I would advise
you. If you do repeat the performance
to hit the trial and keep on hitting
it, for I have had entirely enough of
this."
COLDS

COMMON

KEEPER FOR
(In effect November

12.

1906.)

Enst bound.
No. 2., Atlantic Express, arrive 7:65
a. m., departs 8:30 a. in.
No. 4., Chicago Limited, arrives 11:69
p. m., departs 11:01 a. m.
LA JUNTA MAN COMES TO THE
No. 8., Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:46 p. m.p departs
LOCAL OFFICE NEXT MONTH
7:45 p. m.
No. 10., Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
6:60 a. m., departs 7:30 a. m.
Westbound
With the departure of genoral coast
Express, arrives 7:30
lines Storekeeper Custer, of the Santa Na.p. 1.,m..California
departs 8:15 p. m.
Fe to San Bernardino on the first of No. 3., California Limited,
arrives
March, there will be several changes
11:10 a. m.. departs 11:20.
in the local storekeeper's office, which No. 7.. Mexico & California Express,
then takes the rank of a division
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:69.
storehouse and office. Mr. Custer takes No. 9 Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m
Southbound
with him from Albuquerque his chief
clerk and seven clerks, Including a No.p. 9.,m. Mexico Express, departa 12:15
stenographer.
In this position, Harry Local freight train, No. 99., southMay, lately of Temple, Texas, has just
at 6 a. m. and
bound, departs
come to Albuquerque to get famlllat
carries passengers.
go
to
will
San
He
work.
the
with
Arrives From South
No. 10., Mexico Express, arrives 6:50
Bernardino with Mr. Custer.
m.
a.
Thomas Scully, now division storekeeper at the La Junta office will on No.A 1C. makes all local stops east of
Ibunuemue.
the departure of Mr. Custer, come to
Albuquerque as division storekeeper,
SANTA FE CENTRAL RAILROAD
while K. K. Stevens, now foreman of
In Effect Dec. 25, 1904.
Northbound
the local store house, will go to La Southbound
STATIONS.
No. S
No. 1
Junta, as division foreman. A successor to Mr. Stevens has not yet been 1:00 pm Lv, .Santa Fe.. Ar 4:30 pm
4:10 pm
1:20 pm . . . Donactana
named. Mr. Stevens Is now in Topeka
3:45 pra
where he was called recently by the 1:45 pm . . . Vega Blanca
3:10 pm
2:20 pm . . . .Kennedy .
serious Illness of his mother.
2:45 pm
Clark . .
2:45 pm . . .
Stanley ..
1:56 pm
3:30 pm . . .
pm . . . Morlarty .
1:20 nm
LASVEGAS LIQUOR HOUSE 4:06
12:45 pin
4:30 pm . . . Mcintosh .
12:20 pm
6:46 pm . . . Estancia .
11:16 am
6:20 pm . . . Wllllard .
WILL EXTEND ITS
10:45 am
6:60 pm . . . Progress .
7:20 pin . . . .Blanca ..
iu:zt am
Torrance .. Lv 9:40 am
8:10 pm Ar
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IN SAN MIGUEL

Mr. Roberts has trav-

Special Sale of 75 Heavy
Weight Suits: sold
year at $20.00
special Price.,
J
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J

M.MANDELL

$J Jo ami
$4.00 Shors

JVcIsoh

Danip Hats

Manhattan Shirts

Earl it

Jagrr Underwear

Neltleton's Shoes

Fine Clothing & Furnishings,

I N. Pe&ch

aiiefr
& Co.

Wilson

Shirts

Albuquerque
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eled the territories and California for
of Many Serious
years, and his friends will welDiseases.
Will look well and feel well when
COUNTY UNDER NEW NAME several
come him as a prominent resident of
Physicians who have gained a na
you have one of our genuine
REAL
ESTATE
tional reputation as analsysts of the
New Mexico. He Is an enthusiastic
cause of vnrlous diseases, claim that If
believer in the future of the
Under the title of Raywood St. Rob
catching cold could be avoided a long
"5-A- "
Horse
never
dangerous
of
ailments would
list
erts Co., a new, and what promises to
Everyone knows that be one of the most progressive conbe heard of.
(Small Holding Claim .No. 327.)
on him. Low Prices Nov:. Large
Offioo: 208JÍ W. Gold Avenue ,
pneumonia and consumption originate cerns In the wholesale liquor line In
Notice for Publication.
New Stock.
335
Phone
Auto.
from a cold, and chronic catarrh,
jj
Department of the Interior, United
bronchitis, and all throat and lung the territory, succeeds to the well
M.,
Fe,
Office,
Land
N.
States
Santa
Co.,
&
of
troubles are aggravated and rendered known business of Raywood
Jan. 10, 1906.
Buggies
serious by each fresh attack. Las Vegas. The new company, while
Notice Is hereby given that the fol-- '
FLORENCE ROBERTS PLAYS more
Do. not risk your life or take chances Incorporated, Is controlled by Mr. T. lowing-namo- il
claimant has filed noChamberwhen you have a cold.
J. Raywood, who established the orig- - tice of his Intention to make final
lain's Cough Uemedy will cure it ' inal concern In 1879, and Mr. A. R. proof In support of his claim under
TO A
This Roberts, who for several years was sections 16 and 1" of the act of March
before these diseases develop.
remedy contains no opium, morphine connected In various important capac- 3, is9i (26 stats.. 864), as amended
LIGHT AND HEAVY HARNESS
or other harmful drug and has thirty ities with the Shawhan distillery, by the act of February 21, 1S93, (27
Saddles,
Lap
Robes,
Harness,
Leather,
'Stats.,
will
470),
proof
said
it,
years of reputation back of
and that
gained
HOUSE
by its cures under every condition. For makers of the fnmous "Shawhan Four be made before V, 8. court commie
Horse Blankets, Etc
wrlskey.
of
Generations"
San
brand
at
sloner
Rafael. N. M on Feb.
sale by all druggists.
of Mr. Roberts to 15, 1906. viz.: Tío Sarracino, 'heir of
advent
With
the
In spite of rain and mud and
THERE are people reading our For the concern, the Shawhan people have Jose Antonio Sarracino, deceased, for
Oils and Vanishes
S. H. C. No. 327. in lot 1. Sec. 20, Paints,
outside, Elks'
theater was Rent column today who would make turned over the
slush
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE
wholesale agency, not the
desirable
for that vacant house
lot 2. Sees. 17 nnd 20. and lot 3, Sees.
Comer Firsr Street and Copper Avenue.
crowded last night with an audience of yours. tenants
Palmetto Roof Paint lasts Five Years
wll be tomorrow, only for the "Four Generations" 16 and 17, T. in N, l. 7 W.
eager to hear Florence Roberts and too: and thereThere
Is time enough for you brand, but for all of their products,
He names the following witnesses
raid Stops Leaks.
her strong company In "The Strength to get vour ad In that column tomor- to the new concern. Supported by to prove his actual continuous adtoday.
row.
in
have
been
It
should
Weak."
of the
this acquisition and with largely In- verse possession of said tract for twena
Cash Paid tor Hides and Pelts.
next preceding the survey of
The audience came expecting
SHEHMM'K HOLMES
creased capital and facilities, the Ray- ty years
disapCouldn't find the one man in this wood & Roberts Co., are preparing for the township, viz.: Gonronlo Figueroa,
treat and it was in no wise
of Cubero, N. M.: Pablo Lucero, of
who wants that saddle or drivpointed, for Miss Roberts gave them town
408 WEST RAILROAD AVENTE
ing horse of yours as surely and as an immediate extension of their busi- Cubero, N. M.; Bautista Mara, of Cuone of the most fascinating bits of quickly uk a For Bale ad can do:
and ness throughout the territories of
N. M.; Juan D. Martinez, of Cubero,
emotional acting to be seen on the Sherlock's fee would bo larger.
and Arizona, and also of the bero, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
American stage today. There are
adjoining states.
NEW
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ARRIVING
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the allowance of said proof, or
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of
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business
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ALL
who knows of any substantial reason
strength of the play itself, of Its at- AND SEE IT.
twenty-seve- n
years In Las Vegas, Mr. under
regulations
laws
of
the
the
and
tractiveness. There is no difference of
succeeded In so thor- Interior department why such proof
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
Flrbt Class Work Guaranteed
Do yon want to get into hnnlnoss Raywood has
opinion as to the strength of the star Small
himself in a busi- should not be allowed will be given an
McSpail-den- , oughly establishing
capital
required.
See
Pr'ces Reasonable
Meats
The play ii
Salt
and
Fresh
or of her attractiveness.
(lie Exchange man. 300 S. Broad- ness and social way that he requires opportunity at the
e
play
a
as
such
to
place
perhaps
the
time and
as pleasing
way,
tf no Introduction. He has been one of witnesses
SAUSAGE A SPECIALTY
of said claimant, and to ofIIH NORTH SECOND STREET
can be. It is certainly deeply Interthe substantial men of the territory, fer evidence
subin
of
very
rebuttal
that
The
best of Kansas Cltv beef and his name at the head of the comesting as Florence Roberts Interprets
CATTLE AND HOGI BIGGEST
FOR
by
ton
rlainmnt.
mitted
ni
nnd
at
112
ni
Enill
Klelnworl's.
disagreeable
It and the somewhat
pany Is a guarantee of fair and up
MARKET PRICE PAID
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
North Third street.
problem It presents is not going to
keep It from success so long as the
creator of the role "s playing It. There
is a hopeless note In the play throughout and this Is accentuated by the
actress to a degree that Is at times
Complete line of
first display of fashionpainful, but the Interest never lags.
unusually
is
company
supporting
able
The
STYLISH MILLINERY
strong.
portion
SPRING MILLINERY
It is to be regretted that a
of the first act of the play last night
now mi display on our secnow on display on our see-o- n
Busiest Store
and
Albuquerque's
should have been spoiled by the enfloor.
ond
floor.
trance of a considerable number of
performance.
It
during
the
people
was hardly the fault of the patrons of
the theater, for they came late most
of them through a misunderstanding
ns to the time the curtain would go
up, and the lobby was filled with the
waiting ones. It Is not surprising,
however, that Miss Roberts and her
manager should have been rather Inkoe
bueeK
dignant that the action should have
been spoiled by the noJse In the house.
The audience retained its good humor
remarkably well under the Interruption.
IPS I' sno WING OF
I.ADEN
The attraction is far and away the
SPRING GOODS NOW THEY COME. NOT A DAY BUT BRINGS MAN W NEW CASK
A DELIGHT! I I. iii.oo.min. of
lu st Albuquerque has had this season
WITH THE FRESH THINGS FOR SPRING.
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Consisting of While Goods. Sheetings, Titlobu Codings, Weady
SALE
A COMMJVATIOJV
Made Sheets, Ready to Use Cases, Hed Spreads, Crashes,
in addition
shall sett fietv
this
are
Embroideries, Laces. All the hi Values oj last
Dress Goods, fleto Silks and fietv Spring Wash Fabrics
--

Gas Explosions Shake New York.
New York, Feb. 10. Twelve perse ns were Injured, four seriously, in
a series of explosions of sewer and Illuminating gas, the first explosion occurring In a basement on West Fifteenth street, from a lighted cable and
the others followed In quick succession for ten minutes, shaking houses
within a radius of four blocks, starting a panic in several tenements and
blowing off nine manhole covers. J All
of the injured will recover.

THIEF

AT TVCSON

Tucson, Feb. 9. Only the timely arrival of a telegraphic warrant from
Row-ei- i.
San Diego prevented Thomas E.
wanted there for grand larceny,
from making his escape across the
line frito Mexico.
Rowen was taken here by Sheriff
Pacheco, who had received a telegram
from Sheriff Broadax of San Diego,
advising him to arrest the man for
felony. On bclflg apprehended. Row-e- n
Immediately secured an attorney,
who filed a petition for a writ of habeas corpus, which was granted by the
presiding Judge, and Rowen was ordered brought Into court. Rowcn's attorney hurried the proceedings, and a
carriage was in readiness to take him
tn the afternoon train, which left at 3
O'clock for the International line.
In the meantime the sheriff's office
wired the San Diego authorities for a
warrant and purposely delayed making a return on the writ. When the
matter was finally taken up. Rowan
was ordered discharged on the ground
uI nnnlil not he held on a mere
Mi l'
.ui
telegram, and he made a bolt for the
carriage, but at that moment a deputy
shi-Harrived withy a telegraphic warrant from Han Diego and he was again
taken to jail.
,

Compound Eucalyptus Syrun, the
best remedy for coughs, colds and

GOODS

IN THE WASH

H

YARD 300 pieces to select from, this lot includes Seersucker and Domestic Dress Ginghams,
equal In styles and colors to the finest of Imported
Scotch Ginghams.

Fine
50 pieces of 1906 Printed
15c and 20c YARD
Miidrns, In medium, light weight cloth, puttcrns In
dots, stripes and figures, we predict that this cloth
will be one of the best sellers for early season.
20c YAltD 25 pieces Mannish Sergce, 27 to 28 Inches
wide, thlB Is one of the newest of Spring 1906 wash
fabrics, looks like wool dress goods, washable, soft
material, comes In handsome, neat patterns.
12

.ge YAltD

75

pieces Manchester Ciimbrlc,

36

Inches

Although still early, we are showing very complete assortments of the new weaves for Spring.
This will meet the approval of the many women who prefer to make selection early from these first
arrivals which never fall to Include some of the rarest and choicest weaves of the season.
In dress goods the leading fabrics are Mohairs, Rrondcloths, Voiles, Crepe effects, fancy checks,
Panama Weaves and Veilings. The new colors arc beautiful and many handsome novelties are shown.
Mohairs and Sicilians, MB, 75, $1.00, $1.50. $2. 00 and $2.50 the yard, all colors and black.
Voiles In Plain and Nub Effects at 75c, $1.00, $1.25 and $1.50 the yard, nil colors and black.
Broadcloths In the new light weights, Chiffon Finish, at $1.25, $1.50, $1.75. $2.0. $2.50 and $3.00.
colors and black.
week.
Our Sale on Bedspread continued one week more at the same special prices as last
Pep- 4
week:
special
prices
quoted
last
week
at
be
this
sold
will
Casings
Pillow
All Sheetings and
10-- 4
Sheeting,
27
Pepperlll
25c;
Sheeting,
Pepperltl
4
pcrlll 22
Bleached Sheets and Pillow Coses sold this week at low prices prevailing last week:
Al! rendy-mad- c
Oe; slxSa Inch
Shrats,
;
3x90 Inch Sheets, 55; 72x90 Inch Hleachcd Sheets,
54x90 Inch Sheets, 51k-and 15c; 45x36, $2.00 the dog; 50x38
5c; 90x90 inch Sheets, 70c; 42x36 Pillow Cases, 12
Inches, 20o each.

Wash TilK

pieces Pennant Sea Island Percale, 32
iOe YARD
inches wide; complete line of dark and light grounds,
fast colors per yard 10c.
50

Embroidered Linen Waist Patterns.
'Only combination of colors are: New and stylish
blue ground with white figure; white ground with
pink, green, blue, or black figure; hello ground with
white linen ground with blue. These In waist pattern lengths only and very special.
4'cr Pattern

fie to Spring
Embrldery
Remnants

pieces Fine 811k Organdies In the very latest of fancy
patterns and color effects, per yd.. 50c, 35c, and 25c

Containing from 2 2 to 8 yds
In the plocc.
short ends left
from our Embroidery Sale placed on center tables at about
half prices.

fiecKpuear

Just received 1000 pieces of
Women's Washable White Neckwear, consisting of Tab Collars
and Turnovers, the entire lot divided Into four lots as follows;
10c
LOT No. 1 Choice at

Mikado Silk, soft Mulshed Jap Silk, white
grounds with red, blue, pink or black pokodot;
worth regularly 75s.
Special for this week
85c
Challles. white nnd colored grounds, Dot,
Stripes. Floral and Dresden Patterns for girls and
women gowns and waists
AOc
Per yard

New French

15

pieces New Sprlne Dress Goods, 35 nnd 38 Inches
wide; some all wool, some part wool and Mohairs In
shadow checks, small plaldss, effects and plain solid
colors. The usel 66c goods
Special
50c

10

pieces New Spring Dress Goods, 38 and 40 Inches
wide In two toned check effects, plaids, solid colors
and fancy Mohairs
Special
5c

60

pieces New White Goods Just received this week In
small neut designs, all new Spring styles
75e, 50c, 35c, 25c and 15c
Per yard

15c
LOT No. 2 Choice at
25c
3
at
Choice
No.
LOT
I5c
LOT No. I Choice at
35c
LOT No. 4 Choice at
Most of these aro worth double

the price asked.

English

Tlatts Vals,
Edges and Insertions, 2 to 5
Inches wide, IOe and 15c the yd.
Among this assortment of 1500
worth In the regular way to 26c
and 35c the yd. Choice at 10c
and 15c the yard.
Lace Remnants left from our
sale of short ends and broken
sets at about half regular price.

I - K A I CORDS
are the bent Inexpensive silks made,
the styles this season better than ever, solid colors
seem to lead: of course crmms arc Always wanted, In
fancies. Its neat effects
Price
50c

24 Inch

e.

New

f"0

K A

9--

e.

35

at Tpedal Trices.

Dress Goods and Silfo
for Spring

Fine even
The very best Percale made.
wide.
weave, fast colors. In all the new patterns; worth
16c ycr yard 12

75c YARD

tveeK.but

jWebv

DEPARTMENT

Do not fall to visit this dtpa: Iment the coming week
and note the new Spring Wash Fabrics In the latest and
prettiest of styles.

ALMOST" MADE
JET-AWA- Y

-- 4

Spring Cottons

continued for

fietv Spring Waists
of White Lawn, Batiste Net and
with long and bridge sleeve, open front
unpretentous and elaborately trimmed
broidery, laces and applique.
All prices from 11.00 up

Mad.-

s;

and
with

made
back;
em-
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DEMOCRAT PUBLISHING

A Bargain for

Second
Fiddle

.

COMPANY

W. 8. BURKE, Editor.
MACPHEBSON, President.
H. B. HENINQ, City Editor.
"
matter at the postoffice .t Albuquerque, N. M..
Entered as second-clas- s
antler act of congress of March S, 1871.
THE MOKMNG J4HHNAL IS THE LEADING HEPl BLI4 AN PAPEIl
O NEW MEXICO, BUPPORTINfl THE PRINCIPLES OP THE REVI HI
PARTY ALL THE TIME AND THE METHODS OF THE REPUBLICAN
PARTY WHEN THEY ARE RIGHT.
Lnnrcr circulation man :n other iaix r In New Mexico. The only paper
New Mexico Issued every day In the year.

Someone

COLUMN

It looks as If it would be "Mrs.
I.ongworth and husband."
e
NEW TELEPHONE 4 OS.
The English elections last two MONEY TO LOAN ON GOOD REAL
Wl eks.
0CUR1TY AT DOW
Think of that In America!
KNTAT1S
HATES OK INTEREST.
ee
FOR RENT.
After all It was nice of Mr. Rogers
not to put the courts out of business.
House. S. Fifth St. ttl .00.
House. S. Fifth St. If .00.
Mouse. ,orin Aino 112.1111,
The drug trust Is preparing to in- House. North Broadway. J "
Huy your quivude the southwest.
House. South Broadway, ill'.
- room House. North Arno St., $12.00.
nine : Ills now.
- room House.
Broadway,
North
ee
816.00.
At least Count Castell.ine probably
SALE.
FOR
gave the Could f imlly a few pointers
House, with business room,
on how to spend money.
lot r.Oxloo feet. South Third street,
ee
500.00.
II.
- room House with lots S0xH2 feci,
Mr. Piatt auys the time is coming
on a corner near In. Price, 12,000.
when bosses will find their level.
house, two blocks from
Think of a boss on the level!
ee
with two lots. House "well
Dawson. Alaska, Is threatened With
furnished. This property Is in one
Loch! dealers
i coal famine.
of the best locations In this city,
to have anything to do with It.
and s for sale at 15.500.
house, North Fourth street,
The Algeclras bull fight proved Inwith 3 lots 75 xl'.2 feet, near in.
speech
good
after dinner
ferior to a
Price, 83,fiCO.
as a soother of the delegates' nerves.
on North Fourth street
House and lot on South Walter street,
charge
has been made
The awful
brick, 5 rooms,
that Ciovcrnor Folk Is out for the
Brick
house and lot on West Coal
Truthful advertising gen$2,800.
ave.; 5 rooms,
erally pays.
Brick house, 7 rooms, with 8 lots, on
North Second street,
The Almanac Is now selling rubber
price, $2,650.
stamps. But the profits ure'nt in It
house, lot 30x143, stable, etc.;
with the "Men of the Hour In New
$950.
Mexico" graft.
brick house, nearly new, modern Improvements, at $3,160, on
The nlsbee Review says the statr-hco- d
North 4 th street.
project Is "a nasty piece of dirtv
house. Coal avenue, $2.700.
politic! all around." That's real sweet - room house, lot 75x132 feet, in HighOf the Review.
lands; good location; $1,160.
e
brick house, Tijeras avenue;
modern, fine location; $1,300.
Mark Smith refers to the insurgood locahouse, furnished,
"
gents as the "Faithful
tion, $1150.00.
They are fast becoming the "Forgot- room brick house, corner Marquette
ten
street;
avenue, and North
6th
ee
$3,240.
Millions of babies are annually sacframe In e:ie ef the best
rificed to soothing syrup, says Dr.
locations on Broadway at a barWiley.
Doping the infants, however,
gain: modern
house: modern. South
Fine .line-roomay save adult lives.
Broadwa": $4.000.
South Edith
room
house,
According to the newspapers, Adstreet; fine location; $1,S00.
dle Its has sustained another crushing
room house on North Second street,
Hut Addtcha I
blow In Delaware,
In good repair; $1,650.
to
them.
netting used
Three hundred and twenty acre ranch.
hav alfalfa, .grafted fruit trees.
t liA lady hugger Is abroad on
good buildings, etc.
st reets of an Iowa elty and the entire Seven-rooframe, threa lots N. Third
St., $2.700.
male population has taken to walking
house. S. Third ft.
brick
the streets in the evening.
$3.000: reasonable terma
mm
CHANCES.
BUSINESS
Th Kansas City Journal wants to Good ranches near the city for sale
prices.
at reasonable
know what a policeman must do when
Insurance, Houses for Rent.
he becomes "111" on duty. Swearing Fire
Rents Collected. Taxes Paid, and
Off would Ik- a good plan.
entire charge taken of nronertr for
ee
residents and
"
for
Fairbanks is on a
CO
H. DVNBAR
U
the ltd! presidential nomination.
StrcaH.
Third
and
Oold
Avenue
Corner
Mr.
dignified
- haul
the
Imagine
to
Fairbanks on a noisy bunt.
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"The Morning .lonrniil lias a higher clnulatloii rating than Id accorded
to any other paper In Albuquerque or auy other dally hi New Mexico." The
American Newspaper Directory.

It sure won't last long

Cor. Coal and 2nd St.
Colo. 'Phone, Red 177

dls-eal- m
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HE RIM Of football reform agreed upon by the nat.onnl authority
whatever that may ht striken at what many admirers of the (ama
bellleve to be Its chief fault namely, unnecessary brutality. The
..m.r f ,ifr, i;ii is to ba Increased to four, three of whom will.
apparently, have the power to disqualify offending players, although the
referee Is to be the nominal Judge.
If a player Is discovered playing with unnecessary roughness the umpl
may disqualify him for the remainder of the gnme. and his eleven loses half
the diatance between the last Hm-- up and Its own goal line. A second offense
whosj
debars the plnyer from the team for a year. Under another subhead,
conduct,
and
unsportsmanlike
obvious,
ailed
over
Is
not
logical necessity
Including abusive and Insulting language to opponents or officials, suspension
The second imposition
from the remainder of tat game may be imj.osed.
possibility
of loss of u
carry
the
it
with
however,
of this penalty does not.
Unnecessary
disqualification.
second
a
may
from
result
s
play,
as
year
whole
roughness and unsportsmanlike conduct are defined In considerable detail,
unfair plays.
as are also holding and other
at Santa Fe have been mustered out
military
band
of
the
THE members
years those
because they are "too old" for further service, Just think of the
coming
Columbus
of
Fe.
The
fellows must have hod, to be too old for Santa
of
most
them.
to
the
Is probably r recent veal

c

110

Oold An .ni".

THE WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY

Liquor Q Cigar Dealer

Blue Front.

for
Bxciuslve
Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whlsldeo.
Bloet A Chandon White Seal Cham-namSt. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian
and Jos. Schllta Milwaukee Bottled
Beers, and Owner and Distributers
of the Alvarado Club Whisker.
Write for our Illustrated Cetalegus
e.

nd

Pr'ce

List.

Automatic Telephone. 1M.
Street.
Salesrooms. Ill South WrrtMEXICO.
ALBUOÜEROUIB - - NEW
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FOR SALÉ

Established 1878

Grocer
Wholesale
FLOUR AND GRAIN
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CLE V ELANDS
OOLUMBIAB
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M
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BIERS
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wester Fl eld
AND STARMER BICYCLES

h

.liiht,

Rankin & (o.

ie
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Novelty Works

-

The

Wapns

Mitchell

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Six-roo-

Y
Megalnot joint statehood,

cor-

ner, close
4th ward, $1,000.00. Sec
me at once if you want the best bargain offered today in 1 residence location. It won't last long.

L. B. Putney

m

"still-hunt-

Four fine lots, on

in,

6-

our Spanish contemporary, the Bandera Americana 'n its notice of th- recent eclipse of the moon, says that during the period of total obscuration
the larger satellites of the planet Jupiter were plainly discernible through
ordinary opera glass.

Both Phonea

117 West Railroad Avenue,

Aa-ent- e

Six-roo-

(llotie-Democra-

25c A BOTTLE

Delightful and beneficial, Insuring freedom from "Itching" and "Dandruff,"
h aves the hair soft and glossy, and not burnt ae is the case with most
shampoos. Also refreehlng when used in the bath.

WHOLESALE

6-

The copper
AT last the democrats In the amate have done something.
treaties
an
is
that
assertion
rubcaucus
In
their
rl vests they have inserted
an
not
by
exercise
whip,
the
machine
of
by
rack
of
the
disposed
be
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Which

terest, for they know, most of them
from experience, what a sale in this
big store means. Manager J. W. Pres-te- l,
of the Golden Rule, Is making
greater offerings In this sale than ever
before. He is an expert dry goods
man and his experience will be shown
in the splendid arrangement of the
store for this event and the quality ot
the bargains offered. Mr. J. A. Weinman, proprietor of the Golden Rule
store, Is now in the east making extensive purchases of spring and summer goods, some of which have begun
to arrive.

TIGHT

FIGHT

The election of Harvey P. Blttner, of
Albuquerque to be editor of the "Dally
Palo Alto," the student publication at
J.eland Stanford University, la only
one episode In the most serious disagreement which hns ever sprung up
between the students and the faculty
of the Institution. The trouble reached a crisis with the dismissal of former
editor B. R Allen, of the dally. The
election of Blttner to succeed him Is
however a most emphatic endorsement by the student body of the polity
of the young journalist who was "fired" and It Is up to lllttner to follow
the same editorial policy as that which
caused the faculty to bounce his predecessor, it Is a rather delicate position which Mr. Illtjner assumes and It
will require some tact and editorial
diplomacy to handle the situation
properly,
Blttner Was elected by the largest
vote ever given an editor of the publication, showing that the students by
an overwhelming majority condemn
the action of the faculty. Mr. 1'itt-ne- r
Is well suited for the editorial
having taken a prominent part In
terary work nil through his understate career. He Is n member of
Yuphronia debating society,
the
an club, English club. Press club
inclna club.
Vne Quadrangle club, composed of
fie most prominent men In Stanford
took a decided stand with the dismissed editor whi n a statement was drawn
up and submitted to President David
Starr Jordan, of the I'niverslty, which
strongly urges that the personnel of
the student affairs committee be
changed iit once.
Otherwise, the
memorial says, the friction Is bound
to become worse as the students have
lost all faith in, or sympathy with the
committee as now constituted, and It Is
In effect useless as an administrative
du-tle-

body.

Allen's Resignation.
registers from Woodland In
the department of law. Ills formal resignation, jn which he states his moAllen

part:

The Executive Committee of the
I
Associated Students Gentlemen:
hereby tender my resignation as editor In chief of the Daily Pato Alto. 1
am led to take this step by a notice
from the chairman of the student afe
fairs comnjlttee requesting my
of my relations with the
from the university. The
renders my further retention
as editor of the student body organ
Impossible. In Justice to myself and
the paper I crave permission to explain briefly the causes which led to
my dismissal from college. In Tuesday's Issue of the Dally Palo Alto an
editorial appeared criticising the students affairs committee. I believed
then and I continue to hold the same
opinion that the editorial In question
expressed the feeling of a large majority of the members of the associated students. But arbitrarily assuming jurisdiction of a matter which was
neither a question of conduct nor dis
cipline the student affairs committee
dismissed me from the university on
account of the editorial.
I consider that the action of the
committee was wholly unjustified and
without either reason or expediency,
In short, I feel that I was tried and
ever entered the
convicted before
committee room where my ease was
decided. After the meeting of the
student affairs committee I was informed by Its chairman. It. L. Oreen,
that my motives In writing the editorial could not be questioned, but the
Inquisitorial body had decided that I
must be punished for the effect which
It had. After on appeal to President
David Starr Jordan I was told that I
had a chance to return to college by
submitting to a shameful condition,
the very suggestion of which was a
gratuitous Insult, wholly unworthy of
the men who offered It.
In conclusion permit me to suggest
that as representatives of the student
body It Is in your power to aid In the
movement for putting an end to a condition of nffalrs which is rapidly becoming Intolerable. VTo the members
of the associated students I wish to express my deep gratitude for the honor
which they conferred upon me and my
equal regret that I am no longer In a
position to serve their Interests. Further permit me to take advantage of
this communication to express to Mr.
Oreen und his estimable committee my
heartiest thanks for my premature
diploma, which under the present circumstances I consider a greater honor
than an A. It. degree.
BEN ALLEN.
with-erane-
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Hopewell and Party In Sania IV.
Co!. W. S. Hopewell reached Santa
Fe yesterdoy after a trip over
the Finta Fe Central lines in company
willi II. J, Moore and W. M. Dougherty of Kansas City, prominent contractors, and Chief Engineer of the
Albuquerque Eastern J. It. Farwell.
The gentlemen are expected to arrive
today or tomorrow.
In A Ibuquerque
They are looking over the properties
of Ihe Santa Fe Central people In the
Interest of Ihe eastern capitalists who
are to take over the lines.
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STRONG'S SONS
Furniture, Rugs, Crockery, Glassware
Córner Second Street and Copper Avenue

One of Our $4.50 Values
This pretty littl

Knrinir Walklne
one s "t
the collection, It Is nicely and clev-- i
rly made i.f braided ball', in scv- ral colon
I'rleed at

Hat is one of lb

Automatic I'lrnnc 522.
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PATTERSON

311-31-

West Silver Avenue.
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Albuquerque. New Mexico

suggested, anil the mayor Immediately
appointed the men named:
First Ward N. W. Alger.
Second Ward Fred Fisher.
Third Waftl Charles Schulke.
Fourth Ward 8. 8. Pearlsteln.
The council expects that the taking
of the census will be commenced at
once and completed within the week.
he mayor has designated the police
committee to have general supervision
over the taking of the census.

Out After Natal Rebels.
Piotermarltviburg, Natal, Feb. 10,
A punitive expedition of 400 carbines
with artillery, left In re today for the
ene of the troubles in the Richmond
district CattWd by natives refusing to
Day the poll lax. Another detachment
of 200 men will start tomorrow. The
ring leaders or the turbulent taction
have disappeared in the bush. The
malcontents are said to be converts to
lha Ethiopian church
(Christian)
Itching Piles.
whose banner is Inscribed with the
you
are
If
aeiuulrited with anyone words. "Africa for Africans."
The
iwho Is trouble with this distressing government does not anticipate proailment, yon can do him no greater tracted field operations.
favor than to tell him to try Chamber-- '
si y tiii: i.atikt
Iain's Salve.
It gives Instant relief,
This salve also cures sore nipples, tet- - MH.l.lMlKY AT THE ECONOMIST.
ter and salt rheum.
Price 2 5 cents.
if yon need a carpenter, telephone
For Bale by all druggists.
I Basel dea.

A $3.50 Value
At this popular price we show a

great variety, mainly because this
price Is that many women do not
care to put any more Into a street
hat This cut will give you an
Idea of about what kind of a hat
we offer for this price. Come and
lo..k over Ibis assortment wo show.
All
the newest colorings are
shown.

I

ris

The $5 Values
Afford I great range

for choice
selection. Never in the history of
the store have we shown the1 variety as wo do this season for this
price. The cut shown here only
gives you a glance at what to ex
Is a beauty.
pect. Kvi
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Come and Have First
Choice of This Great
Stock of Ready to Wear

Whiskey I

: Sha whan

Hats,

Many of which we only have one each, thus insuring an
clusive style. The prices range Irom
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barn,
Closson's
tler employed
Is expected to die as the result of injuries received from, a kick by a
horse wnlprr he was currying
The animal kicked
this afternoon
the unfortunate man with terrific
In the stomach, Inflictforce square
ing serlOUS internal Injuries. He had
been unconscious ever since and It is
not I elleved he can survive.
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Dislilled in the center of the best rain district on earth and independent
of the Trust. Shawhan merits a trial. Call for it anywhere if you do
Anlirt-Whose Name Is Not Mitad
ata Crimp in Sania IV ostler
T not get it you are nowhere. Go Somewhere. We have given the
pecltl to the Morning Journal.
wholesale agency for our distilled products of Bouibon, Pure Rye, Milt,
Sania Fe. N. M.. Feb. 1. Leandro rw
hos
Padilla, a weiilv-- l
White Corn and Old Fruit Brandies to
In
livery
I
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Ostermoor prices and our guarantee as well as
Ostermoor's goes with every one we sell. Built,
not stuffed, the Ostermoor is the acme of mat
tress satisfaction and comfort.
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ANNOUNCE FOR THIS WEEKTHE

CREATIONS IN WOMEN'S

And YouYe in luck to be able to buy
it right here at home for we sell at

2 feet 6 Inches wide, 25 lbs.,
30 lbs.,
3 feet wide
3 feet 6 inches wide, 35 lbs.,
40 lbs.,
4 feet wide
4 feet 6 inches wide, 45 lbs.,
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FIRST SHOWING IN THE NEWEST

OLDEST WHISKEY IN THE WORLD, DISTILLED SUCCESSIVELY FOR FOUR GENERATIONS BY ONE FAMILY IS

it IT

W
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er

Third

Hailroad Axle.

THE FAMOUS

Reports from St. Joseph's sanitarium! of the condition of President
Tight of the University, who was so
seriously Injured a week ago today
while at work In the University la
boratory, are very encouraging and
point to the president's early recovery.
Yesterday he was able to talk freely
with his friends and his eyes hi
been restored to almost normal
condition, while his suffering Is about
Ordinance No. MS.
relieved.
It has been Impossible for th- Bur- An ordinance to provide for the taking
geons to determine as yet Whether the1
of the city census of the city of Ahearing ni the Injured ear has been
lbuquerque, New Mexico.
permanently destroyed, but It Is feared that the Inner
has been In- Be It ordained by the City council Of
the city of Albuquerque, New .Mexjured beyond repair. His friends now
ico:
expect that Dr. Tight will be out withSection 1. That the census of the
in another week.
city, of Albuquerque. New Mexico, be
taken by enumerators o be appointed
by the mayor of the city of AlbuquerLOCAL AND PERSONAL
que,
The said census shall contain
the Mime and place of residence of
Mrs. A. Borden returned last night each and every bona fide resident of
the said city, and the report Of the
from an extended visit ln Chicago.
1!. Dannenbaum
and wife, of Ber- said enumerators Khali be made under
nalillo, were arrivals from that place oath, and filed with the clerk of said
city.
last night.
Section 2. All persons who are resMrs. Clarence E. Gay, who has been
visiting relatives In Chicago for the idents of the city of Albuquerque, N w
last three1 weeks, returned to the city Mexico, shall be required to answer
questions of the enumerators for the
last night.
purpose of ascertaining the facts reMiss Florence Roberts and her comcensus.
pany left last night for Los Angeles, quired for 3.said Any
one violating
Section
the
will
actress
her
make
where the noted
provisions
this
of
ordinance
shall upnext appearance.
on conviction thereof be fined In a
MIf.i Alma Busser. of San F'rancls-co- . sum not ten than five dolíais
and not
daughter of S. E. Busser, super- more than twenty-fiv- e
dollars, or Imrooms,
reading
intendent of Santa Fe
prisoned not less than ten days or
arrived at the Alvarado last night.
more than thirty days, or by both
Louis C. Becker, cashier of the such a fine and imprisonment, at the
First National Hank at Helen, Came discretion of the court.
up last night, attended by A. F. Davis,
Section 4. All ordinance! and p u ts
to attend the performance at the EHksf of ordinances In conflict herewith are
theater.
hereby repealed.
Colonel TI. A. .lastro, of Bnkersfieid,
The ordinance was rend and after
Cal., nrrived In the city from the east minor amendments. Alderman Hanlev
last night and Is the guest of his moved the suspension of the rules fi r
daughter, Mrs. W. H. Greer. Colonel Its passage, the ordinance passing by
.lastro took B prominent part in the unanimous vote.
The council voted to make the pay
big stockmen's meeting at Denver reof the enumerators $3 a day and the
cently.
Mrs. W. A. Skees. wife of the chief mayor was given power to appoint.
clerk In the Albuquerque Cash Groc- The following names suggi sted by
ery, left last jilght accompanied by aldermen from the Several wards were
her husband for her old home In Cor-biKentucky. Mrs. Skees, who has
many friends In Albuquerque is an
Invalid and a change of altitude has
been decided upon.
THE
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feeling
enough

plenty
Trouble
I
The easiest, pu tty boots In Ihe land are
Is

...GLORIAS...

He Enjoéred the) incitement.
St. I.ouls, Feb. 10. John
Brady,
22 years old, a waiter by employment,
was arrested today on suspicion of
being "Jack the Sffihber," who has
ttftbl ed a number of women on Ihe
streets In the last three weeks. He

The SHAWHAN DISTILLERY CO. X

not give an explanation of his mania,
except that he enjoyed the excitement.
Brady was Identified during the day
by a number of women, who had heon

DISTILLERY

Proprietors of United States Registered Distillery No. 8. United State
No. 59, United States Registered Fruit Brandy Disti lery No. 72.

broke down and confessed, but coull

Z

Pingree Made, for sale only
in Albuquerque by . . .

Registered Distillery

B.Ilfeld(3LCo

WAREHOUSES,
GENERAL OFFICES.
WESTON, MO.
BairdBldg., KANSAS CITY, MO.
&

stabbed, as their assullant.

'1

It's

JVetv

you tOill Find It Hart"

New Spring Goods

Our eastern buyer, now in Chicago

is rushing all our new goods to us.
Some of them have already arrived,

including

. . .

Nobby Young Men's Suits

SALE

I

Swell Shirts,

One of the greatest clearing sales
ever offered In Albuquerque Is that to
be held by the Golden Kule Dry
February
Goods store. In Its great
clearance sale which will open Thursday of this week. The Golden Hule
store does not offer a sale often, but
when It does, the sale is the real thing
and one In which bargains of the rarest character are sure to be found.
This sale Is to be no exception. In the

Morning Journal today are four big
pages chuck full of the bargains, some
of jnJn that will be offered at this
alelihlch opens Thursday and continues for ten days. It Is an event In
which the feminine population of Albuquerque will take a particular In

WE'RE IN LUCK TO
HAVE THE SALE OF

At the regular adjourned meeting of
the city council held yesterday afternoon an Ordinance was passed providing for the Immediate taking of a
census of Albuquerque In order to de- termine whether or not the city has
10,006 population upon which basis
alone the city Is empowered to Issue
$30,00(1 In bonds for the construction
of a city hall.
The ordinance providing for the
census, and which is eXJX Cted to show
that Albuquerque has considerably
more than 10,000 population, Is us

STORE WILL

m

.YOURS TOO.

THECITY
ENUMERATORS

oj Quality- -

The Store

jffiL': a ism: i

f

LUCK PIECE

FOR CENSUS OF

RECOVERING

ON IN

STANFORD'S HISTORY

tives, is, in.

IS

mi m

Caused Allen's Suspension.
BIGGEST

m

ORDINANCE

dr

OUR

ARRANGES

PAOE FIVE- -

New Neckwear,

New Gloves,

Full Dress Suits
REMEMBER: We
119

West Gold Ave.

carry the most complete line of Men's Shoes in New Mexico.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

122 So.

Second St.
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Proposal to Buy City
Water Works Now Up to
People of Albuquerque
Council Passes Ordinance and Contract

Sul)inittinf Question
At tlw regular luljuurned Hesslon
of i h city council h Id yesterday afternoon Iti th" olTIi
of City
Clerk
(tarry F. Le, the council took
the final steps sulitnitting to the people of Albuquerque the question of
the purchase uf the water works from
the Water Supply company for the
sum of $250.000.
The vote upon the final passage of
both the ordinance .submitting the
question of the bond Issue to the people. :mi (he contract with the Water
Supply company was unanimous, Alderman oiiu-- water not voting.
By the terms of the ordinance the
qroeatlon of i bond issue of 1:100.000
for the purchase and extension of the
water works system will be submitted
(0 the people at the April election.
Of this total the sunt of :'.0,000 is
for the purchase of the water works
and the taking over of all outstanding bonds against the company's plant.
The additional $.',0.000 Is to provide
for such extensions as are now or
may become necessary.
The council was called to order
soon after 3 o'clock by Mayor
with all members pregent. City
Clerk Lee reed tito ordinance and
the council Immediately took up the
question of the amount of the bond
Issue to be submitted to the votan.
Different views arere entertained of
this amount. Alderman (bulge W.
Harrison favoring a bond issue of
Alderman Wilkerson held
ample
be
that $100,000
would
lo buy the plant and lake can- of all
aeeded extensions.
Alderman tlfeld
thought
tS0,0M might be a better
sum
finally
Alderman
Wilkerson
moved that the amount be fixed at
1160,600 and this was CMTled, Alderman Harrison voting ho.
on motion of Alderman Wilkerson
the Maximum Interest
rate to be
paid was then fixed at 4
per cent.
It being the general Impression that
the city ean Real its bonds for this
purpose at 4 per cent, and at (Inmost at 4 'j per cent.
.Several minor amendment!
were
made to the ordinance, one providing that the city carry out all apodal
contracta in force between the Water
company and ronaumera, but that the
rater company make no further special contrac ts with consumen I" tiding the vide Upon the bond
Issue,
without the knowledge and approval
of the council.
These amendments
vwi. adopted by unanimous vote.
QeorgS
W.
Alderman
Harrison
Me-Ke- e.

-

Documents iiiFull.
made an effort to secure the postponement of final action by the council until the next regular meeting, but It
was pointed out to him that with two
of fhe aldermen out of the city, It
might not be possible to secure sufficient attendance to act legally upon
the ordinance and contract, and after
suspension of the rules Alderman Wilkerson moved the passage of the ordinance.
The vote was unanimous,
il en water riot voting.
Mr.
The contract with the Water Supply company was then read and after
(hat too was
minor amendments
adopted by the council by unanimous
vote, and the council had completed
its work In submitting the question
Of municipal ownership of the water
works to the voters.
The ordinance submitting (he bond
issue to the people of Albuquerque
ami the contract between the city and
the water company are given In full
(

below.

Following
passed:

is

the

as

ordinance

TtlC Ordinance.
ordinance authorizing an election to be held on the first Tuesday
Of April. I006i to vole Upon the proposition of Issuing $300,000 of bonds t
pun hnae and extend the property of
the Water Supply company; and to
authorize the mayor and city clerk
of the city of Albuquerque, .Ww Mexico, in behalf of the city, to enter into
a contract with
the Water Supply
company to purchase the property of
the siid Water Supply company.
Whereas, the Water Supply company, a corporation duly organized
find existing under and by virtue of
the laws of tin- territory of New Mexico, has agreed to sell to the city Its
property, consisting of the pumping
plant, machinery) buildings, reservoir,
lands, lots, mains, franchise, right of
way and personal property now owned
by the said Water Supply company,
for Ho- sum of tWO hundred anil fifty
thousand (860,000) dollars, upon the
following conditions:
1.
Thai the said properly be turned over to (he city on July 1. 900,
or such dale as tin- city may prefer,
in as good condition as it now is, reasonable wear excepted.
The city to pay In addition to
the sum of two hundred and fifty
thousand (110,000) dollars the actual
cost of the Twelfth street extension
ordered by the city council and hereafter to ie made, ami ail other
ami improvements ordered or
An

-

1

-

A

L

P.

agreed to by the city council. Th a
alualion and the price being mad-upo- ti
th- - properly as it now standi.
3. The contract and the franchise
between the Water Supply company
and the city to be cancelled and terminated at the time of the delivery of
the property to the city.
4.
The Water Supply company will
turn the property over to the city free
from all indebtedness
except th-bonds hereinafter mentioned, which
said bonds and deeds of trust the aaid
city is to assume and pay as a part of
the purchase price above mentioned.
It being understood, howeVer, that the
Water Supply company Is to pay Interest on said bonds to the date of
delivery of the said property to the
;

city.
5.
The Water Supply company
shall be entitled to all sums due it
on any account at the time of the
transfer to the city.
6. The bonded Indebtedness, which
the said city Is to assume ami pay,
as specified In paragraph "4" abov,
consists of seventy-flv- e
thousand (7
dollars of bonds of the Water
Supply company, dated October 1.
1890, and secured by a deed of trust
to the American Loan nnd Trust Co.,
bearing 6 per cent Interest and payable October 1, 1910; one hundred
and ten thousand (110,000) dollars of
bonds of the Water Supply company
secured by a deed of trust to the Illinois Trust Co. and Savings Hank,
payable October 1, 1913 (or at regular
interest paying period, April 1, and
of each year, on ninety
October
days' notice by (he Water Supply
company), less such bonds as may
be paid before delivery to the city
Under and by virtue of the sinking
fund agreement In said deed of trust,
provided that any balance of said
sinking fund in th possession of the
said trust company not applied to the
redemption of bonds shall be and remain (he property of said party of
(he first part.
7.
The balance of said purchase
price, after salisfying all liens against
said property other than the bends
and deeds of trust assumed by the
City, shall be paid In cash on delivery
of the property to the city.
8.
The city is to assume and carry
out all written contracts entered Into
by the party of the- first part for the
supply of water to consumers and
especially a contrai l of recent date
with American Lumber Co., provided
Hint no special contract
conWith
sumer for supplying water other than
(hose now in Operation shall be made
by the party of the flrst pari without
Oral being aubmltted to and approved
by the city council of said cl(y
of
Albuquerque,
9.
It is understood and agreed that
tin- Water Supply company and the
city are to enter Into a formal contract containing the provisions above
Mentioned With the provision that the
same shall become legally binding upon the city only in case tho same la
approved by vote of the people.
Whereas, the estima led cost of
said purchase and extension of said
water works is (he sum of three hundred thousand dollars.
Whereas, the city of Albuquerque
Is a chartered municipal corporation
organized nnd created under the laws
of the territory of New Mexico, and
having a bona fide population of not
less than one thousand persons, s.
I

-

t'OUERQUr
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ahowa by the school census of the
said city taken in the month ot August. J905, in accordance with law,
the same batng the last school census taken In said city.
Now Therefore;
Be It ordained by the city council
of the city of Albuquerque, New Mex

lf
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S guar tie

Sunday. February

.

territory

j

ico:

Section 1. That under and by virtue of the provisions of an act of the
congress of the United States entitled
"An act to amend an act to prohibit
the passage of local or special laws
in the territories, to limit territorial
indebtedness and for other purposes,"
approved March 4, 1898, the question
of authorizing the issuance of three
hundred thousand dollars of bonds of
said city to pay the cost of the purchase and extension of the property oí
the said Water Supply company, be
submitted to the qualified electors ol
said city who are the owners of real
or personal property subject to taxation within said ity at an election to
be held on the llrst Tuesday of April,
1900. being the third day of April.
Section 2. That the said bonds
proposed to be issued shall be In tho
denomination of one thousand (1,000)
dollars each, numbered from one to
three hundred Inclusive, shall bear interest at a rate not to exceed four
per cent per annum
and one-hapayable semi annually on the flrst
days of January and July In cadi
year during their life, and payable at
the option of the city after twenty
years from the date of their issuance and absolutely payable thirty
years after said date of their issuance.
Section 3. That said election shall
be held between the hours of 9 o'clock
a. m. and 0 o'clock p. m. of said April
3, 1906, and at the following polling
places In said city to wit: First Ward,
at the city building; Second Ward,
at office of ("lias. Chadwick on West
Gold avenue; Third Ward, at office of
E, H. Dunbar, at corner of Gold avenue and Third street;
and Fourth
Ward near corner of Third street and
Copper avenue.
Section 4. That the forms of the
ballots to be VOted al said election
shall be "For issuance of water works
bonds," and "Against Issuance of
water works bonds."
Section I, That the mayor be, nnd
hereby Is, authorized and directed to
issue a proclamation and notice of
the time and places of holding such
-- lection
in accordance with this ordinance, and that the same be published at least thirty days before stun
election In tin- Albuquerque Evening
Citizen, a daily newspaper of general
circulation, published in said city, the
first publication of such notice to be
made at least thirty days before the
said April 3, 1900.
Section C. That the mayor and the
eily clerk be, and they are hereby,
authorized and empowered to enter
into and to execute a contract In behalf of said city with the said Water
Supply company for the purchase of
the property of said company upon
the terms hereinbefore set forth.
Tin- - Contract.
Following is the contract between
the city and the Water Supply company:
This contract made this Sth day of
February, A. D. 1901!. between th Water Supply Company, a corporation
duly organized under the laws of the

V R N A L'

j
t

of Now Mexico, party of the
first part, and the city of Albuquerque,
a municipal corporation of the first
class organized and existing under and
by virtue of the laws of the territory
of New Mexico, party of the second
part, witnesseth:
Whereas the said party of the first
part Is the owner of a franchise
granted by the party of the second
part, authorizing it to operate water- works in the city of Albuaueraue nnd
furnish water to the city and the Inhabitants thereof and for other pur-- j
poses, and is the owner of a certain
contract with the city of Albuquerque
for the supply of water to said city,
and Is also the owner of certain real
estate occupied by the wells, machin-- j
ery and reservoir of said party of the
first part, and pipes and distributing
mains and other property composing
its waterworks, a more complete list
of which will appear from the report
of A. F. Riffles now on file with the
city clerk, and,
Whereas, the nartv of the second
part throueh its citv council has of
fered the said party of the first part
the sum of two hundred and fifty
thousand ($250,000)
dollars for the!
property of said party of the first part
mentioned In said report and for Its
franchise and contract, which said
proposition the said party of the flrst
part has accepted. Said offer and ac- eeptance being subject to the approval
of the qualified voters of the city of
Albuquerque in the manner provided
by law.
Now, therefore, in order to carry out
the terms of said offer and acceptance
it is hereby stipulated and agreed as
follows:
1
The party of the first part undertakes and agrees to accept from
the city the sum of two hundred and
fifty thousand dollars for all the prop- erty of said eomnanv other than ne- counts and bills payable. Including Its
franchise from and contract with the
said party of the second part, and un
dertakes anil agrees to turn over to
said party of the second part all the
said property on the flrst day of July,
1901, In as good condition as it now is,
reasonable wear excepted.
2. The contract and franchise
the party of the flrst part and
the party of the second part shall be
cancelled and terminated at the time
of the payment of the purchase price
and the delivery of the property to
'

the

city.
8. The party of the first part shall
turn said property over to the city
free of all indebtedness except the

bonds hereinafter mentioned, which
said bonds and deeds of trust the said
city shall assume and pay as a par( of
the purchase price above mentioned,
it being understood, however, (hat (he1
party of the first part shall pay Inter-- 1
est on said bonds to the date of delivery of said property to the party of
the second pari.
4.
The party of the first part shall
he entitled to all sums due it on any
account at the time of the transfer
and delivery of said property lo the,
party of the second part.
G.
The bonded Indebtedness which
the said party of the second part is to
assume and pay under the provisions
of paragraph "3," Is as follows;
(a) Seventy-flv- e
thousand dollars
Of bonds of the Water Supply com- pany dated October 1st. 1S90, and se- cured by a deed of trust to the American Loan and Trust company, hear- -

i

fe

ing six per cent interest and payable
October 1st. 1910.
(to one hundrafUand ten thousand dollars of honM secured by deed
of trust to the Illinois Trust and Sav
ings Hank, payable October 1st, 1913.
(or at a regular Interest paying period, April 1st, and October 1st of
each year, on 90 days notice by the
Water Supply company)
less such
bonds as may be paid before delivery
to the city under and by virtue of the
sinking fund agreement in said deed
of trust, provided that any balance of
said sinking fund In possession of said
Trust company not applied to the redemption of bonds shall be and remain the property of said party of the
flrst part.
6.
The balance of said purchase
price, after satisfying all liens against
said property other than the bonds
and deeds of trust assumed by the
city, shall be paid In cash on delivery
of the property to the city.
7.
It Is agreed and understood that
the said party of the second part shall
carry out all contracts entered Into by
the party of the flrst part for the supply of water, and especially Its contract of recent date with the American
Lumber company.
8.
It Is further agreed that the said
party of the second part shall pay in
addition to the sum above provided,
the actual cost of the Twelfth street
extension heretofore ordered by the
city council, and hereafter to be made,
and all other extensions and Improvement! ordered or agreed to by the city
council, the valuation and price having been made upon the property as it
now stands.
9.
It Is agreed and understood that
this contract is made subject to approval by the qualified electors of the
city of Albuquerque, and that the s i id
party of the second part will take-sucsteps as may be necessary to submit to the qualified voters of said city
the question of the purchase of said
property and the issuance of bonds to
raise funds for the purpose of carrying out the terms of this contract, and
that on the approval of Hie proposed
purchase of said property, this contract shall become final and binding
upon the respective parties, and Unsaid party of the second part shall at
once take such steps as may be necessary to Issue bonds and to carry out
the terms of this contract.
In witness whereof the said party
of the flrst part has caused this contract to be executed In duplicate in Its
corporate name by Its president, attested by its secretary, and Its corporate seal to be attached, and the said
party of the second part has causd
said contract to be executed in duplicate by Its mayor and attested by its
clerk and its corporate seal to be
thereunto attached, the day and year
flrst above written.
Tin- question of the ownership of
the city waterworks is now up to the
people of Albuquerque, to be decided
at the n nnlcipal election In April.

PBIINIFIRMSOF
CONTRACTORS
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HESSELDEN AND GUSTAFS0N
DECIDE TO MERGE PLANTS

It was announced yesterday that
the Phoenix Planing Mill company
operating on Weat Gold avenue, and
controlled by Wallace Hesseiden, and
the Superior Planing Mill company, of
by G.
South First street, Controlled
ilustufson, had been merged Into one
business to be known In future as the
Superior I'laning Mill company. Both
concerns have been doing a large planing mill business, nnd both Mr. Hesseiden and his associate have done a
large contracting business as Individuals. The new firm will continue In
contracting and In general planing
mill work. The plant of Mr. Hesseiden on West ilold avenue will be
abandoned and the business consolidated in the establishment on South
First street heretofore occupied by
Mr. Oustafson.
The new firm is a,
strong one and will undoubtedly do a
large business from the beginning.
CARNIVAL

COMPANY

SHOW HERE ALL OF

NECTWEEX
The manager of the Pixie Carnival
company, a traveling organization now
showing in El Paso, came io Albuquerque yesterday to make arrange- ments for the appearance of his corn,
pany the week beginning Febnv'
19th. Yesterday afternoon he ap
ed before the city council and a
about the city license. The com
agrees to place none of its shows
the streets, and the mayor fixed the i
cense for the shows, ten in number, at
$15 per day. In addition to this the
company brings a
d
which will have to pay an additlonul
license of $25.
merry-go-roun-

A New Uno
Of loose leaf binder
has
Just been received and we can now

make a binder any style or shape for

loose leaf ledgers, statement systems,

cost books, etc.
Don't forget we do special ruling
and punching too.
11. S. LITIIGOW & CO.,
NEW MJ'MNKRY
AKItlVlXi;
With the Morning Journal,
1M1LY VT TUJ3 ECONOMIST.
CALL Binders.
AND SEE IT.
If you need a carpenter telephone
A TKAIX HOOK COVEIt.
Hesseiden.
Is lust what vou need. Mr. Conprotect
your
ductor, to
train book.
ski; thk
in mii.lin-ery- .
Made of (he best Russia leather, lined
economist.
with cloth, verv durable.
Better get
one. You have no idea how pleasant
For prompt ana courteous treatment
if is to have a book that is not
d ami tl,e very choicest of meats von will
and worn on the edges. Made by make no mistake bv calling on Knill
II. S. LITIIGOW & CO..
Kleinwort. 112 North Third street, or
With the Journal.
telephoning your order In.

at the latest
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LINDEMANN

Music Dealers

REGINA
Music Box

INVITE YOU To

VISIT THEIR STORE

nww

"

It will please them to show you their goods. There you can find Pianos,
Piano Players, Piano and Player Combined, Piano Stools, Piano Scarfs, Violins,
Violin Bows, Mandolins, Guitars, Strings Accordeons, Hatmonicas, Victor Talking
Machines, Victor Talking Machine Records, Regina Music Boxes, Popular Music
Songs, Popular Music Instrumental, Piano Instruction Books, Teaching Music,
Music Rolls. Write for Free Catalogue.

ypu Are

tag

New Mexico's Coming Organization

Learnard

XVelcome

I

V

Jr

BOY'S

MM

The Sweetest Toned Music
Box Ma.de. V Changeable
Tune Disks Coating the same
as Sheet Muaic. and Thousands of Tunes to Select from.
Fully Guaranteed and Sold

Lindemann's
BAND

on Easy Payments.
"
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THE

SQUARE

Established 1900

& LINDEMANN
MUSIC
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DEALERS

206 West Gold Ave.
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ALBUQUERQUE
SOCIETY SECTION

NEW

ALBUQUERQUE,

The event of the coming week In
Albuquerque will be the reception by
the Commercial club to Governor H.
J. Hagerman. .Veo- elaborate preparations have been made by the club
for the entertainment of the executive
and it seems that society folk Are
making quite as elaborate arrangements for attending the event.
The
arrangements of the club are complete and nothing remains how but
for their successful execution.
So far as the club's guest Is concerned, the program is not an elaborate one. A committee which has been
named will go to Santa Fe Wednesday
morning to meet the governor and
accompany
to Albuquerque
him.
Wednesday night. The reception committee will meet the party at the train
and Governor Hagerman and the committee will have dinner at the Alva-rad-

Urn
It. W. D. nryan, and Mrs. W.
J.
Johnson. In the library, presiding at
the punch bowl, were: Mrs. A. B.
Stroirp and Mrs. M. E. Hlckey.
The
(lining room was beautifully decorated
In deep red and white
carnations.
Mrs. Elder presided over the coffee
urn. while Mrs. P. G. Cornish dispensed the tea. Mrs. A. B. McMll-leMrs. Frank Moore and Mrs. Barney looked after the Ice cream and
cake. These ladles were most ably
assisted by Misses Hunt, Craig, Salter.
Mi Mlilen,
Walker, Lee and Luthy,
who served the many guests that called during the afternoon.

n,

o.

On Thursday morning another committee, headed by Governor E. S.
Stover, will accompany the visitor in
a trip about the city, ending at the
University, the governor bei'ig given
an opportunity to look over Ehe institution.
In the afternoon another committee
will take charge of the vlsi'or and provide for his entertainment for the afternoon, this committee consisting of
Dr. James H. Wroth, Maynard Gun-su- l,
J. H. Coffin, E. W. Dobson and
W. J. Cardwell.
In the evening comes the reception
and the reception committee of the
club announces that carriages should
Toe ordered early, for the receiving lino
will form promptly at 9 o'clock' In
the line with Governor Hagerman will
be the president and board of director of the club, with their wives.
One of the features of the reception
in the club is to be the decoration.
The club has never taken such pains
before for decorating the rooms ana
the effect promises to be unusually
pleasing. The scheme is chiefly an
electrical one and promises to make a
decided hit.
The club's reception to the executive is going to he quite the most
elaborate affair of the kind given by
that organization In recent years and
Albuquerque society has wakened to
a very lively interest In the event.
--

MORNING

-

Mrs. W. G. Hope tenedered a very

pretty reception yesterday afternoon

to a lar?e numher of her friends. The
rooms were decorated elaborately for
the occasion. In the parlor and library, pink was the predominating
shde. The effect was made most
triklng by the lavish use of smllax
In the parlor
and pink carnations.
receiving with Mrs. Hope were Mrs

--

-

Mr.

and Mrs. Ed. Spitz, of West
Railroad avenue, quite unexpectedly
to themselves, celebrated the twenty-fift- h
anniversary of their marriage on
Tuesday evening.
During the day
tin y had been the recipients of many
beautiful presents, and numerous
and a number of friends had
"dropped in" to offer congratulations
and sincere wishes for future prosperity. So when about 8:30 that evening the bell rang, Mrs. Spitz answered
the door. It was with no little surprise and consternation, though with
unfeigned cordiality that some fifty
guests were welcomed to their home.
Among those who enjoyed that most
delightful evening were:
Mr. and
Mrs. R. w. D. Bryan, Mr. and Mrs,
Ivan Grunsfeld. Mrs. Albert Grunsfeld,
Mis. Alfred Grunsfeld, Dr. and Mrs.
J. F. Pearce, Mr. and Mrs. M. Stern.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Stern, Mr. and
Mrs. S. Stern. Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Ufeld. Mr. and Mrs. Kempenlch, Mr.
and Mrs. Louie Ufeld, Mr. and Mrs.
Sum Neustadt, Mr. and Mrs. P. Weinman, Mr. Noa Ufeld. Mrs. H. Jaffa.
Mrs. Schuster, Mrs. M. Mandell, Misses Kaplan. Lewineon, Leavitt, Goldstein; Messrs. Kaplan. Faber, Walter.
and Ben Jaffa: Freshmen Abrams.
Slaab. Weiller. Mr. and Mrs. Austrian
of Chicago. Mrs. Weinman of Boston
'Mrs. Eicholtz of Germany. Mrs. Wise.
of San Francisco, and Ernest Spitz of
I.as Vegas.
Fifteen young ladles of the Albuquerque High school acted as
Saturday night to the members of
the school's football and base ball
teams. First, a supper was given,
which was followed immediately by n
dance. Guild hall, the scene of this
festivity, was elaborately decorated for
the occasion, everywhere deep
of yellow and white bunting
fes-tco-

f Wholesale

1UJ

A

were apaprent, High school penant?
floated from all sides and comerse of
the room, the chandeliers were hung
low with flags and even the lights reflected the pretty colors. The table,
the. center of attraction, was artistically and beautifully ornamented with
huge bows of yellow and white ribbons.
The place cards were very
unique and original, being of burnt
leather, with a basket ball In one corner and a football in the other. The
young hostesses were certainly very
attractive in their white dresses, with
long streamers of white and yellow
ribbons hanging loosely from their
After a very enjoyable
shoulders.
supper, a dance program neatly tied
with yellow and white, was given to
each one. The following young people
Misses
Jean
were present:
Hubbs. Blanche Porterfield, Edith
Harrison, Ethel Saint, Mayme Reed.
Gladys Mclaughlin.
Mae McMlllen,
Lillian Hesselden. Grace and Kath,
Mildren Marquette,
arine Grimmr-rDorothy Hold;n. Joe Campfleld, Margaret Hunt, Lucy Edle. Messrs. Bert
Skinner, Clarence Rogers. Lawrence
Lee, Frank, Will and Ray Collins.
Charles Holden, Charles Benjamin.
Charles Lembke. Will McMlllen. Herbert Galles, William Hughes, Walter
Alfred
I'ankow, Will Phillips and
Decker.
--

-

Mrs. J. A. Weinman, of West Tijeras

road, gave a theater party Saturday
night to hear Florence Roberts In
After
"The Strength of the Weak."
the theater the party enjoyed a very
delicious lunch at Mrs. Weinman's
home. The affair was given In honor
of Mr. and Mrs. Austrian of Chicago.
The oilier guests were: Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Grunsfeld. Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
Grunsfeld. Mrs. Albert Grunsfeld. Miss
Leavitt, Messrs. Weinman and Goldstein.
--

-

highly enjoyable party was given
Ifl Thursday evening by
number of
The
friends of Miss Lizzie Wells.
veiling was given over to games and
lancing and all who participated voThose
ted it a very pleasant affair.
A

to attend were:
Misses
len, Mildred Marquette.

Mae McMllLin y Kdie
Elsie Myers, Irm.i

Francis Borders,
Trtplett, viola and Clara Blueher,
''va Dixon, Grace and Catherine Grimand
mer. Elsie Sackett, Eva Wise
fosephlne McDonald: Messrs. Charles
Benjamin, wniiam mcmuiih. Blwood
Wbright, Will Phillips, Walter Pan- -

MEXICO,

SUNDAY,

FEBRUARY,

WMbt

kow. John Dye. Herbert Galles. Frank
Collins. John Wagner,
Ed. Sackett.

Lembke, Osear Blueher.
Charles
Charles Myers, Ralph Decker and
Walter Galles.
-

February
the thirteenth, Mrs. R. W. D. Bryan
will entertain at "bridge whist" In
honor of Mrs. Elseman of Boston.
and Mrs. Austrian of Chicago.
i
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afternoon,

-Mrs. Harry Mitehiier. of West Gold
avenue, will entertain a number of
young ladies on next Wednesday after-

noon at a "stocking shower"

of Miss Ada Oampfield.
.-

In

honor

-

munity at their going. Dr. and Mrs.
Ames have made their home in Albuquerque since before the city was incorporated. The Doctor and his wife
were of the original six people who
organized the Highland Methodist
church and their going is cause for
general sorrow In that congregation,
in which Dr. and Mrs. Ames have alworkers. The
ways been constnnt
church was crowded with their friends
Friday night and the evening proved
a most enjoyable one, ending with
delightful refreshments served by the
ladles of the church. Dr. and Mrs.
Ames leave for their new home on the
15th of February.

-The D. A. R. will give a George
Mrs. Thomas Mc.MlllIn and Miss
Washington tea on Thursday afternoon, February 2 2d, at the home of Alice McMlllln, wife anil daughter of
Chief of Police McMlllln, returned last
Mrs. J. B. Mayo on West Railroad
night from a visit of ten weeks in
Osage City and Topeka. Kansas.
--l
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Lester have IsMiss McAlpln entertained the memsued Invitations to a card party to be
given at their home on West Railroad bers of her Sunday school class at the
avenue on Friday evening, February residence of Mr. and Mrs. McClurkcn.
Gn Saturday evening Mr. and on Friday evening, in a very Interest23d.
Mrs. i.ester are to entertain
the ing manner. One of the features of the
occasion was the writing by each one
young people !n the same manner.
present of a love story, the adjectives
The Friday afternoon session of the of which had been left out. and which
Albuquerque Woman's club, given un- liad to be supplied by the writer. To
der the direction of the literary de- make It more novel each adjective bad
partment, Mrs. George F. Albright, to be the name of some tree or plant.
chairman, proved probably the most Following is a list of those present:
successful open session the club has Grace Grimmer. Mary Ramsay. Carrie
had this year. The attendance was McClurkcn. Henrietta Welking, Ruth
Frederickson, Leah
large and the carefully prepared pro- Goss, Laurinc
Strachan, Kathryn Grimmer. Mettle
gram was heard with great Interest.
May Dodaon, Anna Dultmaii. Nellie,
t.
Yesterday afternoon the W. C. T. I', Stratum, bydia Flaming, Haael
Rene Bradley, Hazel Thompson
held a most entertaining meeting at
the home of Mrs. L. T. llelaney. Busi- and Louie McClurkcn; Bruce Ramness of Importance was discussed and say, Harry Welking, Wayne Dultman,
plans for future work arranged, Sev- William MeClurken. together with Mr.
eral new members were accepted. Af- and Mrs. McClurkcn and the hostess
ter the meeting adjourned delicious of the party, Miss McAlpine.
refreshments were served and a social
On Wednesday afternoon the Lihour enjoyed.
dies, Auxiliary in the Brotherhood of
l
A
social was viven in the Locomotive Engineers gave a musical
Highland Methodist , lunch Friday tea In Odd Fellows hall. whteh was a
night by mi mbers of the congregation most delightful entertainment, continin honor of Dr. and Mrs. T. G. Ames, uing from 2 o'clock till á. After the
pioneers of Albuquerque who are s um musical program dainty refreshments
to leave for Oakland.
California, were served.
where they will make their home In
The lecture on Thursday ccnlug at
future. Brief addresses were delivered by the Rev. J. M. Sollie, Rev. W. D. the Methodist church, under the ausClayton, J. D. Emmons. Matthew Rid- pices of. the Grand Army veterans and
ley, and G. E. Reddy. all making feeltheir ladles, will he one of Ihe most
ing reference to the approaching de- enjoyable events pf the winter. Dr.
parture of the guests of honor and Mrlntyrc, who is to speak on the
voicing the general regret of the Com "Sunny Side of a Soldier's Life," Is
av-nu- e.

Zir-hut-

--

fan-wel-

--

well known to be one of the most elo
quent platform speakers of the present
day. and his audiences never weary oí
listening to him. The entertainment Is;
of the Grand
to be for the benefit
Army, and the Methodist friends kind
ly furnish the room and lights.
--

-

the members of the
Epworth League of the First Methodist church gave a reception to now
members of the church and league In
the social rooms of the church, corner of Lead avenue and Third street.
On Tuesday

exceptionally pleasant and there are
lots of people who will regret that
tiny are not Elks at least for this
particular occasion. The committee
of arrangements has made preparation
for the comfort and convonlencc of
the ladles In extra cloak rooms and
dressing rooms, and no pains are being spared to make the dance a huge
success.
Birthday is to be celebrated In this city with a number of
church, club and social parties, arrangements for which have already
been completed.
--

-

at her home on
street will entertain a
Fourth
North
heard number of friends at a Valentino
A largo audience of ladles
on Wednesday, the 14th.
Mrs. John B. Sherwood tell of "Art lunch,
In the Home." In the Santa Fe readMrs. J. B. Fish delightfully enterMrs.
Saturday
afternoon.
rooms
ing
tained the ladies of the Iowa club at
Sherwood, who Is chairman of the art her home on North Fourth street,
committee of the National Federation Monday afternoon.
of Woman's clubs, Is touring the Santa
Fe system with Miss Alma Busser.
Mrs. W. W. McMlllln and daughter
daughter of the superintendent of the returned last night from a ten weeks'
Mrs. Sherreading room system.
visit to Topeka and other parts of
wood's lecture yesterday was greatly Kansas.
enjoyed.
Fritz Miller gave a banquet to
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. McClellan. who the members of the Hammer club at
were pioneers lii Albuquerque, but are Sturges' cafe Sunday evening.
-now at Frultvale, write to friends
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ball have returnhere thai they are very comfortably
situated in their California home, hut ed from Los Angeles and have taken
we regret to learn that the change of up their residence in Albuquerque.
climate has had no beneficial effect
Mr. and Mrs. Price, of Socorro,
upon Mr. McCletlan's health
spent Friday In this city, the guest
of
their daughter, Mrs. Leon B. Stern.
returned
Mrs.
Frlnk have
Mr. and
to their home In St. Paul after a visit
Rabbi Jacob Kaplan Is entertaining
of several weeks with Mrs. Frink's as his guest Rabbi A. Godschaw, of
mother. Mrs. C. Walker, of :i:'4 South Cincinnati.
Edith street. Mrs. Hanna, who has
also been Mrs. Walker's guest for
Mr. Alfred Grunsfeld returned last
some time, has returned to her home night from a six weeks' visit to New
in Iowa Falls, Iowa.
York city.
Miss Carrie Titus, of Kansas City,
fold left Sunday night
Mrs. Noa
who has been the guest of Mrs. Geo.
a short visit with her
El
Paso
for
for
L. Brooks. 9(13 West Copper avenue,
parents.
left (luring the week for Los Angeles,
where she will visit for a few weeks
Mrs. James Grunsfeld and son Alto
returning
home.
her
before
bert have returned from El Paso.
Mrs.

Ira Cassada,

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

-

Tile ladles of Ihe Degree of Honor
gave a very enjoyable Valentine card

party
night.

In

odd Fellows' hall Wednesday
The attendance was large.
--

-

St. Valentine Is not to be forgotten.
number of parties in his honor are
on tlie tapis.
A

Miss Winifred Tuttle, of Artesla. Is
in the city for a few days' visit with

friends.

.

Mr. and Mrs. John E. Liggett, of
Klllsboro, were in the city for a visit

with friends during the week.
--

-

"Mrs. F. B. Romero, wlfo of the well
The Elks of Albuquerque are going known physician, left a few days ago
to give a masquerade
ball in Bike' for a few days' visit with Hon. and
ball room next Monday night, Feb- Mrs. Elf ego Baca and family at
ruary 1 9 th. The affair promises to be

a

ALBERT FABER
RAILLROAD
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O
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NEW MEXICO

New Furniture

New Furniture

New Carpets

New Carpets

New Draperies

New Draperies

New Bedding

New Bedding

NEW GOODS ARE ARRIVING DAILY
Prices Are the Lotvest

Come in and See iftr
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bli
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t
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l
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NEW
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GIF

1

ONLY II DROP

SOON BE GOING

IN THE BUCKET

FULL BLAST

Would

Not

SUPERINTENDENT

FINE TOILET

Max B, FUch. general manager of
the Southwestern Lead and Con! company, operating in the Caballo moun- tains, south of Bugle, was in Albuquerque yesterday far the day on his
way east on business connected with
the property.
"We will be ready to begin active
operations with our mill by the fir t
nf May," .slid Mr. Kltcli," anil are now
b, ginning to see the end of the preliminary operations. The power plnnt.
one of the best electric plants to be
had, Is Installed and In use and the
construction of the mill Is going forward rapidly.
'ur holding are about
thirteen miles from the ganta Fe in
the (.'aballo mountains, but we arc
now count cted with the railroad at
Cutb r. by telephone. Cutter, although
a very new station, Is growing and
will be a town before very long,
a good (low of water was struck
there and since that time people have
been coming in until now the place is
quite n village. Instead of a switch.
the Santa Fe has built a station, and
the rst agent was clu cked In vesti 1
day."
Mr. Fitch is one of the ex pi rlenced
mining men Of New Mexico and h B
thoroughly familiar with the mining
situation and all the more prominent
ilistrlrts in the southwest.
"I believe we are just at the In ginning of a great mining movement In
he said,
Southern New Mexico,"
"There are evidence of an Interest
Just now never before shown by capital and development is g. lug on upon
a scale that means results, for the ex-- I
latency of the ore has never been
doubted and it has only been a question of time when capital COUld bo
notice a gOO
found to do the work
ileal of activity Is going on In the Kei-led1st riel and I am nol surprised. II
is one of the beat
districts in the
WeM and Its output of lend and I n
win probably prove astonishing aft r
i
little while. For many years the
Graphic mine has been n great producer and I believe that It Is soon to
become a greater producer than ev t."

STROUP SAYS

A movement is on foot to post- pone the Immediate enforcement of
In
the Llttlefield
bill
New Mexico, if the measure la passed
y congress. Petitions are being circulated In thi ity. Smta Fe and
Vegas. asking thai
tlon be post pon
ed. on the grounds that an the schooli
depend largely for lliflr maintenance
tinon gambling li.eii-s- ,
this sour e of Income suddenly
would leave the schools "up In the
anti-gambli-

i

--

i

susp.-ns'oi-o-

air."

A Morning Journ.il reporter looked
Up the figures In the ease ,,t the court
house yesterday and discovered that
contnrry to the very general opinion,
the schools derive a very small part
of their Income f com gambling licenses. In fu t. It
but a drop In
the bucke
Tin' cutting off of the
gambling censes would mean at the
most (inly about a month's loss of
si boo I in the city and county.
For the year 1906, or the period
ending January 1. 1 90S, the gambling
licenses for the county amounted to
$5.040. and for the city of Albuquerque, 14.794.
for the
That leave
county outside the city, $336. Tic r
lire only three or four gambling licenses in the county oBlsldc the city.
Deducting the four per cent com
mission which goes to the treasurer,
of the rethe city gcis two-thirmainder of the pari paid In the city,
which amounts to $3. tin. 'it'.. Adding
to this $sl$. the pro rata share of the
third which goes Into the general
school fund the city schools receive
from gambling licenses in 1 90S a total of $3.K23.f.i. The total annual Income of the city schools. Is approximately $30.000. it is ,ii on c evident
that the o.s of the moneys from
gambling license" would not s.
cripple the schools.
In the school districts of Bernalillo
county ou'sl le the city the pro rata
ithure of the third of the gaming license that goes Into the general
school fund was $79. 31. Two-thlnIn the county
of the licenses lie,
outside the city was $2i:,.0l. Thí
tal received by the county schools
ftom gambling licenses was $1.01 I. v.
The total income of the county schools
is between $18.000 and $20,000. The
Insignificance of trie per. en! ige derived from the gambling moneyi Is
apparent. There are five districts In
the county, and the txithdrau il of th"
$1.014 would mean only about a
month less school in every dl
Superintendent A. I!. Btroog of the
rounty schools was nsked by the
Morning Journal yesterday fur hh
opinion on the matter, his attention
being called to the fai t thai o move-men- t
against the Immediate enfi
bill i" on and
ment of the anti-tigthat a petition Is being circulated.
"I haven't seen any petition," said
Mr. A. Stroup. "but on the g
proposition. I am frank to say thi!
so far as the county schools are
there is no ground for the pi
tltlon. If the gambling II i.
withdrawn it would mean at the
worst only a month less school In the
districts. I think we are quite willing
to lose that $1.14 and run tic rl k
of getting it In some other way ni
II
closing the schools for a month.
would be much the less uf two evils,
and you can't fight one evil With another. I am del against the petition
and don't mind saying so. Tin mi;,
ty schools do not depend on gambling
licenses for their support."

j

i

Tar

ounce
grease,
removes
that
is
a
soap
this
cakes:
9 iftens the skin and cures cutaneous
diseases,; per cake
9f

Fairbank's Glycerine
I

An: .le Soap,

Swap,

5

the genuine Mexican Amule,

everywhere at 10 cents the cake,
ottt price for the week
Cradxlt ck's Medicated Blue Snap; this is the
only ,;ip sold under a positive guarantee
to cure all skin diseases; it is as pure as
the best castik and will DOl injure the
t delicate skin;
for bathing infants it
has no equal, as it is mild, soothing and
healing in its effect pti the baby's delicate
skin never sold for less than 10 cents
the cake; our price during the
5week

111.

;

-

W

hite Rose Soap; delicately perfumed; an
exquisite toilet article, usually sold for
jo cents the cake; our price for the

5

week

Carnation Toilet Soap: this is another delicate toilet preparation that is usually sold
at a high price, but for this week we
,
will make the price of

Q. Box No. 398. City.
tf
WANTED
Two unfurnished rooms
town.
for dressmaking; must be near
f1
I;. O. Box 190.
.
WANTKD
Private boarders in flirt
422
private hoarding house.
class
"
tf
sixth st.
Phone No. 638.
17 A N T E D Young lady
give
Underwood machine:
experience and salary desired: own
handwriting. li.. Morning Journal, tf
A boy about 16 years
WANTKD
old. Walton's Drug stoje.
Cfirí for general houseWANTKD
ff 13
work. 703 W. liorna av.
girl
general
for
A
WANTKD
housework and cooking, apply morn-ing- s
U"
at 508 Roma avenue.
WANTKD
at 315 South
Cook

R

tf
All kinds of detective
shadowing.
121
work and
Address Box
WANTKD

;Clty.
m2
WANTED
Pupils in Spanish. Prof,
Montoya.
220 North High street, tf
Sewing by experienced
WANTED
dressmaker, 109 North Walter. Old

phone

j

tf
If you want to buy, sell
or exchange anything, talk with F. L.
McSpadden. 300 South Broadway.
tf
A paper can have no
WANTED
better friends than those to whom its
want ad columns have been of real
service.
This paper wants your
friendship on that basis.
WANTED To exchange a goo.l
$1,800 business for city property. F.
I.. McSpadden. 300 South Broadway.
180.

WANTED

I

PROFESSIONAL.

OK BALK.

FOR SALIO Going away, will sell
1 '.
7 acres nf line land on ditch.
miles north of citv. Cheap. Address
Owner. Box 114 city.
tf
FOR SALK Sail, lie ponv. also
W.
harness and saddle.
II. McMllllon, real estate dealer. 211
West Quid avenue,
f1 2
FOR SALK A very nice small
pony, also almost
black
new saddle and bridle, cheap, at G11
South Broadway.
tf
FOR SALK Slightly used Majesrange;
tic
617
a bargain.
South
Edith Bt.
flG
POR BALE Motor cycle tandem.
attachment chain driver. 122 West
tiolih
f!2
FOR SALI' Horse nnd buggy in
good condition. Inquire at QrajiMn's
restaurant.
FOR SALK Nice driving
horse
cheap. Call 110 N. Eighth st or telephone fi2!t. Automatic.
f
FOB SALK- - $ "00.00 of Btock in
Rio Grande woolen Mills Co.. for
$ 1.500.00.
Address X Y z. Morning
Journal.
fj
BALE Modern buniraloo; gas
For
and electric lights; barn: trees and
lawn. Inquire C. A. Wright. Alvarado
Curio room.
tí
Fifty-foCOR SALE
lot on Smith
Broad wav.
Ain.lv 122 N. Second st.
COR BALE AcOUstlcone; to the
ar what spectacles are to the eye.
Forenoons at kindergarten, Commer-cla- l
Club bunding. Miss Philbrick. If
FOR SALE Small stock of
at a bargain.
T. L.
300 S. Broadway.
FOR SALE New and second-han- d
at Albuquerque Carriage Co.
bi''es
FOR SALE
A good paving hotel
in small town. T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
FoK SALK Several sets of single
and double harness. A bnrgain if soid
at pnce,
Murphy ,v Patterson.
West Silver avenue.
tf
For sale- - Furniture, etc. Ware- house man, 3 Grant block.
tf
FOR SALE. Indian trading post.
Good location and a paying business.
'Ll L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broadway, tf
FOR SALE All lots
Coronado
Í.V McSoaddenT 800
place
South
""oaclway,
-

Opera Rose Soap; it is not necessary
to say anything' about this soap; the quality is too w ell known to need any introduction; the delicate odor and fine quality oí
the soap recommends it to the most exacting taste: our price for the week, per
5
cake

--

se

In

p4jrfunn, Powders, ( old ("reams and
other Toilet Preparations we are prepared
to care for the wants of all,, no matter
what the requirements may be. W e wish
to impress upon the mind of every one re
quiring anything in this line that the
goods we offer are of the best quality
and are standard in every particular. The
prices here quoted arc good for one week
only; after the iiijht of February 17 we
will sell 1. ithing for less than the regular

O sino Buttermilk Soap; the manufacturer-- ,
of this - tap say: "The grandest soap in
the world for the toilet and hath:" usually
cents, our
sold for ; cakes for
week,
cake
for
this
per
price

s

price

AITOIINEYS.
Il

VV. 1).

BRYAN

Attorney at Law.
Office in First National bank
Allmoneriine. NM.
PHYSICIANSj

bulld-in-

g.

.

,

DR. K. L. HUST
Room
N. T. Arimito Bldg.
8.

Tuberculosis treated with High Frequency Electrical Current and Germi-cldTreatments given from 8 a. in. to
4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance,
Both 'nilones.

e.

on.

wroth
Physician
and Surgeon.
Albuquerque.

17 ST

N.

M.

DR. J. E. BRONSON

Homeopathic.
Physician and Surgeon.
Room 17 Whiting Block.

DR. W. O. SHADRAOIT

Practice Limited
Eye. Ear. Nose, Throat
Oculist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coast
lines. Ofílce 313 M. W. Railroad av.
12 a. m.. 1.30

to6,p.mt

DENTISTS.

"1.

1

Craddock's White Tar Soap; for dressing
hair, cleaning the whitest skins and curing
blackheads and pimples this soap is unexcelled; the regular price is 20 cents
the cake: our price for this week
Of

sll-wo- ol

DR. J. E. KRAFT

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant Block, over
the Oolden Rule Dry Goods company.
272; Colorado. 164.
Automatic Ph
É. 3, ALGER. D. D. S.
offices: ArlmljO block, opposite Golden Rule, ortice hours, 8:?o a. m. to
12:30 p. m.l 1:20 to 6 p. m. Automatic telephone 462. Appointments
made bv mall.
DR. L. E. ERVIN
Dentist.
Auto Phone 691.
Rooms 20 and '2. Whiting block, over
Leamard and Lindemann.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
" '
J. R. FA R WELL
i'ivil Engineer.
Room 23. N. T. Armiin building.
--

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. SPENCER
V. O. W. U.U.N GEO R D

Architects.
and 17. 'tarnett building.
Both 'Phones.
LADIES TAILORING.
MADAME GROSS OF NEW YORK
Dear Ladies I am here to spend
111 unlimited
amount of money toonen
as line a custom tailoring establish
ment as vou will dm west of New
and o lace
&rk.theCall
rush.
Railroad Avenue, over Hfelds.
FOIt SALE. Buy a heme on easy;
Room 26.
payments.
have two snaps. T. L.
MUSICAL.
M,. ,pW'Mgll,
I. I.,,.
O
'.A.
lln.,.,l.,.n,.
.4
,
,
,
I
UV. ."I. J.I ''il'l
ll if nú nr it
'
'
FOR SALE OR TRADE.
Ranches
iron, ItOO to $2:,. 000. T. L. McSpad- - Voice Building a Specialtv.
den. ;oo s. Hroadwtiy.
tf!
Studio. 412 South Fifth streot.
Autoniniic Telephone. 741.
l ) w.
Tw
For SA1.F T.Oft L.TitMcSpadden,
Ing houses.
30U S.
i N DKKTAK EltS.
Broadway.
A
Roimiri'S- FOR SALE OR TRADE.- - Are you,
rilv undertaker.
Black or white hearse, $5.00. Com- to be good deals. Talk with me
T. mi r ial Club Building.
Auto telephone.
I.. McSpadden. 300 8. Broadway.
li
316: Colorado, rod 115. Albuquerque,
nave
some
valgood
run ai.k i
New Mexico,
ties In lde-.cproperty See me be- (;itV)t EÍflESf TukWlESI GR5-fer- e
you buy. 1. L. McSpadden, 300
THE I'INEST LINE OF
South Broa I way.
p. G.
tf GROCERIES in THE city
s SECOXD ST.
'sl! vn'
POR SALE OR TRADE A Kood
T. L.
Schumaker piano: a bargain.
311-SI-

S

Rcoms

46

ffortoi

1

iASVEGASLIQUORHOUSE
A

BUSINESS
OLDEST

It

v

UNDER

is announced

NEW NAME

ycsteida;

the Phoenix Planing Mill f
operating on w a Gold aveni
CLOSE
SUCCESSFUL
contn lied by Wallace lb leldi
the Si parlor I'laning Mill COIR)
South First street, controlled
TERM'S WORK
Gustation, had been merged h
bustnets to be known In fuiun as tlv
Superior I'laning Mill company Until
The school In Cornuel district, No. concia ns have been doing g bug plai-Ininlll busltn ss, and both Mr. He
45., In Tijeras
n..n. ot which Marh
Men and hi associate have done a
:.
d
K spill is i
ter a three months' term. The school large contracting business as Individ
would have continued operations but uals. The new firm will continue In
planing
for lack of fun l. It Is Interesting In contracting nnd in general
The plant of Mr. Hessel-de- n
mill work
this connection to Dud that $1:j
will iS
on West Oold avenue
collected from lb
license money
Jones' place tod others In the canyon tbandotied and In business coi s
in the establishment on Booth
was paid this year for the support or
occupied by
school district 41. La Tllera. when First street heretofore
Cornuel district was entitled to tlx Mr Oustafson. The new firm Is a
strong one and will undoubl dly do a
money. Both schools .re in the sam
large business from Ihc beginning.
precinct. Cornuel district being Immediately adjacent to the saloons, and Ll
TO Hie Public.
Tijera lying on up the canyon. This
This is to notify the public thai thi
is another remlnWcen, c of the oler!
undersigned will not be held responsimanagement of n
aad buslio
county schools by the late lamented ble for any Indebtedness contracted by
i. s. O ra bam. The said L I, Qrah m
Slavlo. But It's all over now.
is, ' has not now, nnd has never had .tin
school, district
The Atrlsc
connection xv It h the llrm of Oraliam
closed Friday after a four months It)
tcssful term. The teacher. Mrs. Mm Brothers, of Albuquerque.
(Signed
Cark, will begin teaching again lomor.
WAlütF.v R QRAHAM,
row In district 14. Han Ignacio.
3
il GRAHAM.
1KB
fl
term's
closed
his
Eugenio Yrlssarrl
a
work as teacher In district SO.
IMtN T I ttltt.l
de Alhuquorque. after Hire and
That whll" our hobbv runs to the
a half months.
systems we still make
loose
account
In all the districts mentioned gr" it special ruled nnd bound
A
book made to suit your
Improvement has been noted In the books.
time, ii.itiei.ee energy
saves
business
proapects and money,
the
past months and
11. S. I.ITIM.OW A CO..
for better and more satisfactory and
to the I'rogri lie Busisuccessful work to xt term are natter- Bookbinder
ness Man. At the Journal OMoe.
ing. The work - '
I loe
- now ohcuiM'i
G round Corn
tematlaed and there Is every reson to
ground corn Hi
than bran. 4 tit
believe that the schools of Bernalillo two-thlI
an
cow Icotl,
Ideal
bran
county will be among the best in the and n milk producer
ili-ar:.
o
adw.
one
h.
like
business
territory after
ri;i:.
second st.
ministration of their affairs.
What part of this paper do vou
TIm' lie's IMiylc.
suppose is Hie most Interest ing to the
When you want a physic that Is person who Is eagerl looking for i
mild and gentle, easy to take and furnished room or boat ding place.'
pleaaant in effect, take Chamberlain's Is your ad In that part of the paper?
Htomach and Liver Tablets. Price 25
IF YOU TRADE WITn p. a.
Get freo
cents. Every box warranted.
PRATT X CO.. YOl' AKE SURE Ol
sample from any druggist.
GETTING THE PINEKT GIUM'Elt-IKAT HFAMIWBI.K
s SI4
tbe exchange man. S00
8. SK(X)D RTirrix
South Broadway.

.really

gi
IoiiikI, .lit we

mething not eas

have secured the exclusive
sale f Bradt & Shopman's (Jnionmade
Gloves, These gloves are made from the
l.'lt skins obtainable, tanned especially
for this firm, and every pair is guaranteed
to give satisfactory wear or the purchase
money will be refunded. W e do not claim
that cheaper gloves are not made, bin we
do sav that quality for quality the Bradt
& Shiptnan glove is the most economical
to buy the first cost may be a little more.
but the wearing qualities and fit more
than offset any cheaier price that may he
offered by other dealers. A few descrin
tions and prices may prove interesting:

FIRM IN SAN MIGUEL

COUNTY

;

BROTHERHOOD GLOVES

WILL EXTEND ITS

DISTRICT SCHOOLS

g

I..--

i

.

.

1

SEVERAL

Kose Toilet Soap, two varieties; nicely perfumed, and desirable for the finest toilet
service: delicate and pure; the regular
...
- :. price on iimese jootií, ta kmngo ivw
for
the week
54
cents, our price

Royal Lilac, transparent glycerine snap. ;
ounces each, nothing better fur the ski;r
usually sold for 10 cent.-th- the cake;
week
our price

Sale Of "salí.
Orea offer in Hen's Suits, made of
material! great varle-i- v
vtra
of si vies and patterns; suits worth
r. .on.
I
$
i : SO
all on sale
ui
and
11.76 i -- uit at The Golden Rule Dry
16,
rtooils Co., Thursday. February

con-cern-

Pianos,
Wagons and other Chattels: also on
salaries and warehouse receipts, as
low as $10.00 and as high as $200.00.
Loans are auickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one
year given. Goods to remain in your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamshin tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
LOAN CO..
THE HOUSEHOLD
Rooms 3 -- nd 4. Grant Bldg.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
305
est I Sal I road Avenue.
.
AGENTS WANTED.
"agents WANTKD If you want
to handle the new Inverted Gas Burner, best seller ever offered in this
line, write for territory at once. Canvassers need no experience. Simply
requires showing. They sell themselves. Halves the cost of Gas Mantels and throws 85 per cent of the
light downward where most needed.
Big money in it for ninety days. Don't
wait, but write for particulars at once.
F. 8. Smith & Co.. 604 Fifteenth it,
Denver. Colo.
$4,000 TO LOAN on good real estate,
at 8 per cent. P. O. Box 218.
BAKERIES.
BREAD. PIES AND CAKES DE- llvered to any part of the city, wedding cakes a specialty: satisfaction
guaranteed.
S. N. Balling. Pioneer
Bakery. 207 South First street.
STRAYED OR STOLEN.
Onebay
STRAYED ()R STOLEN
5 hands
high, 3 years
old,
horse.
hitched to light buggy. $25 reward
to
for return
Albers Dairy, Old Al- tf
buquerqug.

.

--

Battleships to Ccst M.000.0M.
The new battlerhips now being deigned In this country and England
will coil about $.000.000 each. The
ships
li ndency is tO build
heavier
' iu have evr been seen, to make
Ihem as speedy 81 possible and to arm
them with the most powerful gttns.
he tendency of most sickly people
to experiment with every reme
they hear of, but they poon realise
'heir mistake. The better and sal
bottle of liostette.'.'
lan Is to get
Htomach Bitters, and lei it restore you
o robust health quickly. Thousands
,ave adoi t4 this plan with such gratifying results thai they are never
without a bottle ot it in the home at
dyspepsia.
II 0,1 way I run
II tino s.
Indigestion, rosttveneas, biliousness,
His colds, grippe and general debility.
W" urge a fair trial at once.
Avoid substitutes.

er

Money to Loan
Organs. Horses,

On Furniture.

Third street.

Places on sale a splendid line of Toilet Soaps; soaps that are made by
one of the best factories in the country pure soap and of the highest
grade In addition to soap we offer a nice assortment of perfumes,
cold creams, and other toilet preparations which are standard in quality
and formula. These articles are in constant demand and use in every
family and this week we offer an opportunity for every one to lay in a
large supply, as no restrictions will be placed on the quantity sold to
purchasers. The following prices will convince:

y

t.--

1'KUSONAL lMiOPEKTXJJANS.,

1

The Globe Store

ADVANCE

vUmONjffiBEO

!

February 17th,

1

I

ADiTISEMENTS PAYABLE IN

WANTED.
eontlomen
or
I.iidv
nKents to sell household necessity, a
:ut South Broadiruoil money-make- r.
way.
WANTED Youn fresh milch cow
Jersey preferred. 1503 South Second
LLil
street.
American
Rood
Two
WANTKD
kitchen
Brills for diniiia room nnd
work. Apply at once, 222 West Siltf
ver.
Vf A Ñ T K I
A Kirl for señera!
housework and cooking. Good wajce.-t-

For the Week Ending, Saturday,

11

ds

ALL CLASSIFIED

SOAPS

Schools.

DISTRICTS CAN WORRY ALONG

o

THE STORE OF

PRODUCING

TO BEGIN

I

w.WTrcn

MINE IN THE CABALLOS ABOUT

Cripple

READY

City or County

1

SITS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTIS:

BBMQDVaH$KaHsWHn

WILL

19.

Sunday. February 11.
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Men's Mule Skin, tire proof, wax thread
sewed, reinforced thumb seams, gaunt
let. a solid, honest glove, jicr
$1.25
pair
Men's Reindeer, wrist length, very soft an. i
pliable, wax thread sewed, reinforce,!
thumb seams, tire proof tan. patent
all sizes,
per pair,
fasteners,
ilv

1.2S

Men's hoisehide. gauntlet, lire tro if tanned,
linen thread sewed, reinforced thumb
M inis, the don't rip kind; also the same
glove in wrist length, all sizes,
$1,50
per pair
Men's reindeer, lire proof tanned, reinforced
thumb seams, soft and pliable, in both
gauntlet and wrist length; something
that is nositvelv the best, per
.

,$1.7.r
Men's genuine buckskin, wrist length, ivory
fasteners, heavy stink, double sewed; one
of the best gloves 011 the market,
$2.00
Iter pair
Men's canvass gloves, heavy material, made
to lit any sized hand and to give
2,"if'
go d service; our price 3 pairs for,
.

.

In pricing our stock of (ientlemen's Gloves
only a few numbers have been given; we
carry all grades in dress and work gloves,
and can tit any sized hand in either light

or heavyweight, and our prices are right
every time, as an examination of one
stock will prove.

V

Ran-cho-

ni

rTJTr

,

nan

S

MEN'S HOSIERY
also offer this week a superior line '
Men's Hosiery at reas mable prices; good.!
that will give satisfactory wear, absolutely
correct as to style, and of the very lies:
finish and quality at the prices asked.

W e

I

One line in particular we call especial
tention to:

at-

Black with white feet: mercerized cotton,
fines! grade. erfcct fitting: some

thing really good, at

roo

,m.

.

i".-tU-'-

McSnnddeti.

300

S,

Broad

wjftjr,

POR RENT.
RENT Furnished room. new.
For
electric light, bath, furnace heat, nol
light housekeeping, no sick people.
121 South Third st.
fl
POR RENT Furnished rooms, all
modern conveniences. 415 North
Second street.
tf
RENT Three nicely furnishFor
ed, very desirable rooms, for
light
housekeeping. Inquire at 611 South
tro id wav.
tf
Two sunuv
front
For
rooms for light housekeeping, 208
Somh Fdlth.tH
FOR RENT Three, tour and five
room houses,
one furnished. W. H.
McMillion. real estate dealer. 211 W.
Gold avenue,
f1 2
Foil RENT Fine saddle horse.
Call on J. W. Prestel at Golden Rule
Dry Goods t'o.
f IS
FOR RENT Five-rooresidence,
in good coiiidtion. and water. West
Haca, $1.1.00 oer month. Inoulre of
Woottou and Mver, 123 South Third
street.
f 13
n
FOR RENT The
brick
house, with bath and laundry, at 207
North Fifth st. Miiynard Gunsul. tf
FOR RENT- - Furnished room In
te w modern house. 103 W.'Frult av
For RENT Five "room modern
brick bouse. 737 S. Edith st. Inquire
1001 S. Walter st.
fit
FOR
light
RENT Rooms for
housekeeping. 524 W. Railroad av.
For RENT Modern 'furnished

rkt
-

nlne-rom-

room. 724 S. Second st.

f13

For RENT Furnished room; every
convenience. 208 N. Amo st.
tf.
FOR RENT Rooms for
light
housekeeping.
524 S. Second st. f2S
For
RENT Furnished rooms bv
he day, week or month, also rooms
lor liuht housekeeping.
Mrs.
Eva
Flaming, 113 West Lead ave.
tf
new
FOR RENT. Two modern
houses. Cull 423 West Coal
I

It is

hardly necessary to add that we carry a complete line oí

live-roo-

tve n u C;

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Furnishings
Dry Goods, Notions and Shoes for Everybody
The Big Globe Sign on West Railroad Avenue will guide you to the
store of reliability and correct styles.

at

-

tf

FOR
RENT. Nicely
furnished
front room, wground floor. 314 Kele-heavenue.
It
FOR RENT Apartments In Park
View Terrace, eight rooms esch, modern equipment throughout H. H.
room 19. Grunt Block.
tf
LOST AM) FOUND.
LOST Small brown nnd
white
spaniel dog. Return to M. Nash and
receive reward.
tf
LOT malí brownie k t b,., k
wlih considerable inonev In bills. Lih-'crtf
reward at Journul office.
r

Til-to-

FLEISCHER

A.

Estate and Loans,
Fire Insurance,
Surety Bonds.

rVoal

212'j South Second Street.
Automatic 'Phono 328.
POR SALE.
brick cottage, bath,
$2,600
electric lights, barn, corner lot, bOx
14 2; N. Second street.
$1,150
frame cottage, N. 1st
St.; lot 50x142, trees, sidewalk;
$,ri00 cash, balance on time.

frame dwell$2.600
ing, bath, trees, windmill; S. Edith
street.

frame, new, barn,
shade trees, city water, high location.
frame cottage, bath,
$2,000
etc.; S. Arno street.
$1,100
frame cottage, bath,
lectrlc lights, close in.
$0,500 4 double houses, close In, Income $80 per month; a good Investment. Half cash, balance on time at
8 per cent.
Some good business properties for
sale.
frame cottage,
$1,600 New
well built, near shops; easy payments.
brick, suita$3,300
ble for rooming or boarding house
on Highlands.
frame, bath, electrlo
$2,600
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 75x142,
Fourth ward.
$3,500
frame cottage, elegant
residence. West Tijeras ave.
$1,300
frame, near shops.
$1,200
frame cottage; new;
North Eighth st. ; easy terms.
$8,000
modern
brick dwelling; bath; gas; electric
lights; barn.
$3,300
brick cottage; modern
well built; large cellar; good barn;
trees and lawn; fine location. West
Tijeras road.
$2.700
frame dwelling with
modern conveniences; well built 8.
Arno st.
$2,300
frame cottage; modern conveniences, trees and shrubbery, corner lot, 50x14 2.
framfe cottage;
$1,000
treea
and shrubbery; near shops.
Money to Loan on Good Real Estate
at Low Rates ol Interest.
$1,300

two-stor-

y,
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THE GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS CO.

SALE OF SAILS!
The Great February Bargain Sale Begins
Thursday, February 15th, at 9 a. m., and Continues Ten Days

Great Bargains in Women's Coats, Suits, Skirts, Waists, etc. Unheard of Bargains in Dress Goods, Silks, White
Goods, Table Linens, Muslin Underwear, Shoes, in fact, bargains in everything; and a great opening Bargain Sale of

üüüüNEW SPRING GOODS
Our February

Our February

Clearance Sale

Bargain Sale

of all

of New

WINTER GOODS

SPRING GOODS

at unheard of Bargain prices, all winter goods marked so low that even if
you don't need them it will pay you
to buy for next

In order to make this
doubly interesting we
ourentire line of New
on sale all at Reduced

yer.

Bargain Sale
have placed
Spring Goods
Prices.

TERMS OF SALE
No

Samples Given
Ho

No

Discounts Allowed

You Will Be Both

Goods on Approval

By

New Spring
Dress Goods
Collection of New

OUR

Spring Dress Goods

ONE

Black Cashmere,
the 35c a yard kind) for

36-in- ch

38-inc-

Spring shades, 46 inches
wide; worth $1,25 a )'ar!. Sal price, per yard. .95

Fancy Panama Suiting, very stylish;
Por this
4 3 inches wide; a $1.50 a yard value.
sale only, per yard
1.00
in

r

ah

1.

10 pieces of new

corn and

le.

40

as-

All-wdnt

in

the "nkwkst

GJUYS,"

pieces of (WW Frehch Series, suited to spring wear; assorted shades;
38 inches wide; well worth 75 cents a yard. On sale at

h

All-wo-

Sale Price
35 pieces

Storm Serge, in navy and hrown. well worth 75c a yard

ol

of

.

fin-

J

,
All-wo-

ol

59

5K
frS

58

French Challies, beautiful in design and shade.

Priced at, per yard
56-inc-

All-wo-

45f

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ol

.

.

."

.

4'-inc-

'

The Sale of Sails
t TRUTH TELLING
That Has Placed Us at the Head of Great Sales

the

Extra Specials in Cord Dress Goods
36-inc-

. .

l

50

Heavy Habit Cloth, in greys, myrtle, green and black;
75c a yard. Sale Price, per yard

worth

h

36-inc-

h

Brilliant inc. in brown and navy.

29-mc-

h

drey Habit Cloth on sale at. per yard

jX-inc-

h

Halfwool Challies, in select designs; just the thing for spring,

Special at, per yard

nmin n n

,

58
25v
19t
at .35

n i

h

1

The New White Woolen
Dress Goods

height of fashion and for service as well; Ixnight to sell at $1.50 a yd.
Your choice of the pateras during this sale at, ier yard
90
13

36-in- ch

''''

I
111

Spring Checks and Sheppard Plaids; very select;

N'ew Mannish Suitings. 56 inches wide;

'

'

sorted colors; worth 75c a yard. On sale at, cr yard'
58
Cashmeres, 36 inches wide; in all the new spring
20 pieces of
value. Priced during this sale at, ier paid
shades; a
59
75-ce-

All-wo-

40-inc-

,

-1

42-in- ch

;

55Ó

'

t

oi

All-wo-

'

1 11."j
.wuauos,
m navv, reseda, cardinal,
pink, on sale at, per yard
:

ui

"

yard.

a

.

-

42-in- ch

'

25 pieces of new All wool Batistes, in latea) shades, very

pvpular for spring wear; valued at 75c
Priced for this sale at

.

Black
Panama,
the 75c a yard kind, for
55
.
Black
Storm Serge,
SO4
the 65c a yard kind, for
.
Black
Storm Serge,
the QOC a vard kind, for
75
Black
Venetian,
the 65c a yard kind, for
39
Black All wool Priestly Diagonal Serge,
the $1.50 a yard kind. for.
85t
Black Silk Koliennc.
h
the $1.75 a yard kind, for
1.25
Black Figured Silk Voile,
the $1.90 a yard kind, for
'. . .1.35
All-woo-

h

36-inc-

25-

.

.

All-wo-

36-in- ch

See our Secial Pahatna Suitings; 5.2 inches wide; in
white, navy, grey and black; worth $1.25 a yard.
Marked for this sale at, per yard
90

0

Black
Henrietta.
the 65c a yard kind, for
h
Black Alt-wo-ol
Albatross,
the 65c a yard, for

38-in- ch

in the newest

The new "Greys"

pieces.
HUNDRED AND TWENTY-FIV- E
wonderful aggregation of Black Dress

(loods, in all the newest weaves, reduced in
prices for our I'ehruarv Clearance Sale. If you need
Black Dress Goodl, unte the prices. We mention a few
for your inspection.

New Panamas, 36 inches wide, spring shades of reseda,
cardinal, garnet, navy and tan; a 75 cení value
55
your choice during this sale, per yd
Panamas,

Attending This Sale

Black Spring
Dress Goods

the newest shades and latest novelties for
Spring, without (I uht the largest line in the
city. In order to make Our February ( lcarance Sale a
great success, w coffer all OUT new Spring Dress Goods at
greatly reduced prices.

$X

Pleased and Benefited

The coming Beaton more White Wool Suitings will be worn than ever
before. Now is the time to buy your White Wool Dress (ioods
the latest fabrics at reduced prices.
If.tnch White Itrllliantlne, the

40c

l

a y:ud kind, for
If Ho
White IlrlllUntlne, the (So
48c
a yard kind, for
While Sicilian, the 90c ;i
7.V
yinl kind, for
White Mttllap, the il.St a
O.V
yard kind, for
White Fancy Figured Mo-- h
in. the 65c a yard kind, for. ,50c
White I'aiiania Suiting.
Hie jl.JJ .1 yard kind, for
00c
h While Storm Serge Suiting, the $1.50 a yard kind, for. 1.20
While New Silk Warp
Henrietta, the $ I . r, 0 a yard kind,

Bl-In- ch

44-Ii- k

fur

i

1.23

ni

mi

n

tiitiMn

h Scrgo Sult- Whit
the K.V a y.iid kind, for. .00c
HrncadeK,
While Fancy
MC
the $1.00 i yard kind, for
While Batirte, the 65c a
MB
ard kind, for
White Nun'i Veiling, the
00e
85c a yard kind, for
White New Henrietta, the
10c
65c a yard kind, for
While New Henrietta, the
1,18 a yard kind, for
00c
While Spring Voiles, the
llOc a yard kind, for
0.V
White Spring VoIIi-h- , the,
$1.11 a yard yard kind, for.... 00c
White Spilng Voiles, the
$1.50 a yard kind, for
141
li

Iiikm.

ch

88-in- cb

'h

Figured Silk Voile, (he $1.00

inch Black

4'

a

yard kind, for

36-in- ch

Blaclc Plain Voiles, the 65c a yard kind, for

44-in- ch

Black Plain Voiles, the $1.15 a

504

yard kind, for

fr

42-inc-

h

Black Mummy Cloth, the

44-inc-

h

Black Mummy Cloth, the $1.75 a yard kind, for

$1.-2-

5

.va,(l Wink,

1.35

Satin Venetian, the $1.65 a yard kind, for

90t
1.00
1.35
1.25

50-in- ch

Black Fin

42-in- dl

BitCk Ktamine Voile,

42-itl- ch

Black f ancy Figured Voiles, the $1.85 a yard kind, for

954

Black Cheviot Serge, the 85c a vard kind

65
29

90é

the $1.15 a yard kind, for

Black Mohair, good value at 45c a yard, for

3S-iiH'- h

Brilliantine,

Black

50-inc- h

tpecial at 75c the yard, for

.584

.

50-in- ch

.85

Black Sicilian, the $1.25 a yard kind, for

50 inch Black Sicilian, the $1.50 a yard kind, for

labit Cloth, the $1.15 a yard kind, for

56-in- dl

Black

56-in- ch

Black Habit Cloth, the 75c a yard kind, for

I

Extra High-clas- s

1
.

..,

20

75t
58

Dress Goods Special

pieces of high class Novelty Dress (oods, very new and desirable for spring wear; sold up to $1.65 a yard. Your choice for
this sale, ier yard
1.10

Twenty-fiv-

e

ft

PAE

SeJe

Colored Wash Goods

of

Beginning Thursday, February 5th, we will offer the greatest aggregation of exclusive styles
in Wash Fabrics ever assembled in Albuquernue. Our Wash Goods are New, Bright and Crisp,
and the prices have been put so low, that you will appreciate this opportunity and buy your summer outfit now. Note styles and prices.

J5T

Beauty Batiste,
one of the finest fabrics, made to sell
at 15c a yard; especially suitable for
cheap wash dresses. Priced for this
12.1
sale at, jer yard

25 pieces of American

25 pieces of Primrose Batistes, in exclusive designs in floral or organdie effects in all new shades. Priced now
15
at. er yard

CP

New Shamrock Dimities, in all the new
Big
spring shades and designs.
18
values at, per yard
Xew Habttti Pongee, the popular fabric
of the season; pretty as silk pongee;
a 25c a yard value. Special Price, per
15
yard .

.'

to

Silk Kohennes, in plain shades, pretty as
silk, makes a dainty summer dress;
35c a yard values. For this sale only,
per yard
25

cp
cp
cp

20 pieces

of Silk Spot Moussefine, in
dainty shades; regular selling price is
35c a yard. Reduced for this sale to.
per yard
25

CP

Linen Finished Chambray, the finest of
tub fabrics, espectall good for rough
and ready wear; over forty Styles to
pick fn.ni. Sale Price, per yard

Mmrwm
23tjbettpt

--

:7c

,

504

Corset Covers
Five Great Lot! of new Corset ("overs received specially for this
These Corset Covers are indeed rare bargains.
tpace to descril e each lot, only tell the price.

ft
ft

ale.

Fot

Lot 1,
Pot ii

ror

r
65r

For

75c

áft

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
S3

"ndcr-

-

Sale of Corsets
25
254

Girdles, worth 50c. for
Defiance Corsets, worth OOi for

Shamrock

Corsets and Gifdles and Chicago
Waists, all worth from $1.00 l Si. 75. in
broken sizes; juiced to clear Ottt the entire

ine lot R.

(

lot

&

G.

.

.

W
J

w
" MMM

arner's Corsets, the Lotus and Iris style, and
Thompson's Girdles in ld sizes, sold up to
f this lot
for sale,
Si j; pair; price

pair'

Big

OH

all

W

arner's Corsets.

Clearance SaJe of Outing Flannel
Gowns and Skirts

ó;c Outing ll.Vnnel Downs for
75c Outing Flarmel Downs for
v.c Out in,' Flannel Gowns for
95c

65C

,

d 10 Per Cent Reduction

omiug Flannel Gowns

i.00 Outing Flannel Downs, for....,
Si. 5 Outing Flannel Downs for...,.
,
75c Outing Flannel Skirts for
,
í5c Outing Flannel Skirts for
,
lannel Skirts for
"ox Outing

50c

,

s?-i--;-

--

J
11

'

.

"The Satin Efflure," a very highclass
wash fabric, in French design effects,
sold for 65c a yard. Social Sale
45
'rice, per yard
I

Pongee Suiting, very
pretty for artistic draping, inn all the
dainty delicate shades, at, per yard. .65

36-i- n.

Silk-fille-

d

85C

orc
00C

roc

. .

10c

I

27-inc-

h

Special Foullard Dress Silks
Fifty pieces of Foullard Dress Silks, 23 inches wide, worth 90c
To close these silks out, we mark them at, er yd. .39
a vard.

Clifton Bond Taffeta,
The Best Taffeta, Dress Silks
85 cents per yard
Clifton Bond

TaffrtartfoifawiyMfiuffjAt

Miens it

S(

Rogers
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All-wi"- il

Dresss Goods

red, green and brown; worth
2IV'

r,0e quality.
SS1
Our Sale Prlee. per yurd
IS4tKh WM aiclllana, In brown, black, navy and green. WOtttd be cheap
ftlc
at 0r the yard. Will be sold during thin Hale at, per yard
Fine Sli lllaiiM. In brown, navy, green and grey; worth 11.35 a
B.V- a yard. Hale I'rice, per yard
up
weave;
75c
a
to
oíd
Tweniy-flv- e
plféM of rllllnntlne, In fancy
45c
yard. Your choice of the lot during thin, ale for
( Herringbone Cravenette, 50 Inches wide; In grey
and
Kiv.pktMM
1.10
tnn; worth $1.50 u yard. Hale Trice, per yard
Bid WOOL V IST1N(; IPIKXAIi 10 pleee of Wool Waltlng, In neat
PtttartUi worth from 50c to 85c n yard. Your choice of the entlro
S5c
lot at, per yard
44-ln- ch
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Remnants of Dress Goods.
Dress Silks, made from Clifton Bond Silk Mills: in
twenty-fivdifferent shades for Spring wear. The lest
Taffeta on the market today, and at the low price of, icr yd. .85;

Silk Dress Nets, Grenadines

and Chiffons

Silk Chiffons, regular value 75c a yard; in colors of
light blue, pink, yellow, brown, tan, grey, red, helio, also
45
black and white, and at the low price of, ier yard
Fancy Silk Dress Xets, for Evening wear; in shades of
red, pink, corn, light blue, also white; always sold at $1.25
a yard. Clearance Sale I'rice, per yard, only
75
Colored Pompadour Dress Xets, for Evening wear; regular 75c value. Sale Price, per yard
45?
Silk
Dress Net, regular $1.25 value, for
95
White
I'lack Point d'Esprit Dress Xet; a regular 75c value.
Sale Price, per yard
35
A
Black
for
Xet
wide
Silk Brussels
fine Dresses. A
big bargain at, per yard
85o
Black Silk Point d'Esprit Dress Xet, a regular $1.25
value. Sale I'rice, er yard
85k
all
silk;
Xets,
Dress
worth $1.15 I
Fifty yards of Emey Black
yard. Sale I'rice, )er yard
75
h
Fine Silk Dress Xet. in black and white; regular $1.50
a yard value. Reduced to, er yard
, .95
Black Lace Strie Grenadines,
regular $1.25 a yard
value. Sale Price, per yard, only. . ;
95
h
Black Dress Fish Xet, always sold for $1.75 a yard.
Sale Price, per yard
1.25

42-inc-
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40-inc- h
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45-in-
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40-inc-
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tWO-ya- rd

42-inc-
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44-inc-

44-inc-

44-inc-

h
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Remfcats

Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

Goods, Linings.

RibOOM,

'fable Linens, and Ginidianis Ml on sale at about OXh- HALF THEIR ACTUAL VJ LUE.
Twenty pieces of Fine Penal e; assorted shades; extra
iu
value at, m- yard
-

....

La.ce Curtain Special
One big lot of LACE CURT IXS, (samples), one and two
pairs of a kind. Some are soiwl and mussed. Will le sold at
ONE-HAL- F
PRICE. Lookfl - tlnm on our Bargain allies
One lot of Fur Collars, made ofl '.lack Coney, over fifty to
75
pick from. Sale price, eaJi
One line of New Serge Waistjngs, 27 indies wide, just
the thing for Spring wear; a 25c a yard value. Sale
18
rice, er yard . .
I

it-

1

ExtréL Special

y

ot

00

Uhderwer
SPECIAL

About two hundred ieces of MCSLIN UNDERWEAR,
sisting of Drawers. Gowns, forset Covers, and Skirts; all
(
Sale. We
i r ( rpn t Tnmiarv
uriiioit uii.i
inA iiuiccjuI
siirlitlv ..nivu
" J
J
iu.IVU, n ti
"
have marked this lot so low 4iat if you look you will buy
in th
a
the Store
See them on the Baritiin Tabk
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$17.50
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Diaper Cloth SpeciaJ
r.t

69

piece

2

AT SMALL PRICES

5
One lot of Talcum Powder at
XC
at
Vaseline
Pure
of
Bottles
500
5c
One lot of Culling Irons at, each
5t
One lot of Fancy Dress Buttons, per dozen
5
One lot of Good Stockinet Dress Shields, per pair
.5
One lot of Good Dress Stay Sets, all colors, per set
3
One lot of Howe Pins, steel points, Sale Price, per paper. .
3?
One lot of Good Safety Pins, all sizes, per paper
3
One lot of Cube Pins, black and colored, er cube
.Tai
( hie lot of Large Cube Pins, fine assortment,
per cube
.3?
One lot of Belt Pinl looks, white and black, only
5
foe lot of Silk Corset Laces, regular 20 value, per pair.
3
assorted,
per box only
50O boxefl Of Wire Hair Pius,
5
ne lot Of Paritean Horn Hair Pins. 3 for
3
Price,
each.
One lot of Darning Balls, worth 10. Sale
One lot of Fine Colored Elastic (Frilled), regular 15c a yard
9
value. Sale Price, per yard
5
for
dozen
at,
Buttons,
2
One great lot of Gocxl Pearl
4c
colored,
Braids,
at
and
white
One lot of Finishing
colored,
Braids,
at
and
white
7f
One lot of Finishing
5f
100 gross f the Best Hooks and Fyes, er card
100 gross of the Best Coronation Hooks and Fyes, regular Devalue, ier card
5f
Our ioc Trump Snaps (Holdfasts) per dozen
Sale
( )ne lot of Purses and Hand Bags, worth up to $1.25 each.
50C
Price, each
10
.
Price.
(
Sale
each.
to
worth
up
Purses,
dd
One lot of
35c
..10c
Price,
Sale
each.
each.
worth
Buckles,
Belt
One lot of
50c
,10?
One lot of Verilight Dress Shields. jer pair
10
at,
each
Xovelties
Silver
lot
of
Sterling
One
..13
at
Powder
Pure
Talcum
Mennen's
..10
)ne lot Good Whisk Brooms at
value,
each
..10
Combs,
regular
20c
Dressing
of
Special ht
..10
One lot of Hair Brushes, regular 25c values, each
..10
One lot of Tooth Brushes, regular 25c values, each
..45t
One lot of Cloth Brushes, regular 75c values, each
One lot of Cloth Brushes, regular 40c values, each
One lot of Back Combs, Side Combs ami Hair Retainers, sold up
lOei
to 50c each. Sale Price, each
15
One lot of Fancy Stock Collars, each
One lot of the Finest Finishing Braids, in white, regular 20c
12A
value, at

Women's Coals
Lot

(

Lot

tures; sold up to $10.00: your choice now for
Consists of oddS and etuis all kinds Women's Coats,
mostly I lengths, sold up to $15.00: sale price

Petticoats
McCec. New Knit Top and Plain Satine Styles.

Lot

made from
black spun glass, sold
for 75c and $1.00;
50
sale price

5

3

1

.251

$8.50
$3.75

-- Women's

Walking Skirts, in grey and black mixtures, sold up to $3.50; sale price
$1.50
Women's Walking Skirts, odds and cuds, sold up to
'
$7.00; choice of lot
$2.50
Women's Walking Skirts, in brilliantine and pana-mavery new and stylish, sold up to $8.00; choice.
Extra Fine Skirts, very desirable styles, sold up to
$10.00; sale price
$5.85
Consists of Fine Walking Skirts, new and nobby,
sold up to $12.00; sale price
."..$7.50
Consists of Hifji Class Tailored Skirts, extra quality, sold up to $l&00; sale price
$0.50
Women's Dress Skirts, mostly odds and ends, .sold
.'
up to $0.00; sale price
$5.00
Women S Finé Dress Skirts, in odd stvles, sold up to
$t2.oo: sale price
$G 50
.Misses Skuts. sold for $3.85 ; sale price
$1.75
Misses' Skirts, sold for $6.00; sale price
$3.85

Lot 2

Lot 3

s,

.$-1.0- 0

Lot 4
Lot

jpi.ou
in

4

5

Lot (

.-

jpi.o.
Lot

Kimonas and Dressing Saques

.ot
.ot 2

One lot of Fine French Flannel and Alkatioss Sacques and Kimonas.
in fancy and plain, blue, pink. red. heliothropc. cream and
black, sold at $5.00 to $8.00 each; your choice
$2.95
now

New White Lawn WaJsts
Just

Outing and Flannelette Sacques and Kimonas

50o
Sacques and Kimonas, worth ooc; sale price
Sacques and Kimonas, worth $1.00 to $1.50; sale price. 75
$1.00
LotC Sacques and Kimonas, worth $1.90; sale price
Lot of Eiderdown Sacques at 50c, 75c and Si. 50 each, worth more
than double the price asked.
Lot A

ft

m

tived

I

of New
White Lawn
Waists

Per Cent Reduction on all Long Silk Kimonas

for Sale at

Women's Sweaters
Consists of Sweaters, worth $3.00, in black, brown, red, grey
well fitted
. and white, assorted sizes; these are line
of
lot,
choice
will
surprise
you;
sweaters, the price
$1.00
each
white
and
in
red
worth
Sweaters
$3.50,
Lot 2 Consists of
$1.85
only, asst. sizes, new styles; your choice

Rt

Entire Stock

B

Reduced
Prices

1

all-WO-

O

Children's Dresses

.

(

$4.00

ReJn Coats

I

,

32

S5.50

Rain Coats, odd styles, and small sizes, sold up to
$lo.(X); sale price
Lot 2 Consists of Rain Coats that sold up to $iS.(X). asst.
colors, good sizes; special sale price
One lot Ladies' Fine Black Silk Eton Jackets, sold up to
$1 1.00; your choice

Lot 2

Lot

$4.00

Lot

Lot

in
Pctticoajts,
Satine
black, brown and navy,
sold for $1.50; sale
95
price
up to
Satine Petticoats, in black and colors. SC
$1.00; sale price
Satine Petticoats, in black and brown, sob' up to
S2.2;; sale price
Petticoats, made of pres de Soie, in black and colors.
sold for $2.75; sale price

15

mix-

Women's Jackets

Per Cent Reduction on all Silk Petticoats

Lot

odd coats, n grey and brown

Women's Walking Skirts

1(

7

15

100 Odd Jackets, assorted colors and sizes, sold up
to $15.00; sale price

Petticoats

Lot 4

15

onsists oi

er

.

.

(

$15.00

all-ov-

Lot 2

.

Here are Bargains

all-ov-

Lot

.

m

e

$4.U

Lot 4

Lot

Good Notion Articles

bailor-mad- e

sale-pric- e

Consists of Women's Silk Dress Waists and Nnrt Waists,
for evening and strete wear, in taffeta, chilla and crepe
your
de chine silk, sold as high as $).oo;
'
$2.50
choice
navy
Waists,
and
in
Shirt
Silk
Women's afteta
brown, sold up to $7.50; sale price
lace and crepe
Women's Fancy Silk Dress Waists, in
sold
as
wear,
de chines, dainty shades for evening
$3.75
high as $16.50; look at the price, choice
white
Consists of Women's Fine livening Waists, in
lace and daintv crepe de chine, sold up to $15.00;
$5.00
sale price

Lot 3

Lot

200 pieces of Extra Quality Sanitary Diax;r Cloth, 22 inches
Special Price,
w ide, absorbent finish; ten yards in a piece.

Suits, all very desirable styles in browns, erévs
and greens, assorted sizes, sold up to $22.00; here you
find both long and short jacket suits; take your
.'.
choice for
.$10.00
Consists of finest Tailor-madSuits of broadcloth and
panainas, just a few left, all $30.00 values;

2

Lot 3

Women's Silk WaJsts

I.nt

Sale

ot

.

3i)

Ten pieces of Xew Dress Linens, 30 inches wide, in all the new
tirli ns Alice blue. I'haninaLMie. babv blue,
sWino- clmrlps
.30
Sale Price, -ier -yd.
etc.
a
recular
tan.
40c a vard value.
o
15
Price,
yard
per
White Pique, a 25c value. Sale
29
White Pique, a 40c value. Sale Price
39
Price,
yard
per
White Pique, a OOC value. Sale
14
White Indian Head Waisting, finest quality for, per yard
7
per
vard
at,
sale
Í00 vards of Fine White Cambrics on
Lonsdale Cambrics, suix'rfine, ier vard
27-inc-

Wed Suits, big lot of odds and ends, some sold
as high as $20. OO; your choice now. . .
.$5.00

about tlfomen'j Wahts

50

Linen, regular 40c a vard value. Sale
Price, ner vard
25f
Unbleached Butcher Linen, regular 35c a vard grade.
Sale Price, ner vard

:

-

.

Greatest bargains ever offered in Children's
Dresses. Prices nearly cut in two.
Dt
75c Dresses for
75c
Lot 2 $1.50 Dresses for
Lot 3 $2.00 Dresses for
$1.00
Lot 4 $3.00 Dresses for
$1.50
1

.

1

.-

for $25.1x1; special

What etfer you do, -- ead

Sale

h

.

great variety of Women's Sweaters; in black, white.
blown, red and1 grey; assorted sizes; regular $3.00
sweaters.
o clear diem al out, you make taKe your
1
choice for

Mvislin

sold

Women's and Misses Tailor Made Suits

.

A

Women's extra fine Silk Coats, silk and satin lined, with

3

elegant trimmings,
price

Lot

....19

135

,in all the dainty
Twenty pieces of the
shades, also white and blaá a regular 25c value. The
12,
Sale Price er yard is

Thompjon,

Lot

-

ham Remnants, 3 to 10
yards of Fine Dress
in
Price, per yard
yards a piece. Specia
tc Goods arc to sold at
200 yards of Remnants of
.5
the low price per yard d
5000 yards of the Best ( raiielCalicoes, Standard make
5
your choice at, per yard
1000 Xew Fancy' Print P ttels for Spring Wear ten
ice during this sale, per
yards in a pattern. Y.

p

er

.

Monster Clearance Sale of Silk Waists.
worth reading about

' varH
v
"
White Butcher

tó-in- ch

y

pattern

Women's Fine Black Silk Coats, made of Taffeta and Peau
de Soie Silks, lined and unlined. in
and full lengths, sold up to $19.50; your choice. .$10. 00
three-quart-

Special Dress Linens

Renrfents

1000

SW

Women's Fine 'Black Silk Coats, made of good Black Peau
de Soie Silk, assorted sizes, sold for $12.50; your
choice
97.50

1

rice,

White Linen Waistings, regular 8c value.
y ard
er
'rice.
White Dress Linen, a snecial at, per yard
White Irish Linens, retnilar 6oe a vard value.
?o-inc-

6

an-U-

Lot

Lot 2

Flannels will 1e placed

End Me Gingham

Gre&t CI

Ti

Sale

w

5

One lot of Fine Turkish Pille ops, an entire cover for
...
Oik..
sofa pillows, regular 40c ie. choice now
One big lot of Fine ElannelettJ rappers, sold up to $3.00
75
each, assorted sizes. Chin tow only

s

15i

The While Dress Linens

il to
regular 25c i m I grade.
Secial Sale
Price, per yard
.2.t
.
500 yards of Cotton TowehiBthe low price of .
too pieces of Apron Checc Mdiam, good quality, for
pet

rf

Women's Black Silk Cocvts

220

3 yards;

eran

e

76e n yard.
Hhitdes, worth
nHKorted
h
'
5"
Hale Prle, per yard
t&llfc h Kin- - ltni;iil lithi. iiMurte'd linden; Hold up to $1.50 Ihe yard.
B8e
Chole - duriiiK IhU ale, per yard
Brllllantlne; I pCtal In white. btoOk navy and brown; regular
n

&

T1IK CUFTON

34-inc-

Extra Specials in Colored

w

Sale

50-inc-

Xewe-tluchin-

Beautiful

5
price, yard
vard;
sale price,
lot silk, satin and fancy Ribbons, worth 25c
yard
15C
Fancy Ribbons, worth 25c to 35c yard; on sale, yard
sale,
35
Ril
yard
bons, worth sec to 75c yard; on
Fancy

.;

Suit Cases worth $2.00 on salelr

1

5C
lot I Hack and White Veilings, 20c yard value; for, yard
10
lot Fancy Veilings, --'5c yard value; on sale at, yard
25
lot Fancy Veilings, 50c yard value; on side at, yard
lot Pelts, in black and colored silk, also black patent leather.
s .ld up to foc: sale price, each
25c
lot P.elts, in black and cold silk and crushed leather lelts, sold
SOf1
up to $1.25: sale price
lot silk, satin and fancy Ribbons, worth 15c yard; special sale

.;,

Ready-to-We- ar

sáf

h

500 yards of Standard Table m Cloth Remnants,

Mill

fXi

per yard
.10
1000 yards of India Linon. regular 15c a yard grade, for
for
1000 yards of India Linons. regular 20c grade,
h
Persian Lawn, regular 30c value, for
French Lawn, regular 50c value, for
h
French Lawn, regular ooc value, for
48- inch Wash Chiffons, regular 65 value, for
49- - inch French Lawn, regular 85c value, for
See our White Goods Remnants at, per yard
One lot of White (xxls for Waists and Dresses, regular 25c
12 J
value, now on sale at, ier yard
select
patterns;
One lot of Fine White Mercerized Waistings,
worth 35c a yard. Special Sale Price, er yard
One lot of Finest White Mercerized Waistings; all new spring
35f"
styles; worth up to 6oc a yard. Sale Trice, per yard

45-inc-

1.15

00 pieces of Extra Good Ci
on sale at, per van

Garments on Sale at the lowest prices in the history of the
store, opportunities you should take advantage of. For convenience in selling
we have divided all garments into different " Lots " which you will find Just

Our Entire Arsortment of

46-inc-

:

.

8j

....

We have just receivtd somewy new things in Plaid Silks
which we place on sale a luced prices, as follows

I

27-in- ctl

:

Bi-tn- ell

Respectfully,
GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS CO.

e

h

lC

SOC

,

yard-wid-

of Fine

Garments

as Advertised.

Sale

yards of Sheer White Dimity, regular 20c value.
I'rice, per yard
500 yards of Sheer White Dimity, regular 25c value.
Price, per yard
regular 35c value.
500 yards of Sheer White Dimity,
Price, per yard
One lot of White India LittOns, on sale at, per yard
One lot of White India Linons, worth 12k a yard. Sale
1000

Plid Silks
. .

95i

Belts

New

90c a yard Plaids for ..

19-in-

Chiffons. In fact everything in white goods at redused prices.

Our entire stock of Ladies bire Kid Gloves, in all
shades, also black and w hi, ltd nearly all sizes. This
Glove we have always st br $1.25 a pair. In this
79
ale you take your choice per pair
Note No Gloves fitted
changed.

100 yards of Good Black Taffeta Silk, always sold for $1.00 a
vard. To close out the quality, the sale price will be, jer yd. .65?
Guaranteed Black Taffeta Silk, regular $1.25 a yard
95;
value. Sale Price, per yard
Best Clack Taffeta, always sold for 85c a yd. Sale Price. 65f
Black Taffeta, extra value at Si. 35 a yard. On
Full
95
sale at the very low price of, per yard
White Taffeta, best quality, sold for 95c a yard. Sale
69
Price, per yard
White Taffeta, extra value at $1.25 a yard Sale I'rice,
per yard, only
Xew White Faille Silk, suitable for Evening wear, al45c
ways sold for 75c a yard. Sale Price, er yard
White Pean de Soie. alwayws sold for $1.35 a yard.
75
Fifty yards to be sold at. per yard
Silk,
I'rice,
Sale
Peau
Special
Soie
Black
per
.50C
de
yard.
inch
19Sale I'rice. 65
20- - inch Black Peau de Soie Silk, worth 90c a yard.
Fine DreSS Hack Peau de Soie Silk, an elegant silk at
1.35
Si. 75 a yard. The Sale Price is only
received;
worth $1.15 a yard.
Xew Taffeta Silk Checks, just
On sale at, per yard
85é
h

PAGE EI.EVEW

Sale of Ready-to-Wea- r

White Dimities, White India Linens, White French
Lawn, White Persian Lawns, White Wash

KID QlOVES

..

27-in- ch

One lot Finest Valenciennes Laces and Insertions, sold up to
35c yard; broken matched sets; your choice for, yard
25 pieces Piatt Valenciennes Insertions, sold up to 15c yard;
5y
special price, yard
wide,
sold up to 35c
One lot Fine Piatt Paces,
to 6 inches
15
yard; your choice now at, yard
width"!,
sold
up to
75 pieces Black Cotton Appliques, assorted
5
35c yard: at the low price of, yard
widths.
lot
Fine Persian Hand Trimmings, assorted
One
35c
lOCyard values: sale price, yard
prices.
reduced
All Cotton Hands and Applique Trimmings at greatly
15 per cent reduction on all Fine Dress P.raids and Appliques.
All over Paces, in great variety, all new spring patterns, every piece
marked down for this sale.
50 pieces Xew Hamburg Embroideries, 2 to 3 inches wide; on
5
sale at. yard
One lot Fine Swiss Embroideries, 4 to 7 inches in width, all new
10
special sale price, yard
Fine assortment Xew Swiss Pmbroideries, 5 to 8 inches in
width; on sale at, yard
Hr
Extra Special Pine Finest Sw iss Embroideries, from 12 to 20 inches
wide, new and beautiful designs; sale price; vard.
5c
20
and
Fine line Xew Corset Cover Embroideries ; on siecial sale at,
25
vard

ewnd

:e Sale

$M5 a yard Plaids for

uj-inc-

5c

Veilings

Great Clear

Specials in Black Taffeta Silks
27-inc-

White Goods World

Spsi ials!

$1.35 a yard Plaids for

iS-inc- li

yard

70c

,

sure and ask to see our bargains in Table
DEAR
1. uis. Napkins, lW.il Spreads. Towels. Sheets and Pillow Cases.
Comforts and Blankets, Curtains and Draperies
These goods all have been marked down, but we haven't space to
,
tell you about. t
,
,
t
t
t
t
:

25

00C

P

M AI ) AM

very beautiful flower designs, at, per

yard

Fine Thread Torchon Laces, very desirable matched and
odd patterns: sold up to ioc yard. These fine values will 1e
sold at. yard
"y
Paces and Insertion, in new matched patterns; 50
Torchon
pieces to select from, sold up to 25c vard ; choice of this lot,
'. . .'
8
yard
ends
and
all
odds
Insertions,
and
Laces
Valenciennes
pieces
Fine
50
of broken matched sets, sold up to 20C vard; sale price,

50f

at low price, pair

Fine Corsets Odds and ends of R, & G. Corsets
worth up to S1.25: choice during sale,
25
pair
4

(5

ri

ight Gowns, Chemisei ami

Muslin

f

ft

We have not

251
351

Reduced Pi n es on
skirts,

of Arnold's Silk Organdies, in

75 pieces

Muslin Draw
muslin, hem- c
made of g
JXU'-titched. extra wide llouncc.
with five rows tucking at top and bottom of flounce;
extra special at, pair
One lot Women's Muslin Drawers, extra values, in hce and
embroidery trimmed, regular 75c pair; sale price, pair.

Dt

...25

New Topaz Silk, very much like real
Silk, considered a value at 40c a yd.
Sale Price, per yard
:. .30
10 pieces

2c

h

30-inc-

Laxes a.nd Embroideries

doz. Women's Muslin Drawers, mide full in size, umbrella
style, with four rows tucking
A
and neatly hemmed.

--

very
Sale

Xew Fancy Voiles for Evening wear,
delicate shades, dairrtv figures. Sale
,58
Price, per yard

10

50 doz. Women's

Organdies,
dressy and with neat figures.
Price, per yard

Arnold's Superfine

25?

of Xew Marigold Batistes, a
very fine cloth md in neat patterns.
Sale Priofc, per yard
lOi4

Drawers

2rr

per yard

China Silks; in navy, hrown, red, green, pink, black ani'
white; a good value for, per yard
12 pieces of Wash Silks, fancy striped ; worth 35c a yard. Sale
19
I'rice, per yard
pink,
h
Cord Ripple Crepe, for Evening wear; in shades of
light blue, helio, grey, also black and white, and at the
of, per yard
20 pieces of Japanese Wash Silks, WOT 11165c a yd. Sale Trice.. 40
hunters'
27- - inch Rajah Sultana Silks, for dresses; in the new
green, brown, and black; worth from $1.00 to $1.25 a yard.
70c
On sale at the very low price of, per yard
h
Japan Drapery Silks: latest designs; worth up to 85c a
yard: twenty patterns to select from. Sale Price, per yard. .58
28- - inch Best Plain China Silks: forty pieces to pick from, and all
the latest shades; never sold at less than 65c a yard. Sale
45c
Price, per yard
Good quality White China Silk. 28 inches wide; a 90c a yard
69?
value. Sale Price, er yard
wide;
finaligood
Black China and White China Silks, 28 inches
ty and would le cheap at 60c a yard. Sale Price, cr yd. ,45c

20-inc-

Bar in

low-pric-

.IS'

Muslin Underwear

mir

Xew Navarre Bnxle and New Kuroda
Silk, two very new fabrics for spring
wear. Ask to see them. Priced at.

Greatest Silk Bargains ever offered, Dress Silks,
Waist Silks, Lining Silks and Drapery Silks at
Reduced Prices.

30-inc-

10 pieces

25 pieces

at

......

of New Plain1 Mercerized
Voiles, all colors, regular 40c values.
25
Sale Price, per yard

.

CD

New Mercerized Panamas, spring's
best suiting for waists, shirtwaists
suits, etc., in all the newest shades.
,33
Special Sale Price, per yard

T7

Sede of Silks
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THE GOLDEN RULE DRY
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Children's Coats
Children's Coats, all good style coats,
sizes 6 to 14 years, $4.00
values; sale price
$2.00
Lot 2 Children's Coats, assorted colors, rare
bargains, sizes C to 14 years,
sold for $5.50; sale price
$3.35
Lot 3 Children's Coats, extra choice, sizes
6 to 14 years, sold up to
$7.50; sale price
$4.50

Lot

WHITE LAWN WAISTS
500 White Lawn Waists, all sizes. These waists were left over
from last season. At this sale "ALL MUST BE SOLD." THE
PRICES WILL DO IT.
35
White Lawn Waists, sold up to $1.15: sale price
Lot
Lot 2 White and Colored Lawn Waists, also few White
75
Linen Waists, sold Up to $2.00; sjK'cial
Lot 3 White Lawh Waists, good styles, sold up to $2.50;
1

sale price
White Lawn and Linen Waists, sold up to $3.50;
sale price
Kxitra Fine White Lawn Wraists, sold up to $5.00;
sale price

Lot 4
Lot

5

1

$1.25
$1.65
$2.50

Women's Shirt Waist Suits
Lot
xA 2

1

Brilliantine and Panama Suits, in black, navy and
$5.85
brown, sold up to $13.50; clearance sale price
Fine Sicillian Shirt Waist Suits, in brown and navy, sold
for $15.00; only a few sizes left; clearance sale
$8.75
price, suit t)

ft
ft
n
i

t.t.V
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THE GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS
A GREAT

COMPANY'S SALE

SAIL

OF

FEBRUARY CLEARANCE IN MEN'S AND BOYS' WEAR

Rousing Clothing Sale

m

Bargains to Shout About Stirring Price Cuts that Must Make this Sale by all Odds the Season's Greatest.
An event that is most interesting to every buyer of Men's, Boy's and Children's Clothing and at PRICES
TO UNLOAD EVERY GARMENT IN THE HOUSE. Don't Fail to Visit Our Great Clothing Sale.

Men's Pants
'i.

Lot

1

Men's Pants,

Si. 75

1.06

values for
Lot No. ' Men's
values for

Pants, $2.50

Men's

Pants. $4.00

No.

Lot

3

Up to

$13.50,
I

styles.

8.00

of

12.50

Z5hoes
elz
Here
For
Sale

m
ffa

I

3.75

Men's Outing
en's

jffs

-

r&l

fly

luting S'ight Robes,
alues, for
'

Si.

5

45

lv 'lies,

"

values, for

regular

05

Blue Shoe

Men's and Boys' Sweaters, regular
45c
75c value, for
15

Men's Hats, worth $1.65.
Price, each

Men's Hats, worth $3.00.
Price, each

Sale

I

,1,1

a. Stetson
for

$5.110.

2.35

3 00

Sale Price, each

Men's Suspenders,
value, for
Men's Suspenders
value for
Men's Suspenders,
kind, for

Style and finish meet the taste of people who like the correct thing. There
are no trunks so good as Dmcker's.

1.05

Hats, always
Our Special

.

Night

SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES ON ALL

Trunks

&

Suit Cases

a

1

in Men's

Bargain

40f

Over 250 pairs of
Men's Shoes, odds and
ends of broken lines, sold
up to $3.50. Sale Trice.. 2.50

250

Men's Khaki Suits

Sin ves

350

President

Men's Tow Ties, extra special
3 ties for

our choice 01 any pair ol
Overalls or Jacket at, per
garment
750

Special

regular 50c

the

g

Men's Shoes

regular 35c

7.20

a

m

.

Men's Suspenders

1.00
Sale

lie

J

Sale

Men's lints, worth $2.50.
Price, each

s

8Bf

flllr
and extreme lightnebs combine in a

Saturday

50 dozenvof Men's Fancy Hose, .
sold up to 25c a pair. Sale Price
choice of any two pair for.
25o
100 dozen of
Hose, in
Men's
black and tan: a big bargain at
the price 3 pairs for
25o

Strength without weight
Lllli

Men's Special Sale

per cent reduction on all are Men's
and Toys' Sweaters.

.

1

CD.

SCHWAB

.

Men's Hose

For Fit, Style and Comfort

Great Reductions in Men's Hats

We mention the "Thoroughbred,"
"No Name" and "Star" Hats,
all $3$0 values.
Our Sale
2.00
Price. 'each

Nightshirts

Tl

Sweaters

Famous Selz Royal

Hats for Men

unity per cent reduction on all
Boys' and Youth-;- ' Clothing

m

50

Dress and
Work Gloves,
tegular $2.25 values for ....1.50
Men's White Canvas Work Gloves
25r
3 pair- - for

$9.00

Special Sale Price

The

values

Men's

adds and
to

Men's Underwear
Fifty dozen Extra Special Fleece-line- d
Underwear, worth $1.25
a suit.
Price fpr this sale, per
suit
75

Men's Dress Gloves, regular $1.75
1.25
alues for

Youth's
Suits
75 Youths' Suits,
ends, sold up

Men's Fine Golf Shirts, slid from
$1.50 to 2.00. Special Sale Trice,
each
1.25

styles,

Men's Gloves

JjJ Special Sale

Men's Stiff Pos,, m Shirts, regular
1.25 values. Sale Price, each. .85

LOT No.
Men's Suits, extra fine in quality and style,
13.75
regular $20.00 values. Sale price, per suit

latest styles,
Overcoats,
Sale Price,
sold up to $2.50.
15.60
each

Men's Working Gloves,
Si. 25 values for

5.05

Special Sale Price

Men's

ite

Men's Golf Shirts, with two collars
pair of cuffs, a 60c value. Sale
Trice, each
35f

See Grenl Window Display

Men's Overcoats

Men's Working Gloves,
for

Men's Negligee Shirts, collar attached, silk Stripe, $1.50 values.
Sale Price, each
95

all-wo-

4 Men's Pants worth
3.00
$5,00 to $6.00, for

latest
Men's Overcoats,
values,
for
$13.50
latest
Men's OVércóatS,
for
values,
$16.00

in

LOT 'o. 3 Men's Fine Suits, made of extra
materials, in a great variety of styles and patterns. In
this lot you will find regular $1,3.50 and $15.00 suits.

2.05

No.

Lot

Men's Working Shirts, regular 65c
value. Sale Price
45

Consists of 100 Men's Suits,
the latest style
2
cheviots and worsteds, double and single breasted, sold
7.75
up to $13.50. Special Sale Price

LOT No.

1.45

values for

Men's Shirts

75 Men's Suits, odds and ends of those that
sold up to $10.00 a suit. Special Sale Price
4.75

LOT No.

Fifty d MtCU of Men's White Hemmed Handkerchiefs.
Sale Price,
each

Men's (iovernment Khaki
Suits, always sold tor $5.
Special Sale Trice
2.50

40

0

Women and Children's Shoess
LOOK AT THE BARGAIN VALUES

i

12),
pair value: for, pair
Pine line Misses' Black Ribbed lose.
20C pair value: for, pair
One lot Misses' Fine Ribbed Black
lose, a 15c value for
10
Very line line of Misses' Lace Hose, iu
pinl. blue and hlack, all worth 35c
pair; for this sale, pair
25
One lig lot "Tahy" Hose, assorted style;
and colors, worth up to 15c pair;
sale price, pair
5
One lot of Infants' Hose, plain and lace,
assorted colors; special for sale,
I

Lace Shoes

Special 9I.65G Pair

SpeCÍcll

A big

it $1 Pair

Special $1.65 Pair-

One Lot Black Satin Slippers worth $2.50, Special Sale Price, per pair See our style 82, Dongola Lace, light sole, all leather, sale price, per pair
One Lot Women's Oxfords, sizes 3 to 5 onl, mostly odd style, sold up to $2 75 pr.

-

75c

J. 35
t .25

500 pairs Children's Shoes, odds and ends of broken lines place on sale, which we have
divided into three lots for quick selling:
Í

2
3

Shoes worth $1.75, Sale price, per pair,
Shoes worth $2.25, Sale price, per pair,
Shoes worth $3.00, Sale price, per pair,

1

1x)x

pair

I

Í.75

One Lot Boys' Patent Leather Shoes in Blucher and Plain Lace Styles, worth
$2.50 pair in sizes 10 to 2, Sale price, per pair
1.50

Fancy Colored
sale at,

011

25

One lot Women's Hose, in fine hlack lace,
fancy embroidered
and fancy white.
worth iij to $1.00 pair; your opportunity and choice of lot
I5f

fiR5fiT:

10

I'M

V

to 50c pair, to close these odds and '
ends, sale price, pair
15f
200 doz. Women's Fast Rlack LfcCC Hose,
full sized and a big bargain at t, pairs
for
50fv
100 doz. Women's Black Cotton Hose, with
extra ribbed top, I 25c pair value for
50
17c pair or 3 pair for
500 doz. Women's plain hlack or hlack with
while sole Hose, a 20c pair value;
your choice, pair
12'

Am

'.;

JILi

NEW GINGHAMS AND PERCALES
1,000 yards Apron Gingham at, yard. . .5fk
75 pieces New Spring Dress Ginghams
at, yard
7c
,
One lot extra fine Dress Ginghams
at, yard
10c
pieces Xew Galatea Suitings at,
2

yard

15

-

Extra S)ccial in Finest Hosiery.

Here's a snap in Women's Fancy Hose:
50 doc. Women's Fancy Hose, worth up

1. 00

1.25

60-

Women's
Hack Lace and
Hose, worth 50c pair;
pair

Ba.rgein Specials ir Hosiery

Special 15 per Cent Reduction on all Felt Shoes
BIG BARGAINS in Childrens' Shoes
Lot
Lot
Lot

boxes Women's Hlack Cotton lose, 6
pairs in a 1h., ipecially priced at,

5(H)

I

Both Light and Welt

Soles. Same as Illustration.

jlj

25 doz. Toys' Heavy Ribbed Hose, 20c

Dongola Kid
In All Sizes,

Folks

for the

ONE LOT OF WOMEN'S

1

Topsy Hosiery
Great
of
Sale
Hosiery
Young

36-in- eh

Xew Madras for spring, worth

15c. sale price, yard

10

One lot New Cheviots and Madras,
worth 20c yard; sale price, yard. . . .15
36 inch Xew Spring Percales, a value
at I2!c; sale price, yard
10

Sunday. February

11,
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DUBOIS HAS

PAGE TIIIRTEF.N.

AN

AMENDMENT

One of The Few Opportunities of a Lifetime

10

STAT5H00D BILL

PERHAPS YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR YEARS FOR THIS CHANCE

Designed toPreventPolygamy

KM

in

the Territories.

yLBUQUERQUE

than any other Western city. Two hundred houses now in course of construction. Five Dollars a month
Cfl invested in two choice lots in either the Eastern, Perea or Grant additions will result approximately in a saving of $560.00 in two years.
Present priece $100, $150 to $200 $10 down, balance $5 per month. Send for the Man With The White Horse, office

FULL TEXT OF HAMILTON
BILL

TO TAX

THE

RAILROADS

is growing faster

More Amendments to Lieu Land Act

THE SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY

Designed to Give More
Time.

D. K. B.

The MorniiiR Journal Uureau,
1229 Pennsylvania Ave.. N. W.

Washington, Feb. 7. Senator Dubois df Idaho, the great Mormon antagonist, has again come to the front
with an amendment to the statehood
bill, which has for its purpose the disfranchisement
of polygamous Mormons. The amendment is in full as
follows:
VI.-j-person shall he permitted
to vote, serve as a juror, or hold any
civil office who is under guardianship.
Idiotic, or Insane, or who has, at any
place, been convicted of treason, felony, embezzlement
of the
public
unds, bartering or selling or offering
to barter or sell his vote, or purchasing or offering to purchase the vote of
another, or other infamous crime, and
who has not been restored to the
rights of citizenship, or who, at the
time of such election, Is coniined in
prison on conviction of a criminal offense; or who is a bigamist or poly gain 1st, or Is living in what is known as
patriarchal, plural, or celestial marriage, or in violation of any law of
this state or the United States forbidding such crime, or who In any manner teaches, advises, counsels, aids, or
cncouraires any person to enter Into
bigamy, polygamy, or such patriarchal, plural, or celestial marriage, or
to live In violation of any such la.v,
or to commit any such crime; or who
Is a member of or who contributes to
the support, aid. or encouragement
Of any order, organization, association,
corporation, or society which teaches
advises, counsels, encourages, or aid-- :
any person to enter into bigamy, polygamy, or such patriarchal or plural
marriage, or who teaches or advises
that the laws of this state prescribing
rules of civil conduct arc not the supreme law of the state.
VI. The legislature may prescribe
qualifications, limitations, and conditions for the right of suffrage, additional to those prescribed In tills article, but shall never annul any of the
provisions, herewith contained.
No

FI LL.

TEXT OF HAMILTON BILL
OX RAILROAD TAXATION
Washington, Feb. 7. The full text
of Mr. Hamilton's bill to regulate the
taxation of railroads in New Mexico
and Arizona follows:
That from and after the first day of
January, anno Domini nineteen hundred and seven, all property of every
kind and character of any railroad or
railroad company, and all oars, Including sleeping cars, locomotives, ami
other equipment used thereon or In
connection therewith, in the territory
of Arizona, shall be taxed in accordance with the li ws governing the taxation of property tn said territory; and
that from and after the first day pi
Janttary, anno Domini nineteen hun
drcd and seven, all property of every
kind and character of any railroad r
railroad company; and all cars, including sleeping cars, locomotives, and
other equipment used thereon in connection therewith, in the territory of
New Mexico shall be taxed in accordance with the laws governing the taxation of property In said territory.
Sec. 2. That all laws of either of
said territories, or of congress, exempting anv such property in any
manner from taxation for any length
of time, or fixing the rate of taxation
thereon, are hereby repealed.

t

AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO
1.11.1 LAND SELECTION ACT
Washington, Feb. 7, Ever since
the passage of the act prohibiting the
selection of timber lands in lieu of
lands in forest reserves claims have
been pouring Into the land office to
the effect that the law did not give
sufficient oportunity to make lieu selections for land surrendered to the
government. Appeals to the land office, however, have had little effect
for remedial legislation. A Washingseveral
ton lawyer Is representing
hundred of these claimants and
through his Influence there han been
introduced a bill providing for an
amendment of the above mentioned
act, which will extend the time In
which lieu selections may be mad"
The bill,
by the persons interested.
which is of general Interest to the
west, is in full as follows:
Be' It enacted by the senate ami
house of representatives of the United
States of America In congress assembled, That the act entitled "An
act prohibiting the selection of timber lands in lieu of lands In forest reserves," approved March 3, 1905, be
nnd the same Is hereby amended to
read asi follows:
"That tho ucts of June fourth, 1897.
June 6, 1900, and March 2, 1901, ar
hereby repealed so far as they provide for the relinquishment, selection
and patenting of lands In lieu of tracts
covered by an unperfectcd bona fide
claim or patent within a forest reserve but the validity of contracts entered Into by the secretary of Interior
prior to the passage of this act shall
not be Impaired: Provided. That selections heretofore made In lieu of
lands relinquished to the United States
may be perfected and patents issued
therefor the same as thougli thil act
had not ben passed'; and If for any
reason ont the fault of tho party mak
ing the same any pending seteeiion i
held Invalid another, selection for th
ike quantity of bind may be made in
lieu thereof: And .provided further,
That all persons who failed to make

2

any selection of lands in lieu of landwithin forest reserves which they had
relinquished to the United States by
conveyances duly executed and recorded prior to March 3, 1905, for
the bona fide purpose of thereafter
making such selections may at any
time within two years after the passage of this act and not hereafter make
such selections and all such selections made In good faith and without
fraud may be perfected and patents
Issued therefor, the same as though
said act approved March 3, 1805, hud
not been passed.
The Ankeny bill, which provides for
the withdrawal of lands for townsito
purposes, has already received a favorable report by the senate committee on Irrigation and will probably become a law lp the near future. The
purpose of the bill is to provide for
in
of townsltes
the establishment
connection with irrigation projects
under the reclamation act and also
to authorize the secretary of interior
to furnish water for such towns and
to dispose of the lands at public sale
the money so obtained to be ultimately recovered Into the reclamation fund. The bill provides that reclamation funds may be used to defray necessary expenses of appraisement and sale and that the public
reservations in such townsites shall
be Improved nnd maintained by th.i
town authorities at the exnense of
such town and upon the organization
thereof as a municipal corporation by
the secretary of interior with the
condition that they shall be used it
all times for the purpose for which
they were reserved.
OUT TO OPPOSE
JOINT STATEHOOD DILL
Washington. Feb. 7. 0. A. Richardson, of RoSWSlI, N. M., one of t i
leading lawyers of the territory, is in
RICHARDSON

Washington. Mr. Richardson, who
has just concluded his work as sp
commissioner in the celebrated
suit now pending before the United States supreme court,
was asked the other evening for an
expression of his views touching the
Joint statehood bill. He said:
"Personally, I feel that It Is a national mistake to force those territories Into statehood jointly as ene state.
Boll) New Mexico and Arizona are
to statehood, and they are both
unfriendly to the proposition as now
pending before congress that is, n,
majority Of the people of both tcril-torle- s
would vote against Joint statehood, In my judgment, if that proposition, uninfluenced by otlvr considerations, was submitted to the people
The territories referred to have grout
developed and undeveloped wealth.
and would make great state;-"To combine the two Into one st ile
makes a state nearly as large as the
state of Texas, w hich, a few years agn.
Senator Spooner pointed out In the
senate when discussing the prop
to divide Dakota was a menace
to the union.
"I heard, with approval, Mr. Spoon-cr'- s
which
speech on that occasion,
was upon the line of smaller rather
than large states, and I am surprised
that the speech has not been 'dug up'
and used against Mr. Spooner, and s
al

Kansas-Colorad-

o

en-till-

.

sl-tl-

mi

ii

hope it may be before the discussion
on this bill is concluded. Of course,
the peiqde of New Mexico and Arizona
understand that this is purely a politi-- j
cal question tinged with sectionalism.
which we had hoped would
never
again appear in the congress of the
United States In the discussion of pub
lic questions.
"We nre yet disposed to believe that
the high sense .if justice and right
found in the United States sánate will
be strong enough to deal justly With

SELLERS. AGENT.

Ryes."
0
a.
Bible school at
B. Y. P. U. at 9:45 p. m. The
m.
choir will be assisted both morning
and evening by Mr. Maynard, Mrs,
Mills and Mr." Qoillster.
Mrs. Mills
has hut lately come to this city. She
is expecting to establish a studio here
ind have classes in vocal work. Mrs.
Mills will be the soloist In the morning.
Mr. John Wesley Beata wiil
sing a solo in the evening, At the
same service Messrs. Beano ami
sing a duet entitled,
will
them "Come Unto Me and Rest."

these territories and admit
promptly, as they should be si p irate
stotes In the union. 1 think I t xpross
the view of 75 per cent of the people
of both territories."

(Ubere lo UJorsbip Coday
Church, The
Lutheran
Sunday
services of the Lutheran
church will be held at 9:15 a. m. German service at 11 a. m. English services at 7:30 p. m. T. Wonting, pastor.
Chrtstlllll Church. Meets in the
Sunday
Commercial "Club building.
school at 10 a. m. Morning worship
at 11 o'clock.
Evening at 7:30.
Preaching by the minister, E. E.'
Crawford, at both services.
st. John's Episcopal Church, Cor
ner Fourth ami Silver avenue. SerHoly communion
viles as fellows:
7:30 a. m.; Sunday school, 10 a. m..
morning prayer and sermon.
a. m.;
evening prayer and sermon, 7:30 p. m.
All scats frt e. a. tí. Harrison,
school

I

tor.

0:50-10:5-

Heth-eringto-

n

University notes
Keep sight of tiio declamatory contest which will occur in a short time.
There will be at least eight contestants, and a number of prises have
been promised bv business men.
Mr. It. W. D. Bryan has presented
the University with a line lot of rose
btuhes for the campus, which will
help to brighten the mesa oasis
The last game of basket ball for the
season was won by the 'Varsity boys
Friday night in a closely contested
and SWifl game, with the High School
team. ThS score was H to pi.
in line is base ball, and practice has
already begun.
The rhetorical program last week
was as follows: Miss Anna Alien, declamation.
"Moritml
Bniutamus:"
Miss Hart. "A Fish Story;" MHs Tel-feessay, "Pestalossi;" Mr. Emmons,
"Driving a Hen;" Mr. Frederick For-be"Human Llttlciii ss." Miss (P
essay,
"Mark Twain;" Miss
Dleckmann, "Why Jack Conns Lite'
deMr. Preston, of the chemistry
partment, gave an Instructive talk at
assembly Friday morning on the subject of "Radium." He traced the history of Its discovery and development, anil pointed out some of the
uses of this wonderful nnd expensive
substance.
President Tight, who was so suddenly and severely Injured a Week ago
Is recovering as rapidly as could be
expected. Win ii the explosion occurred his head was within six
r
eight inches of the oxygen generator,
which accounts for the terrible force
exerted by the pleee of Iron which
struck him. The deep gash which
came near to Uprooting the right calls healing remarkably v eil. The tube
to preserve tin- ear opening has in en
removed, though the hearing of thai
cor is not yet r stored, The eyelids
and face on the right side were badly
burned, but aro much better, nnd the
Professor Is assured that the sight Is
not Injured. It was an ugly nnd unfortunate accident, yet thee Is the
lucky side to 11. pieces of Iron ft w In
almost every direction, and had the
piece which did the damage struck an
inch higher. It might have caused almost Instant death. President Tight
will probably be nolo to leave the hospital this week, but it will be several
hofor-he em, resume his University duties, though he Is beginning
already to think about them. Win n
he had recovered full consciousness
and was told that citizens generally
were manifesting much interest In his
N'i-x-

r,

s,

it
omen bouse.

nm

church.

At

Servhes:
Public
and 7 30 p. m., con- ducted by Rev Warner II. in Bose.
Sunday school 9:41 i. in.; Christian
Endeavor. 1:45 p. ni.: Junior C. IS..
In- 3 p. in.
All strangers cordially
vlted to all of these services.
Methodist Episcopal Ctinrch, Rev,
Sunday
J. c. Rollins, p.p.. pastor.
school al s:48 a. tn, Morning worship
at 11 a. m. The past r will pleach on
"The Great Prospect,' Junior League
u 3 p, m. Dpworth League at 6:30.
Evening service, at 7 30. The pastor
will speak on "The
of Ufe."
Special music at both services. Strangers cordially Welcomed.
The public Is Invited. The eur h Is located on
the corner of Third street and Lead
avenue.
Congregational Church, on Broadway, nt the end of the viaduct Rev.
J. W. Parrón, nastoK Sunday school
at 9:45. changed front 10 a. m. Morning servir,, ai ll O'clock,
Topic of
sermon, "The RcHgiOtl of the Home."
Anthem by the ehoir entitled. The
Radiant Morn Hath P SSed Away.'"
Offertory solo by Miss CampMeld. Y
P. S. C. E. at 6:30 p. m.. to which all
young people are Invited." Evening
service at 7:30. The SSuAor will speak
on the topic, "The School of Experi-ence.- "
We' Invite all not having a
regular church home to worship with
Elks'
worship,

1

1

i. in.

:

I

Mi-ilt.- s

us.
Baptist ChnrHi.
Viral
Services
both mi ruing Ihd evening conduele
by Robert L. Kclley, tho acting pastor.

Subjects, 11 a. nil, "The Divinely
Life;" 7:30 p. m.. "The BHnd

.

condition, he said, "Never mind me,
but get them to talk for the University."

Your Friends
Back East

Habit to Be Encouraged.
The mother who has acquired the
habit of keeping on hand a bottle of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, saves
herself a great amount of uneasiness
and anxiety. Coughs, colds and croup,
to which children are susceptible, are
qtllckly cured by Its use.
it counteracts any tendency of a cold to result
in pneumonia, and if given as soon is
the first symptoms of croup appear. It
will prevent the attack. This remedy
contains nothing injurious and moth-er- a
give It to little ones with a feeling
all
Sold by
of perfect security.
druglsts.
A

LATEST IN
ECONOMIST.

HIE

AX ORNATE
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Vivacity and Gaiety

Chicago

STREET PARADE

m FRENCH

PILLS.
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KNOWN

Prices: 50c, 75c and $1.00

fe.

Mil

TO

tn.

Professional
chanics? What do vou do with vour
professional and trade lournalst You
Purely do not throw them SVWay? Let's
talk over this matter of having them Sold tn AlbuquorqiM
bound, thus saving the valuable
j Kiniy t
ter contained in these magazines.
II. s. LITHGOW .V CO..
lionkhiiuliTs at the Journal Oflice.
me-
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A POSITIVE CURE
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safely Keep your PIANO, PÜRN-TURTRUNKS, VEHICLES. MERanil any
CHANDISE, MACHINERY
article, large or small, lor any length
In
of time,
their new anil
torage warehouse,
lit reasonable
ates. .Money Loaned on goods stored.
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COMPANY

A. E. WALKER

tt

Iron nnd Prnss CMttan Ore, Coal,
tvr.d Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Ornt
Pars, Babbttt Metal, Columns
and lrn Pronts for Hulld-Insj- s,
Repairs on Mining anl
Milllu- - Machinery In Our lipeclaltx
I

FOITX'DKY
.ast Side Railroad Track. Allmancrquc

i.

CO.

SAflTAL-PEPSI-

Obi.
p p E, Asent for AlbuQuerQue
tfellelontaliM,
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THE COLD WINDS

Toti&Gradi

Won't

Hahlridsc's Lumber
Automatic 'Phone 321.

Oflice ill

Yard.

.1. C.

The new City of Belen

"Bcten Cut-- o

face and

Gross,Kelly&Co
B. H.

WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS

THü ENiiLE WOOD

.1. BOULDKN. Prop.
Wniil. Hides & Pelts
Auto. Phone 20
a Specialty
Cerner Second Street snd Copper Are
LAS VEGAS
ALBUQUERQUE
Albuaueraue. New Mexico.

'
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of The Atchison
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Co

Frop. Alvarado pharmacy

rfil
of Jeiv Mexico
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Future Paitroad Center

Located on the

your

FIRE INSURANCE
Secretary Mutual Rnlldlng Association

mmm
X5he

affect

If yon use our ALMOND, HEX-z.oi- x
AND WITCH,
HAZEL
CREAM, only ISO n bottle,

mmBmmmmmmBaasmBmmmmmsMmmmm3mmmmmammmtBmm

nut

St. and Gold Ave.

ra

0

Santa Fe Kailbvay

N. M., is at the junction of the main lines of the Santa Fe system
from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, EI Paso, Texas and Old Mexico

is 31 miles south of Albuquerque,

leading east and west

The "Belen Uotvn and Improvement Company
(INCOItPORATED)

streets and avenues, niGHT In the business
ARC THE OWNEPS OF THE HELEN TOWNSITE, Consisting of ONE THOUSAND BUUMMI AND RESIDENCE LOTS, (size 26x141 feet) fronting upon 80 and
center of the NEW CITY and directly upon the Santa Ee Railway Depot C.rounds. Th AtchlHon, Topeha and Santa Fe Railway company Is now grndlng Ita extensive depot grounds and yard limits 800 feet wide and
a mile long, (capacity of seventy miles of sido track) to accomodate Its NEW PASSENilEll and FREIGHT depots, HARVEY EATING HOUSE, Round House, Cool Chutes. Water Tanks, Machine Shops, Etc.
70-fo-

sn

THE

CITy OF

HELEfi- -

s

Has a population of 1600, and several InrRe Mercantile Douses, The Uob-- Patent Holler Mills, cspar lty 160 barrels dally: winery, etc. It Is the largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, brans, hay and fruit
New Mexico. From its location upon the (ireat Trunk line, leading North, Smith, Rast and West, to all points In the United States and Old Mexico Its future growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated.
Helen has a 116,000 nubile school house,
All fast limited, mall, express nnd freight trains will pass through Helen to Chicago, IfSnsSS City, tialveston and the Paclflo Coast. The water is good and climate unsurpassed.
twv churches, a commercial club, three hotels, restnurants, etc. It needs right now a bakery, tailoring establishment, shoemaker, plumber, planing mill, drug store, harness shop, etc. THE LOTS OFFERED ARE
may remain on note and mortgage for ene year with Interest at sight per cent per annum.
One third of purchase money cash:
Title perfect and warranty deeds
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS EASY.
given. COME EARLY IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICE LOTS. For further particulars and prices of lots 11 In person or write to
In

two-thir-

ds

c--

The Belen Town and Improvement Company

JOHN

U

store

Albuquerque
Foundry and Machine Works

Dealers In
GROCERIES. PROVISIONS, HAY.
GRAIN AND I I EL.
l ine Line of Imported Wines. Lhiuors
anil Clears. Place Vour Orders
FOT This Line With I s.
NORTH THIRD STREET

GRANT BLOCK
PHONES

, on sale at Matron's Hook
Monday. February 12.

R. I'. HALL, Proprietor

Scott's Sania! Pepsin Capsules

STORAGE!

AT NOON

Ffc'MALE

RiLtip for
nwaai stMOTMMft
HYM
FAIL.
iwtl Immi
Het-fi 'luu (itiarm.T
.'Jonfjr rMtirMcl.
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when
ltcri1. Naiitpus Fffjt, If vour drufftst Jure id
u
yuur nnie n lo tus
Dave (.net i
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40

THE BIG six COMEDIANS
Clarence Powell
James Crosby
I n (I KimpSOfl
Happy Iliircgiinnl
I rani.
IjCSter Daniels
Kirk

A. T. .v S. F, ISy,.

Railway Exchange,

A Coalition of Mirth,

40

General Colonization Agon!

iv

STORAGE!

Pringle's

MINSTRELS

If they knew more about your
neighborhood,
Send us a list of their names
and addresses. We will mall to
them our descriptive land liter
ature. Why not work together
In this matter.
It only costs you
a postal card. Address,

S

r.TCliy
tutsartisans,
men.

&

FA NOUS GEORGIA

1

tn

EDITION

H

Richards

FRESH C r FLOWERS.
IVES Til E FLORIST.
FINE GROCERIES, COURTEOUS
TREATMENT. REASONABLE PIÍI-CEA COMHIXATIOX
IIARI TO
I
;. IMS ITT A CO.. 21 S.
HEAT.
SECO XT STREET.
The Harmle
Business Competitor.
No
business man ever feared a
competitor who did not advertise; It's
the one who advertises a litle mole
HggreSSively than yourself who Induces your insomnia. Isn't this true?
.

BLASE OF GLORY!
Gleeful Commingling
of Jovlailt) :

TWENTY-EIGHT-

Goods Co.

SEE THE

Wednesday, February 14th

the

-

ERY.

ONE NIGHT ONLY

Might decide to
settle along

Tin- Sale of Sails.
Patronize this Sale of Sails, if you
want genuine llargains In New Dress
Goods, .New Wasli Goods. Ginghams.
Percales. Table Linens. Napkins.
and Laces. On sale
Embroideries
Thursday, 0 a. in. Golden Kule Dry
MILI.IN-A-

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

SCi., President

WM. M. VEHCEH,

-

S

Secretary

r;F

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL.

ForirrKF-N- .

Geo. W. Hlckox

BAe

Sunday. February 1L

T. Y. Maynard

a
a

Hickox Maynard Company
New Mexico's Le

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO

ding Jewelers

FOURTH STREET AND

It is the Place to find Everything the Nicest and the Best
Our Watch Repairing ami Optical Department arc In charge
of men of highest qualifications.
Special attention to orders
hy mull and satisfaction guaranteed.

The Arch Front

LEAK

The "Universal!'
Corree Percolator

ALBERT FABER.

SID

a
a
a

K

I.

slon In
public.

111.

District Court Fines

COUNTY

LOST

SALAD BOWLS

CHOCOCLATE SETS
CAKE PLATES
BREAD & BUTTER
PLATES

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

Forty

eeeeeeeee.3.e.f.ee

F.J. HOUSTON

Went Into Wrong Box.

oton has died a commle- probate court us a notary BERNALILLO

In

SCHOOLS

(

205

CUPS

W.

O

JOHNS. BEAVEN

Railroad Av.

OF

Kodaks, Sportinj
Typewriters ard
Bicycles

DISHES
TEAS
COFFEE POTS
CRUMB TRAYS
NUT CRACKS & PICKS
SUGARS & CREAMS
SYRUP PITCHERS
TEASPOONS
TABLE. SPOONS
KNIVES & FORKS
CHAFFING

FIVE

O'CLOCK

are agents for the P. B.
the Finest American Cut
;iass. Many beautiful articles at very reasonable prices
We

To taste Coffee made in the "Universal" and know for the first time what
Perfect Coffee is like is worth living
for. Any one can make Perfect Coffee
in the "UNIVERSAL."

COAL

Fresh

PLATED WARE

CUT GLASS

ny
Stove.
Uniform in
Reiulu.
Made of Pure Aluminum and in Two Style.
Empire and Colonial. In 4 sizes, 4 lo 14 cups.
Usr on
Icind of

WOOD

Hay There!

i

SUGARS
A SAUCERS

CREAMS
OATMEAL DISHES
BERRY SETS
FLOWER VASES
FANCY PLATES
TEA POTS
CELERY TRAYS
OLIVE DISHES

ur new location.

HUNDREDS
DOLLARS
Robatta Is seriously III with
pneumonia it his home on lUillroaii
avenue.
It has been discovered, as another
Goods
J. W. I'cnm w ell, of Silver City, was telle of a past regime that previous to
aimng yesterday's business visitors in the time the present county officers
AND
Albuiueriue.
took charge of the affairs of Rernu-- Í
lillo county, hundreds of dollars eol-- !
O. P. Hovey, unilt r sheriff of Sandoval county, was in the city yester- lected in district court lines, which
should have been turned over to the
day "ii bualneee.
Frank Derricks, of the Biota room- school fund. Ware turned Into the
ing house, has decided to go to Ooug-las- , court fund. Whether it was done by
ReArizona, win re he expects to lo- Incompetence, or w hether there was Kodo,k Finishing and Bicycle
In
In
method
putting
fines
the
the
cate.
pairing a pecil(y.
wrong box is one of those great unM
Nash leaven today for Roswsll,
of
life.
riddles
N. M., where he will remain n sev- answered
BOTH PHONES
The books of the county were
502 S. FIRST ST
eral days looking after a large electri- changed
ye n 1104.
Since
in
the
that
cal supply contract.
time and previous to the present
.Mr an Mrs A M Kriiig an the administration,
between $ ó n 0 and
bappjf parents of a baby boy,
J1.000 Of district court lines which
NEW MEXICO MEAT MARKET
man made his appearance In belonged by law to the school fund,
Friday.
midnight
the Kring home at
w as turned
Andres Homero, Prop.
Into tin court fund, This
BRIGHT OAT HAY
the can be verified by looking ut the
T M. Michaels, of Torrance,
&
CHOICE RIO PUERCO II V
growing little railroad town on the books.
Santa Fe Central, arrived in
West (.old Avenue. AlbuuucroiiC
it is quite fair to suppose, and
I1RIGHT KANSAS HA
lit
yesterday and Is at the Stur- deed, there is really
doubt that In
GAME IN SEASON.
CHOICE VEGA HAY
ges today.
previous yean under the former coun-- t
There was no change y sterday In ty officers, the Mne thing w is going
BRIGHT ALFALFA HAY
CO
A
W. L.
on, and that the schools have ben
the condition of Probate Clark
bevery
deprived of moneys that rightfully
Mr Summers is still
Summers
LIVERY, FEED AND TRANSFER
longed to them since the memory of
Weak and Is considered in a dangerSTABLES
Ever Uiud nf feed and supplies lor
ntrary.
man runneth to th
ous condition.
First Class Turnouts nt ReasonSection 15 4 1 of the compiled Laws
Superintendent W. K. Etter, of the
your stock and poultry.
able Kates.
Rio Orando division of the Santa 10, of uso? provide! that all tines collect
Old Phone 2
New Phone Vi2.
arrive. l in the City yesterday from his ed for violation of the panal laws shall
headri'jarters at San Marcial accom- go into the school f ti nil.
panied by his wife.
Co
Reports from St. .Joseph s anltar-B- l COMMITTEE
AN
TO
GET
eff
to
the
that
lum yesterday lire
BOTH PHONES
Bhetifl Perfecto Arm! Jo is gre tly lulproved and that every hope ls now
TO
PASS
EXPERT
M3 SOUTH FIRST STREET
h id for his recovery.
with
W
pbvsieian.
Dr. J.
Maertlns.
the Qranl Brothera' construction forra
ON SEWERS
is in the city
on the Santa Ke cut-ofr Maertlns has
for a day or two
Just returned from a visit in I.os AnIS FULLY DEMONyesterday
$6.(10 a ton
in tin council meeting
Cerrillos
geles
STRATED BY
afternoon Chairman Walker, of tin'
Gallup,
Bloc
a
If,
.$6.00
ton
American
dnarlea Roehli of Chicago, connect- sewer committee, again brought up
PRICES
WHICH
YOU CAN BUT THE
ed with the general passenger depart' the matter of securing expert advlee
BEST THINGS TO
BMnl of the Santa ft, is In the city on the sewers, looking to (tensions
BAT AT THE
visiting his brother. Stephen It ehl, and improvi ments on the system Mr.
cashier of the loeal Sania Fa freight Walker. Who has taken an active In
offices.
terest in pushing this much needed
$5.73 ton
Two badly Intoxicated young no n work, road leveret letter from proms
Sted
willing
were
be
grri
who
engineers
barn
would
inent
from Trimble red
to undertake tin- work of passing on
yesterday afternoon for Irving to hammer the upholstering off each other the ni e.ls of the city and on notion,
Tin y will be tiled in the police Court the sewer committee was Instructed to
Monday morning.
secure the services of such an expert, Mill Big Load
$2 25 and $2.75
The Sandia mountains and othei subject, of course, to the action and
cov-approval
of
the
council.
i
ranges adjacent to this city were
This is the first step of the City govof snow
r d by another heavy fall
sewV terday morning, one of the heaviest ernment, looking to an adequate
Arrivals In the city erage system for Albuquerque.
of the season.
The Big North Bud Store
from the outlying districts say the rain
815 W. Marble Av.
Sale
Sails.
id
The
in
especially
and snow was general,
Bargains
Phones: Colo. Blk 279. Auto. 623
Reliable Ready-tthe mountains
Phones: 410 Black 280
be found hare during this Great
Women's
Sale.
Skirls.
If you would enjoy a real literary Bargain
Suits, Sweaters,
Tailored
treat, go to the Methodist church Waists.
1ST"
Fine Coats and Silk Petticoats, all at
erening and hear the Rev. nrlces that will both idease and surTtii i red
Dry
you,
at The Golden Rule
Robert Mein tyro on the "Sonny Sida prise
Co.. Thursdav. February 15.
of a Soldier's Life." The most satis- Hoods
a. m.
factory evidence of the Interesting
On your memory that WK
BINDERS FOB EVERYBODY.
character of Mr Mclntyre'i work is
M ule in every shape and style.
To
tip (Ml that every one who hears him hold
ledgi ra, order blanks, duplicate
to si s
are THE PEOPLE
once wants to hear him again.
statement sheets and all matter used
We do all the
loose leaf form.
Monday morning
Savlna Homero Irt
you
when
a
need Plumber
work In our own shot).
Call us un
and Henlto Juarex will have a hearing and We will show you,
you will SAVE
you
do,
if
S.
the
as
II.
LITHGOW
s CO..
before Police Judge Crawford
LbBBl
Willi the .louriial.
sfSBBas.
sBS
.sT '
outcome of a violent encounter yes- Bookbinders.
HONEY for your wisdom.
la, Ndfl
terday morning In the Santa Fe yards
A
Kou OF GLORY.
d
ROM ait) alleges that Juarez first
him with some of Ilv coal that A- - Well as a Murk of Beautj I Luv- nitons Hair.
the consumir Is paying his hard earnIt has been truly said that the
ed dollars for and after a subsequent
exchange of words rushed at him with crowning
glory of our race Is a
a large sharp knife. According to Ro-- luxuriant head of hair.
A-üe- .
W.Stl-Ve- r
It used to be thought that this was
ro's story they were then separated
The
Jlumber4
lone of the blessings which the gods
and he fled for the tall uncut
in stowed capriciously, ami it is only
recently thai scientists have discoverItcllcf OOffH I" Fnn rtaln
in f ed that It's beauty is dependent upon
The Ladles of the Women's
Corp will entertain at the riarrla the absence of a minute germ which
building, comer Itallro.id avenue ami nourishes in the hair folíeles, where
Fifth street on Friday evening. Febru- if destroys the life of the hair.
To restore this life and kill the
ary isth. to celebrate the hlrthdo
We ex- 'germs which cause the mischief Is
of Washington and Lincoln
tend a cordial Invitation to the Ü. A the mission of New bro's Herplcide.
Herpldde surely kills the germs
It.. Ladles of Circle, and public
M l!S TIH 'M AS ISHKBWOOI.
and Is the best hair dressing on the
AND REX FLIRTEOTE ROOFING.
M I IK I. HHOKMAKF.lt,
market.
It i ontains no grease or oil, neither
M US JAME9 SMITH.
frill it stain or dye.
MRU M MULLIGAN,
druggists.
Send
Hold by leading
Entertaining Committee.
in stamps for sample to The Herlie.
The Sale of Sail- Mich.
pil ida Co..
Detroit,
h. H.
Don't fail to nttend the Great Bar- Htlggs A Co., fpeeial agents.
gain Hale of Sills, i great Clearance
H;ie of all Winter Goods, together
I All A
OPENING INNOI
with h Grand Opening Hale of New
Von are cordially Invited to call at
Firsl Slreel H Ma.rquetle Avenue,
Soring Goods all at priesa never beAlbuquerque. New Mexico
Hi" South second St.,
At The Golden Bute thellrttnsiW'k'k.
fore offered.
I
building.
When
will
Co.. Thursdav, February In the Darnell
trv Goods
open h high el is Pool nuil Billiard
15. at 9 a. m.
Pailor next week. Extending a corMl
t mi mío i:
dial invitation to all.
THE REGULAR
I am yours,
I N'T si
DINNER AT THE
M W WORK IN NEW BUILDINGS
M
7,1 H. II: CAFE.
t.l SSAROFF.
Is our strong point, for wc never fall
lo give the owners the benefit of every
m w and Important
Improvement In
sanitary plumbing. New applhtnoea
are constantly belhf Introduced, and
are always included In our estimates.
If after a thorough trial they stand the
test of utility and good servle
(Jvc
US a chance to prove what we can do,
and you will receive the best of work
Our prices arc KlnilT.
When bought right are a good Investment.
at lowest prices.
We Invite you to call and ixamlne the beautiful diamond goods we arn
offering. Also Watches, Jewelry, Kllverware, etc. Mall order. receive
STANDARD PLUMBING AND
prompt intention.
M

Makes Perfect Coffee free from the
bitter taite caused by boiling and
retaining all the delicious aromatic
fragran ce of the Coffee Bean a healthful appetizing beverage, clear as wine,
though no eggs are used.

FINE CHINA

SCHOO L

FUND Dl

Sullivan, of St Louis, Is stip
ping at the Sturges.
H K. White, of St. Louis, Ik a business visitor in the city.
It. C Reynolds, of Troy, New York,
arrived In the city from the east
It

Staab Building

weather.

:

,
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ANOTHER ANCFENT

Forexust.
w tab ngton. Feb. 10. New Mexico
Rain in Miuth. rain or snow In north
portion Suiul.iy and probably Mou- day.
Artaona: Ratn in south, rain or
snow in the north portion Sunday and
in exMoinl.i. eXcapt fair Monday
treme western portion.
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RAILROAD AVENUE

Have Remjved to the New

South Second Street

LOCAL ITEMS DF INTEREST
Tin:

,9n.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO
FOURTH STREET AND RAILROAD AVENUE

Sat Meats

Allm-iineriU- e

THIMBLE

1

i

Clarkville Produce

Hihi&.id Livery

LIVERY, FEED A SALE
STABLES
Our new
addition gives us the
best equipment In the city for boarding your private rig. Talk with me
about it. Baggage delivered to any
part of the city.
T. W. FORD, Prop..
Auto. Phone 604.
112 John St.

SONS
0. W.STRONG'S
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
MONUMENTS
White and Black Hearee

North Saoond Street

201-21-

The Power of Cash

COAL

f,

The

at

The Birdsell Wagon
THE WORLD'S BEST"

the

COKE

i

WOOD

Albuquerque

W.H.HAHN&C0

Cash

Grocery Company

Jot It Votvn

it

'.

,WSW.6-
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Whitney Company
Wholesale Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona
Write for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
The Largest Stock West of Kansas City

1

bORI-harde-

J.

mi

22
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L. 'Bell Co.

LUMBER!
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Sash, Doors, Glass, Cement

J

:
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DIAMONDS
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T
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HEATING

THE LEADING JEWELER
Revllroad Avenue

j

copvsicar

I7

South First Street

North First Street

401-40- 3

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Prompt

ALBVQVERQVE LVMBERC0

i

M3-II5-I-

COMPANY.

Auto. 'Phone 71
Rail p.?j 24.
412 West Railroad Ave., AJbuaiucrtiuc

FIRST SPRING DISPLAY
OF MEN'S

KNOX
HATS
For
1906 a.t

$5.00, $3.50 and $5.00
Now on display and sale in our windows and in the
store. Showing the very newest in shapes and all
the latest popular shades, including the new 1906
Knox derby at
,
$3.50 to $5.00

SIMOM STEHJV, Bhe

R.

Axe. Clothier

